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PREFACE 
I 
It is my purpose in this dissertation to set forth li 
techniques and suggestive mat.erials for practical use with l! 
,j ,, 
'I I recognize i: 
•I 
young adults in our churches and communities. 
the vast amount of material resulting from important re-
!I 
:I 
!I 
search and study which is available to students of. the Bibl~ II ), 
This~ to a great extent,. does not appeal to the majority of 11 
young adults in the average situation for its very merit:. !! 
!l 
of scholarship makes it seem to them to be difficult to ap- ij 
li 
proach. The average layman has, at best, a sketchy back- 11 
ground of Church School training combined with a minimum of il 
Bible reading in the home. The variety in emphasis and in- il 
" II 
terpretation in this limited background is appalling, to il 
I• 
say the least. Too often one minister or teacher has held ~ 
to a very conservative point of view and tbe next to a 
1
1 
quite liberal one , each adding to the student' s confusion. 'i 
In the main, the young adult has not been exposed to any j 
type of continuous Bible study, but rather a chapter here P II 
and a few verses there with little or no introduction to 1! 
the material being used. Consequently, the Bible is to himl! 
,, 
:I 
I 
a very difficult, disconnected, and, for the most part, 
dull book full of laws, commandments, threats, hair-raisin~/ 
d 
prophecies, boring genealogies, a few lovely Psalms, and, I/ 
,, 
of course, the story of the life of Jesus of Nazareth. ll ii 
!I 
I' I 
I! 
!J 
I• II 
!j 
!I 
'• n 11 
if 
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viii :! 
It has been assumed by many teachers of young adults it 
:I 
that Bible study could not hold the interest of their stu- II 
I
ll 
dents. Accordingly they have missed the golden opportunity I 
of presenting this great Library to them and have substi- I. 
ll 
"Politics p" :
1 II 
"The Social Order," "Alcoholics Anonymous," ''Psychiatry," ii 
tuted discussions on "Marriage and the Home," 
'I 
'I 
"World Missions," ••what the Unitarian Believes," and dozens I: 
\, 
' i 
;I jl 
,I 
of related and unrelated subjects. The astonishing thing 
li 
II 
'I 
is, in my opinion, that people will presume to be teachers 
in the Christian Church and apparently be unaware that all 
'I of the foregoing themes and ideas can be best motivated and I, 
taught through a careful and intelligent use of the Bible. 
During the last twelve years I have been working 
very closely with young adults and have been teaching reg-
ularly during six of those years devoting many hours of 
every week to preparation of lesson materials. My class, 
,, 
I' 
'I 
!t 
II 
!I ,, 
" ji 
'I 
!, 
I 
at present, has grown :from an average attendance of :from I 
six to ten to an average attendance o:f from fifty to sixty. jj 
This latter figure has continued consistently for more than 11 
II 
il two years. When I first became acquainted with the group, I, 
" 
ll_i , 
ular pattern or theme. They agreed to "try" a Bible study 
II 
Bible and its contents which we called, "How to Enjoy the !I 
Bible as Creative Christians." We highlighted all of these 1
1 I. 
l i 
j 
it was a small discussion group which :followed no partie-
and so we began with a quick (three month) survey of the 
I! 
I' 
II 
I 
II 
!; 
II 
!I 
I! p 
II =~~=-~= 
!/ 
ix 'j 
1. 
lessons with choice illustrations of the types of literature !/ 
being considered. Interest, enthusiasm, and numbers in- il 
creased rapidly, and, repeatedly, as has been the case in 
other places and situations in my experience, the students 
II 
II 
i (I 
exclaimed, "We had no idea of the contents of the Bible or II 
that it really had such a vital message for us today!~ 
A glimpse of the contents or this great Library 
:j 
!j 
II 
' I
i 
I 
written on two continents, in three languages, by more than li 
!I 
a hundred authors, co-vering a period of hundreds of years, 
,! 
II 
and reflecting widely different levels of morals and civil- !i 
il ,, 
ization, enables young adults to be better prepared for 11 
specific studies of which there are limitless possibilities . /1 
I This thesis is planned to illustrate such a specific study. j 
It is with ever increasing wonder that I consider j: 
the insight and understanding of those great eighth century J/ 
prophets Amos and Hosea. They have a vital message to 
young adults of our day and I doubt that a more important 
study could be planned for them or used with them. 
Therefore, I shall endeavor to present studies o~ 
these two prophets designed especially for use with young 
adults. Both the quotations and the bibliography in this 
discourse should prove helpful to students, as well as 
teachers, for they will find, after examination and study, 
that these works written by scholars, and oftentimes de-
signed for scholars, are nevertheless very readable and 
II 
II 
!1 
I• 
II 
:I 
'I 
1: 
li 
'I 
I 
! 
·i 
I! 
II 
I! 
I' II 
II_ 
!I ,, 
il 
11 
1! 
\I 
II 
\, 
:j 
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X li il 
i: 
interesting to the layman who has been given a bit of· back- 11 
ground and foundation and whose interest has been aroused. lj j, 
We, as teachers, should never forget that, afte r all, we il 
I. 
are working with young adults in our churches, many of II 
whom are experts and scholars in their own fields of en- II 
deavor. \ 
I 
1: li L 
•I lj 
'I 
I 
' i 
II 
I! 
II 
'I I. 
jl 
,, 
II 
il 
li II 
lj 
il 
CHAPTER I 
GENERAL PLAN OF THESIS 
i 
'I ,, 
,, 
.I 
Jt 
ii 
Amos and Hosea belong together even though they differ/! 
from each other in many respects. One follows the other II 
I 
chronologically, one supplements the other logically, and I 
the two present a complet.eness of express ion in the light of 
I 
which each receives a cleare r interpretation. They were conl i 
cerned with the same social and religious problems and, in j/ 
li 
!I 
II many ways, the thinking of the two was quite similar. We 
have, in a large measure, an introduction to prophecy when 
we have an introduction to Amos and Hosea. 
il 
1j I In the very beginning some techniques whic h would be ' 
I 
advantageous fo.r use in teaching Amos and Hosea are given in 1 
,, 
II this thesis. An introductory session is recommended in :1 
which procedures for motivating interest and enthusiasm in I 
the study are given, together vdth the suggestion of using t 
,. 
such a session, with the young adults involved. t .o outline a l/ 
general plan of the entire project and to consider the best 1/ 
approach to it. Resource materials are discussed with sug- II ;, 
gestions both to teachers and students undertaking the study r 
il 
and the importance of the use of maps, charts, and other il-j 
I 
lustrative materials is stressed. Some space is given to a 1 
i 
brief summary and explanation of t h e section on histor,r in- !1 
:, 
eluded in t .he thesis which should prove helpful to the I• 
II 
!' 
i/ 
'\\ 
ll 
'I ··-·=-~-====-----==o--'--==---~-,'-'=-=·-=o.=--===·=·=-=-----=-=--=--=-~--=--=-"---""=-:.-==-==-=-=-==--=--=---"---=-=~-=--==-"'-----· JJ- --"-=--= 
2 il 
•I :, 
teacher in using the material and in planning his presenta- ;1 
I 
tion of history and its importance in relation to the study. : 
I 
The brief outline of history, with special emphasis 
!I 
upon the period in which Amos and Hosea lived, is given, as a 
;; 
indicated, early in this dissertation in order to furnish 
background for the study. There is unmistakable evidence 
il 
ii 
li 
li 
li 
that the early civilization of the eighth century B. C., ii 
To !/ in its essential elements, was amazingly like our own. 
stress one point, 
• • • the rise of prophecy in Israel came fast upon the 
passage of the nation from an agricultural to a commer-
cial basis of society, and upon the appearance of the 
very thing which gives its name to civilization-city-1 life, with its unchanging sins, problems, and ideals. 
Hoses's life and ministry are almost contemporaneous with 
those of Amos. The dates agreed upon by most scholars are 
about 760 B.C. for Amos and 747 to 722 B. C. for Hosea. 
Hosea's public work took place, then, about thirteen years 
1: q 
I, 
'I 
!i 
l! 
'I II 
!J 
,, 
li 
II 
II 
after the ministry of Amos. Political movements and changes;! 
in the national and international scenes are, of course, lj 
pointed out. Furthermore, this phase of the study is im-
portant beoause the understanding and accurate analysis of 
II II 
II 
I 
I 
the historical events of the days in which they were living j 
impelled these men of God to produce and deliver the mes-
sages which have come down the centuries, even to our own 
1 G. x:-smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets, 
Preface, p. xiii. 
I 
l 
I, 
i' I 
I 
!I 
I 
I 
II 
'I II 
II 
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,, 
3 II li 
day, with powerful demands for social justice, righteous-
ness, and morality • 
The biography of a great person is, almost invaria-
il 
IJ 
I! 
I 
i 
II 
bly, interesting and illuminating. In fact, it is extremel~i 
il 
difficult to analyze a man 1 s writings tl the investigat.or !/ 
Ji 
lacks knowledge of his background, the place and period 
in which he lived, his interests, personality, training, 
culture, and home. Therefore, it has been considered im-
portant to this study, as each of these prophets is dealt 
'I t ,, 
:I I. j! 
!I 
ji 
i! I! 
;I 
with specifically, to approach it by way of the best avail- 1! II ,, 
able information on his life, character, and call. ,I 
Few groups of you~ adults would be vitally interest j 
ed in a detailed, critical study and analysis of these /j 
I books, but they would be interested in being guided in 
I 
reading the books and in searching out the message which /1 
each contains. Therefore, the ministry and message of each l 
. I 
are given special emphasis in this thesis. It is only from j 
:I 
I 
such study that the contributions made by these pioneers of l 
I 
religion, both to their own day and to ours, can be real-
ized. It is hoped that these sections will bring these 
great prophetic books, which contain some of the greatest 
II 
I 
I 
thinking and greatest truths of the Bible, to young adults j1 
)I who are not reading and studying from a technical point 
of view. 
A recent Dutch critic, whose exact scholarship is 
- - - --- ------- --
II 
,I 
'I 
+ 
li 
4 
known to readers of Stade's Journal of Old Testament 
Science, has said of Amos a~d Hosea:--'These prophecies 
have-award of God, as for all times, so also especially 
for our own. Before all it is relevant to "The social 
question" of our day, to the relation of religion and 
morality •••• Often it has been hard for me to refrain 
from expressly pointing out the agreement between Then 
and To-day.' 2 
That these books have a living and vital message for 
our own day cannot be doubted by any who have studied the 
books and who have had the courage to attempt to analyze the 
twentieth century. To answer satisfactorily the questions, 
tt:How does Amos speak to our day?" and "What ha s Hosea to 
say to us?" would be the chief aim and purpose in such a 
study for young adults. Consequently, the contribution of 
each to the life of today is given an important place. 
2 G. A. Smith, The ~ook of the Twelve Prophets, 
Preface, pp. xiii-xiv. 
:I 
\I 
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CHAPTER II 
ADVANCE SESSION 
A week in advance of beginning a series on Amos and 
,, 
I 
! 
I 
i/ 
j: 
I I, 
!! 
:I Hosea, time should be taken really to motivate the interest !1 
.. , 
/I 
'I of the group. Many different methods might be used depend- \\ 
ing upon the previous studies participated in by tbe group, ~ 
their general interests, the type of community in which they lj 
'I live, forces outside the clmrch which dominate their inter- · II 
I 
ests, attitudes, etc. Just a few suggestions will be given 
1
, 
here, for details in techniques and procedures are not the 
!1 
I' 
chief purpose of this dissertation, and capable teachers 
II will analyze their students and their particular situations j
.I 
and work out wisely and well the right methods. 
Often considering together a few pertinent questions 1 
will result in real interest and enthusiasm in a course. 
II 
For example, "When modern social reformers are looking for l1 
texts to support the truths they are preaching, to what boo~ 
in the Bible do they usually go?" This sort of question !/ II 
could be an outgrowth of discussions on local, national, or ~~ 
international problems of poverty, racial inequalities, so- !I 
cial injustices, or any other types of evil. The teacher I 
might continue by pointing out~ or--through good teaching 
strategy--secure the suggestion from the group,. that Amos 1 s !; 
. l! 
prophecies were severe and solemn, although extremely vital ~' 
jl 
J 
ll 
II 
,, 
" '•
" il 
----.o.===co===:--="-=· = 
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6 
il' and that he dealt, almost exclusively, with God 1 s impartial 1, 
1: justice. Therefore, a prophet who followed immediately 
after Amos, and one who shared in his proclamations of 
'I l' ,, 
i! 
" 
,, 
doom for Israel, but who was as clearly the prophet of God • s il 
:i 
i' love as Amos was of His justice, and one who seemed to be 1: 
,j 
able to look beyond the doom to a brighter future --Hosea-- /J 
is the most logical one to include with him in this study. 
It should be pointed out also t.ha t, as Amos and Hosea are 
il !, I, 
lj 
:I 
i 
I 
' ! 
studied, it will be obvious that they supplement each other · 
il 
and that a clearer understanding of the life , ministry, and 1
1 II 
message of each is attained as both are studied. 
A different line of approach would be to ask, "If 
we were desirous of beginning a study of the oldest book, 
chronologically, in the Bible, which would it be'?" Many 
young adults would not be able to answer this question 
readily. In fact, astonishment might be expressed when it 
,, 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i I, 
•i 
!j 
!I 
:I 
is stated that "Amos'' is : the correct answer to the quest ion . il 
ttWhat is the theme of this ancient book'?tt ttWhat type o:f 
literature is it?" ttWhat sort of person was Amos'?" These 
questions quite naturally follow. Proceeding with such a 
line o::f thinking, the suggestion to include Hosea in the j 
series could be made logically on the basis tbat, continuin, 
in the line of chronology with the eighth century prophets, I; 
il 
Hosea follows Amos. That they seem to belong together,. etc.;, 
could follow and thus the foundation could be laid and the 
'I ,, 
H 
\! 
l\ !I 
d 
!I 
_,_ ______ =-=-=="'-=-===---=--==-=-=--==-=--c.=::~~-=---'-"'=-=--==--=-=.:=-=-- - --,. =-.::co.-:.-_::.:::·-===-=--==-=--=-=-"--="--!~==--==-= 
. 7 11 
advance planning done. 1/ 
II 
ii In this introductory or motivation period the teacher jj 
might briefly outline his plan as far as important phases of :! 
the series would be concerned. The Table of Contents and 11 II 
Chapter One of this thesis provi de a usable plan for a series ~ 
As the teacher concludes this portion of his Adv!lnce /! 
Session, it would be advisable to remind the group that it 
I ,/ 
will approach this study by way of a resume of early Pales-
tinian Bible history with particular emphasis placed upon 
the years 785-721 B. C. and including the period up to the. 
I'
ll 
:I 
" 
" II ll !i 
1/ 
close of the eighth century. He should, first of all, at-
I! 
1/ 
II 
tempt to convince his group that knowledge of the historical :J 
facts of the century in which Amos. and Hosea lived and worked :/ 
'I li 
il 
will be of real value to the study. In many situations it 
would be wise again,. at this point, to put two or three key l 
I 
I 
I questions to the class such as, ttWhat do you recall about 
the history of the eighth century B. C.?"' II Most young adults r i 
i 
quite naturally, will recall little or nothing of th:e period. 
A second question might be, nno any of the following nenes 
sound familiar to you: Adad-nirari III? Joash? Jonah, son /1 
o:f Ami ttai? Jeroboam II? Tiglath-pileser III? Am.az:iah? ;1 
Uzziah? Pekah? Ahaz? Hoshea? Sargon? Hezekiah?" Any of :1 
;I the names selected from th:e history o:f this period that 
would be recognized by any of the group could be identified II 
'I immediately to gJOd advantage. The list might be left on a // 
ij 
--- 11--
!1 
I' 
.I ,, 
I! 
I· il 
i! 
ij 
! 
I 
I 
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blackboard so that the names WJUld be identified during the I 
session devoted to the history. ttWha t are the best sources ·It 
!i of inf'orma tion for this period ? 1t would be a g:>od clo_sing II 
question. The teacher, with the aid of his students, might 1\ 
p q 
list, on th.e blackbo·ard, the mos.t common and easily available (\ 
resource materials. Biblical sources would probably head li 
!I 
the list: The Book of the Kings, II Chronicles, the books i 
of Amos arr:d Hosea, thems~ilives, throw much light upon the I 
I 
!I il 
history of the eighth century, and some portions of Isaiah 
would be important to this study. The teacher should be 
li 
informed as to available sources for any who might be inter- 11 
!, 
!I ested in taking the time for some research and preparation. 
Encyclopedias are always easily available and afford some 
valuable help. Dr. Elmer A. Leslie's book, The Prophets 
Tell Their Own Story, can be recommended most highly as 
being extremely interesting an.d readable even for those who 
i' II 
!l II 
li 
il 
r 
i 
are not students of the Bible. On one occasion, with a large ll 
'I 
class of young adults, and only one session to. devote to I 
I 
Amos, th.e chapter on Amos from Dr. Leslie's book was careful-11 
l 
ly studied and, after an explanation concerning the style and! 
I 
i 
manner in which the book was written, the chapter was given- I 
-as it is in the book--in the first person. The group was 
simply delighted with it. For a brief study it is superb 
and it certainly should be used for resource material in a 
longer period of study. Even such popular writings as 
I 
! 
li 
il 
I! 
II 
!I 
ij 
I! 
I I 
u 
Dorothy Clarke Wilson's, The Herdsman, can be used to gp od 
advantage. The author has of~ered much in historic back-
ground and knowledge of life in Palestine in the eighth 
Journal, The Booklist, The Christian Scie~ Monitor, The 
New York Times Book Review, etc., hardly have done justice 
to the value of it. In fact, a good one-session review of 
the story, at the conclusion of the study on Amos and Hosea 
for young adults, might prove exceedingly interesting and 
should provoke some commen.ts and discuss ion which would, in 
turn, review the factual material which has been covered in · 
the series , Dorothy Clarke Wilson has caught the spirit and I 
t .emper of the period, has, as mentioned,. been very true to j 
its history, and has not permitted the ~ietion to destroy 1 
the facts which she gleaned from her study and preparation 
for the writing of. t .he book. Furthermore, her fiction lies 
within the realm of possibility as far as the fragmentary 
I I! li 
I 
I 
li 
stories of the lives of Amos and Hosea are found in the Bible ~ 
Many favorable comments on the book have been made by young r 
i 
i 
adults. The Bibliography for this thesis includes additional 
sources which might be used. In most cases, very little )J 
study, unless: especially assigned to individuals, will be 
done, for ancient history is not a major interest of mQ.st 
,, 
II 
li q 
young adults, but the foregoing, or a similar procedure, ): 
•I 
would afford an opportunity to any who might especially enjoy II 
i 
'I 
I 
t! 
i II !, 
I' il 
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10 !I 
'I II ;, following through on some research. 
The wise teacher, in almost every instance, will pre- li 
•I 
l! !i pare his history session very 'thoroughly and use, almost 
exclusively, a lecture-type presentation because he will be !I 
the one who really has studied and analyzed the material, 11 
I 
i and he will realize that the success or failure of the 
series may depend upon that hour. Young adults will be in- ~~~~, 
spired only by the historical phase of the study as the lj 
teacher uses his utmost in skill and ingenuity in his pre- 1. I! 
II 
sentation. Archaeological discoveries, illustrations, i! 
lj 
pictures, maps, etc. can be used to very good advantage. li 
!I 
Again, these and other techniques must be decided upon large* 
II 
ly by the teacher as he sees his own situation and con-
siders availability of materials and information. 
An Advance Session of this type should be concluded 
with an expressed determination to gain all possible help 
and inspiration from the entire study. By "expressed" is 
meant both verbal expression and a manifest spirit and at-
titude of interest and cooperation. 
:I 
'I 
II 
II II 
I! 
d 
I! 
ll 
'I I, 
I' II 
The chapter (III) on history in this thesis consists !/ 
1-
o:f a brief sketch on the early Bible history o:f Palestine i 
! 
to the close of the eighth century B.C. The teacher of I II 
young adults, in presenting a history session as backgrou~d 11 
to the study of Amos and Hosea, needs to have a general pic-i/ 
. :1 
ture of this entire scope of history in mind. Thus, he is :1 
il 
____ [__ 
i 
I 
II ,, 
I! 
I 
! 
I. 
lj 
I, 
\\ 
!l 
ij 
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:I 
much better prepared for any questions or problems which /! 
might ari~e, ---especially in the placing of men and events ~ 
in right relation to each other and to their time in the ji 
II 
scheme of things. Many sources have been studied carefully jj 
in preparation for writing Chapter III and the dates, names, 1/ 
and sequence of events are made as reliable as possible by II 
I, 
using those most generally agreed upon by Bible scholars and II 
students of history. The teacher rs own discretion should 1\ 
guide him as to the use of the earlier ancient history made II 
available in the chapter. Time which may be devoted to this !/ 
phase of the study, anticipated interest of his group in his ~i 
!I tory, and his own ability to make history come alive in a 
presentation would be the det.ermining factors. It would see~\ 
. ·I 
more important to utilize a larger portion of the suggested II 
I' 
material if the series on .Amos and Hosea was to be the first II 
· II study based on the Old T'estament used by th.e group. 
Teachers often prepare charts which are very effecti ve1
1
1 
and which give. a quick over -all picture to students. Such a 
1
; 
II 
chart might be prepared from the historical facts given in i 
Chapter III using one column for the history of Israel, one !J 
f'o·r Judah, and, perhaps, one each for Damascus and Assyria. II 
In the case of the latter two, filling in names only of thos ~ 
II 
that had definite influence and bearing on the history of' II 
Israel and Judah would be sufficient. Important prophets 11 
might be included in such an historical chart. 
jl 
(An illustra ~ 
!J [I 
I' 
,I 
:I 
,, 
II 
I! 
tion of such a chart is included in this thesis.) 
be added that one simply could not do justice to this dis-
cussion without the aid of a large map which would show all 11 
places of importance mentioned. Such maps of Palestine in !j 
I, jt 
early Bible times are available or may be drawn quite easily \l 
!: 
on a blackboard or other material of adequate size. (The i/ 
map included in this thesis indicates the places of impor- !I 
tance referred to in the chapter on history and in the :1 
lj 
chapters on Amos ' ·.and Hosea.) !! 
!j The greater leaders and more important events, of ~ 
It 
H 
course, are the only ones that one could hope to have remem- :' 
II 
bered ,. bu.t it has been necessary to mention the less im- !\ 
portant ones in order to have. a continuous succession of 11 
history and thus avoid possibility of confusion. Naturally, 11 
I 
' I 
it is far from being complete or comprehensive, but it is I i 
an attempt to provide a view of the general flow of histor- I 
ical events. The material included in Chapter III is in- !I 
tended to be used for incorporation in a discussion or dis- il 
I 
course which might be used in the manner recommended earlier !! 
(in this chapter). II 
The period of greatest interest for t his entire stud yll 
is, of course, that beginning about 785 B. C. and ending J\ 
about 721 B. c. A great many historical details of the per- jJ 
II iod also will be considered in the specific studies of Amos I' ,, 
' i 
!I 
and Hosea, for the book of Amos especially is one of the 
'i 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
:I 
\ 
ll 
il 
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il 
sources of highest possible historical value for that period !t 
The history . of the northern kingdom, as such, came to an !! 
II 
end when Samaria fell in 721 B. C. The record of the his- I' I 
tory of the e) ighth century B. C. included in this discourse II 
(Chapter III is concluded with a few brief comments on !I 
jl 
il the kingdom of Judah during the final years of the century. it 
I' 
!I 
I! 
I! 
jl 
.I li I. ,, 
II 
II 
'I 
II ,, 
~I 
I, 
II 
!I 
ij 
II 
II 
I' 
:I 
ij 
I, 
II 
il 
:I 
'I I, 
II jl 
II 
II 
il 
ll 
,, 
!i I · 
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CHAPTER III 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The eighth century B. C. is of the greatest impor-
tance in the consideration of history for this study. Fur-
!i 
II ll 
II 
II 
I! I; 
II 
\\ 
I' I' 
i) 
!i 
1
: 
,! 
I' 
'! ther, the period may be narrowed to approximately the years !i 
from 785 to 721 B. c. However, in order to get clearly in 
mind the sequence of events and lives of leaders that have 
had bearing on the period and their relationships to each 
other, it is helpful to scan rapidly Israel's history and 
,, ,, 
., 
ll 
il 
\j 
'I q 
ii 
·I 
ii 
:I 
to look briefly at this tiny geographical area that has had II 
lr 
li such an important history and from which have come such 
'I great contribu.tions to mankind. !1 
Palestine stretches through only about three and one- ~ 
1\ half degrees of latitude, is about two hundred and forty 11 
miles long and twenty-three miles wide in the north and abou~ 
eighty miles in the south. Its area (excluding Trans""'•Jordan ~~ 
is just over nine thousand square miles. Its area, then, 
is slightly smaller than that of New Hampshire, and Oregon 
is more than ten times its size! 
As one glances at the map of Palestine, he realizes 
that its very position affords a clue to the influences 
that molded its history. (A map is included for reference 
on page 16.) As it is viewed in the light of early Bible 
times, we find that along its west coast was located the 
II 
!I 
lr li 
:I 
I' 
!l 
I' 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
' I 
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road used by traders and leaders of the campaigns which made 
the land famous. Its important seaports were well known 
and Gaza, to the extreme south, served Arabian caravans and 
the people of the Egyptian Delta. Arabia's location open-
ing out to Palestine and Babylonia is notable ahd one of 
the great highways led to Syria and on to Damascus and 
Hamath along the edge of the desert east of the Jordan. 
Galilee and Gilead were close to Damascus and Damascus was 
connected always with Mesopotamia, Assyria, Armenia, and 
Asia Minor. Palestine, then, was at the southern extreme 
of the countries stretching down from Asia Minor and at the 
very doorways of both Arabia and Egypt. It obviously is 
impossible to separate the history of early Palestine from 
these other important ancient civilizations and the many in-
fluences which they exerted over her must be recognized. 
Biblical and secular records both show many situations grow-
ing out of the relationships of Palestine to Philistia, 
Phoenicia, Edom, Moab,. Ammon, Gilead,. and the Syrian states. 
(It is necessary to note on the map the places mentioned if 
the foregoing information is to prove interesting and if 
their significance is to be appreciated.) 
Stanley Cook introduces this ancient history in the 
following manner, "At an age when there were no great ex-
ternal empires to control Palestine, Israel arose and 
claimed a premier place amid its neighbours (c. 1000)."1 
1 Stanley Arthur Cook, tt.Palestine," ~ncycl.Q.Q~di~ 
1-.- XVII, p. 125 ---·--- - ---· 
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I 
The history is fragmentary, at best, and the Biblical nar-
rative, which is our best source, obviously is written for 
the sake of religion. Certainly results of archaeological 
research have helped to enlarge the historical picture. 
The outline of this early history is quite familiar. 
The _tribes, coming principally from Egypt, took possession 
of the land and established themselves thereon. A series 
of ttjudges" over the people was followed by a monarchy. 
Perhaps few stories from the Bible are better known than 
those of its first great kings: Saul, David, and Solomon. 
Dr. Knudson calls attention to the fact that 
• . •• it is to be regarded as providential that Israel 
for three centuries after the settlement in Canaan .. was 
left unmolested by the great empires of the East and 
West. Had Israel in that early day been conquered by 
Egypt or Assyria, the free development of its religious 
life would have been impossible. Yahweh would have been 
subdued before his supremacy had been fully established2 
Between the time of Moses and that of the literary 
prophets we have both decline and progress • • • • the 
intervening centuries in spite of all their lapses had 
witnessed a distinct religious development, and this 
development it was that alon3 made possible the work of 
the eighth-century prophets. 
Dr. Knudson further points out that when Yahweh's name had 
been set on high by the magnificent reigns of David and 
-------z-Albert C. Knudson, !he Religi~ Teaching of the 
Old !estament, p. 36 
3 Ibid., p. 161 
i 
I 
II 
II 
il 
Solomon, it was possible for the prophets to see in the 
disasters of the Syrian wars and in the threatened sub-
jection to Assyria an evidence not of his weakness but of 
his moral rectitude. 4 They saw the sufferings of those 
later days as a punishment for the people's sins. 
18 
At Solomon's death, Rehoboam, his son, came to the 
throne, and when he refused any leniency in his policies 
toward the people, at an assembly in S;hechem about 933 B. c. 
which was followed by a revolt, Israel threw off the yoke 
of the ruling power at Jerusalem and the. monarchy became 
two separate kingdoms. 
The divided monarchy began with Israelite power on 
both sides of the J"ordan and wi tb. Judah extending southward 
from a point a few miles north of J"erusalem. The economic 
advantages were with the northern kingdom for she had far 
greater natural resources, twice the population, and through 
her territory ran the great highways of commerce from Egypt 
to Syria and the east. Judah~ on the other hand, comprise.d 
the single tribe of Judah ani a part of Benjamin only. Al-
though this fact made for unity end stability, it also made, 
together with its geographical isolation, for narrow pro-
vincialism which was in contrast to the pioneering and pro-
gressive spirit of the people of Israel. Judah, of course, 
4 Albert c. Knudson~ The Religious Teaching of the 
Old Testament, pp.36-37 
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was in possession of the temple built by Solomon which, 
through the centuries, gained an importance that surpassed 
that of any in the northern kingdom. The kings of Israel 
naturally would not want their people making constant pil-
grimages to Jerusalem to worship, so Jeroboam (933-912), 
first king of Israel, who had his capital first at Shechem, 
then at Penuel, established places of worship at Dan and 
Bethel (I Kings 12:25-33) where Yahweh was worshipped under 
the form of a bull. Ahij.ah, the prophet, endeavored to 
bring about a purification of religion, but Jeroboam per-
mitted the Canaanizing influence to continue. Later his-
torians looked upon this as the major evil of Israel and 
pointed to it as the vital problem of religion for the 
eighth century prophets. 
The history of the two kingdoms is contained in the 
Books of the Kings and the Books of the Chronicles. The 
latter books are later and less reliable as historical 
sources. In the Kings a separate history of the northern 
kingdom has been combined with Judean history by means of 
synchronisms, while the Chronicles deal with Judah ·alone. 
There was a half century of warfare between Judah 
and Israel from about 925 to 875 B. C. during which time 
the following kings reigned in Israel: Nadab (912-911), 
Baasha (911-888}, Elah (888-887), Zimri (887}, and Omri 
(887-876). Under the house of Omri Israel rose to a 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
( 
20 
height which she had not attained since the death of Solomon 
As indicated, Omri founded one of the truly great dynasties 
of Israel and, although lit~le is preserved of his history, 
his significance is indicated in the fact that the Assyr-
ians referred to the northern kingdom as "the land of Omri" 
long after his death. Omri, using wise military strategy, 
and realizing its advantageous location, made Samaria his 
capital. He allied himself with Phoenicia as David had 
done and strengthened that league by the marriage of his 
son, Ahab, to Jezebel, daughter of the king of Tyre. This 
marriage had serious consequences for Israel. 
Ahab's reign (876-854) is remembered chiefly because 
of Jez ebel' s endeavor to enforce the cult of the Tyrian 
Baal which really introduced sacred prostitution and its 
accompanying ceremonials and practices to all Israel, her 
I 
'I ,, 
selfishness and greed as illustrated in her treatment of 
Naboth, and her persecution of the prophets of Yahweh. 
E.lijah was the prophet who inveighed against Jezebel and her I 
obnoxious practices and who instigated a prophetic revolu- IJ 
tion against the dynasty of Ahab. Elijah made some notable 
contributions to the development of the re l i gion of Israel 
by emphasizing "the essential inwardness and individuality 
of the revelation of Yahweh. He takes us a step away f rom 
the ex t ernal, naturalistic evidences of Yahweh's presence 
and a step toward his inner revelation in the reason and 
II 
21 
conscience of men~5 An additional contribution is pointed 
out by Dr. Leslie6 in the incident of Naboth's vineyard, 
mentioned previously, for there the prophet showed real in-
sight in the realm of social justice for the common man 
(one of the great emphases of Amos) which, in .turn, indi-
cated that religion in Israel was beginning m move into a 
new ethical stage. The prophet Micaiah also fearlessly 
opposed the practices at Ahab's court and so closely harmo-
nized in viewpoint and emphasis with Elijah that growth and 
development of a higher type of prophecy is quite obvious 
in this period. Elijah and Micaiah, as will be noted con-
cerning their great successors, Amos and Hosea, did not 
live with the prophets of their day, but rather lived and 
worked alone. It is interesting to observe that apparently 
Elijah made no protest against the Israelite worship as 
carried on at Bethel or to the worship of the bull. In 
fact, this worship did not seem to be re cogniz.ed as con-
trary to the worship of Yahweh before Hosea denounced it. 
It is clear that even in the reign of Ahab there were ele-
ments inherent in the life of the nation which, if allowed 
to continue, surely would mean her downfall. Her social 
and political practices made ruin inevitable. An interest- I 
ing sidelight on the life of the period is given by Dr. j 
I 
-------~:-x:-Leslie, Old Testament Religion, p. 149 \ 
6 Ibid., p. 150 li 
I 
I' 
I 
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E. A. Leslie: I 
During Ahab's reign new cultural streams of influence ! 
poured in upon Israel. The excavators of Samaria have 
found a number of beautiful ivories, such as were used 
in abundance in the courts of the Near East to ornament 
cabinets, couches, tables, and stools. They throw vivid 
light upon the Israelite historian's reference to Ahab's 
ivory palace {I Kings 22:39), and make concre.te the 
bitter criticism hurled a century later by Amos against 
the "houses of ivory" and the beautiful 'tbeds of ivoryn 
of the "notable men" . of Israel (Amos 3 :15; 6 :4). 7 
Ahaziah (854-853), son of Ahab and Jezebel, and his 
successor, Jehoram (853-842), another son of Ahab and Jez-
ebel--although the latter (II Kings 3:2} showed some tend-
ency to reform re l igious practices-- allowed the Canaanizing 
influences and customs to continue. 
Judah also was brought under the influence of the 
Canaani te:..;Phoenician worship so popular in the northern 
kingdom. Athaliah, daughter of Jezebel and Ahab, married 
King Jehoram of Judah. The following rulers of Judah are 
enumerated so that an unbroken succession may be seen: 
Rehoboam (933-916), Abijam (916-914), Asa (914-874)--father 
of Jehoshaphat and .. grandfather of Jehoram and the greatest 
reformer king before Hezekiah and Josiah, Jehoshaphat (874-
851), and Jehoram (851-844). (The chart on page 24 helps to 
clari~y the lives of these men in relation to each other and 
illustrates the parallel histories of Judah and Israel. 
Ahaziah, son of Jehoram and Athaliah, carried on the reli-
gious practices of his mother and, at his death, his mother 
7E:A:teslie, Old Testament ~igion, pp. 143-144 
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had all aspirants to the throne, as far as she knew, put to 
death and then took the throne herself and reigned far six 
years. The infant ~oash, her grandson, however, had--with-
out her knowledge--been hidden by his aunt and uncle. Joash, ll 
then, sole surviving son of Ahaziah, and grandson of Atha-
liah, was brought from his hiding-place by Jehoi~ the 
" chief priest of the Yahweh templ e in Jerusalem and uncle by 
marriage to Joash, at seven years of age and was proclaimed 
the rightful king of Judah, true descendant of David. 
Elish, , the prophetic successor of Elijah, carried 
forth the latter's plans to weaken Israel's power in order 
to overthrow Ahab's dynasty. This was accomplished by dis-
placing Benhadad II of Damascus, King of Syria, by Hazael 
who ruthlessly wrought destruction in the northern kingdom 
as planned. Further, he aided in the Jehu dynasty ' s re-
placing the family and dynasty of Ahab. There is no part 
I 
of the history of Israel that is as bl oody a picture as that I 
'I 
of the reign of terror which came with Jehu's (842-816) 
kingship. The saying, "driving like Jehun evidently comes 
from the story of his ride to Jezreel and on to Samaria 
that left murder and destruction in its wake and that cul-
I 
minated in a furious slaughter of all who seemed in any wise 
loyal to Ahab's house. In the temple he murdered priests, I 
prophets, and worshipers of Baal. This murderous revolution !( 
I 
is evidence of the fanatical sincerity of the prophets in 
I 
II 
-I I 
I i 
-· 
CHA.RT OF POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS LE\DERS OF ISRAEL AND JUDAH FROM 933 B. C. to 700 B. C. 
PROPHETS KINGS OF ISRAEL KINGS OF JUDAH OUTSIDE INFLUEN CES (Northern Kingdom) (Southern Kingdom) (Referred to in Ch. III) 
Ahijah Jeroboam I (933-912) Rehoboam (933-916) 
Nadab (912-911) Abijam (916-914) 
Baasha (911-888 ) Asa (914-874) 
E1ah (888-887) 
Zimri (887) 
Omr i ( 887-876) 
Elijah Ahab (876-854) Jehoshaphat (874-851 ) 
Ni.:t ca i ah 
Ahaziah (854-853) 
Elisha Jehoram (853-842) Jehoram (851-844) Benhadad II of Syria 
Jehu (842-816) Ahaziah (844) Hazael of Syria Atha1iah (844-838) 
Jehoahaz (816-800) Joash (838-799) Benhadad III of Syria 
AaElCf-n1rar1 II came to 
Jehoash (800-787) Ama.ziah (799-785) throne of Assyria (805) 
Jonah, son of Amittai (Damascus crushed-805) i 
AMOS (760) Jeroboam II ( 787-747) Uzziah 785-747) 
HOSEA ( 747-722) Jotham As Regent,758-747) 
Isaiah (747- 701 ) z.ecnarlah ~ ·r'n- ·r4b ) Jotham As K1ng, 747-74~ 
Shallum (746) 
Menahem (746-737) Ahaz ( 742-725) Tiglath-pi1eser o~) 
Assyria (745-727 
Pekahiah (736-735) 
Pekah (734- 733) Rezon of Damascus 
Z\:) 
l-Tne> h oo {7:>;?.-7?.4) HA?:Alci<>h (7?.fi-Rq 7) 
Snalman(s er v ~)· Assyr1a ~ 
- . 
.... .'I.. (...,,.,., l" n A \ 727-722 . . . 
Sarg:on of Assyria( 722-705 
Sennacherib of Assyria 
(705-681) 
I 
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trying to rid Israel of the Baal influence. However, it is 
interesting for this particular study to note that Hosea 
(Hosea 1:4} bitterly opposed Jehu's methods of endeavoring 
to accomplish his purpose and he declared himself against 
this violence in the naming of Jezreel, his first child. 
The meaning of the name is "'God sows 11 and the interpretation 
for Israel was that God would sow judgment upon the still-
existing dynasty of Jehu because of that bloody revolution 
with its center of horror in the town which bore the name 
Jezreel (II Kings 9-10). 
Hazael and Benhadad III of Syria continued to plunder 
Israel under Jehu and his son, Jehoahaz (816-800}. Judah, 
under Joash (838-799), paid heavy tribute from temple treas-
ures in order to escape a similar fate. 
By the eighth century there is no doubt but that 
Israel's religion had become quite thoroughly Canaanized. 
It is true that she had retained some of her important 
festivals and ceremonies, but, for the m6.st part, these, too, 
had become so colored by Canaanite practices and so correlat- 1 
ed with similar festivals and observances of Canaanite wor-
-, 
ship that we can find a counterpart in Canaanite-Phoenica::Ln 
religion for almost every phase and form of the so-called 
I 
I 
I 
Yahweh worship of the Israelites. Hosea 13:2 and I Kings \ 
16:34 refer to human sacrifice so that we know that even !I 
this pr~ctice had been adopted to some extent. II Kings 16: I 
indicates that Ahaz of Judah (742-725) sacrificed his own 
son. Surely, there was great need for powerful prophetic 
voices, inspired by Yahweh, to proclaim His truths: 
26 
Syria's dominance was not lasting, for the advance of 
Assyria compelled her to withdraw her forces and concentrate 
them against this powerful foe in the southeast. Assyria 
did not begin to play a part in Palestinian life in this 
period of history until Adad-nirari III came t o the throne 
in 805 B. C. Damascus was thoroughly crushed in that same 
year. These world events brought hope to Israel and the 
Israelites once more asserte.d themselves against Damascus 
under Jehoash (800-787) who succeeded Jejoahaz. In three 
successful campaigns he regained much of their lost terri tor:y 
and the beginnings of prosperity were apparent. It is in-
teresting to note that the aged Elisha was spared to assist 
and advise Jehoash in these early successes (II Kings 13: 
14 ff.) 
At about the same time in Judah, Joash (838-799) was 
assassinated by members of his own household an d his son, 
Amaziah ( 799-785), succeeded him. Am.aziah won an import.ant 
victory over Edom which demonstrated an increase in power 
for the nation, but attempted battle against the northern 
kingdom under Jehoash and suffered defeat apd . heavy' losses 
of treasure. 
Adad-nirari III of Assyria was fol l owed by three 
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weak kings w~ich resulted in a period of Assyrian decline. ji 
.I 
These years--785-746 B. C •--of .Assyrian impotence, and years li 
in which Damascus had not; recovered from her severe defeat, jJ 
II 
r 
afforded Israel a wonderful opportunity :for a rise to· power. iJ 
I 
Jeroboam II (787-747), son of Jehoash, came to the throne IJ 
1: 
'I II 
just at that time and his accession marks the beginning of 
the last period of propserity in the northern kingdom. !1 "" 
Jonah, son of Amittai, was the. prophet of Yahweh during !J 
the early part of his reign. Jeroboam had a long and bril- !1 
I ; 
liant career and was able to extend his dominions to limits 
i: 
II i; 
I• 
which recalled the days of Solomon. T. H. RobinsonB says 
that the limits are, excepting the territories of Judah, 
I 
::: ::e:~n:0:;d:::::e: r:::e:1:::v:: :::: ::r s:~::o::d e li
" li 
realms. " il 
The book of Amos is our best authority for the social ~ 
economic, and religious conditions of the eighth century. II 
Hosea corroborates the picture drawn by Amos, a rd the so cia 1 j! 
and religious situation during the turmoil of the closing !! 
•/ 
years of the northern kingdom is revealed in his writings. li 
(The chapters devoted specifically to Amos and Hosea in this !1 
thesis bring out many additional details of all of these !I 
II H. H. Rowley points il 
II 
phases of the history of. the period.} 
out that like the historians of Israel, the prophets were 
'I I· 
!i 
8 T. H. Robinson, ! History of Israe·l, Val. I, p. 359. )! 
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religious teachers and that it is as teachers of religious 
truth that they are to be judged. 
• • • Indeed the work o:f na ny of them lay behind the 
work o:f the historians .. For the book of Deuteronomy 
rested on prophetic teaching, and on its teac.hing . 
rested the schoo 1 tba t prepared a 11 the books o:f the 
Former Prophets. The teaching o:f the eighth and 
seventh century prophets at Ie ast antedated the com-
pilation o:f the historical books,. though the books 
in which their own oracles were collected to be pr~­
served in the Canon were not compiled unt. il later. 
Politically, as hes: already be en noted, there was 
great prosperity in t .he eighth century B. c. whic.h in-
eluded much expansion and reeove ry o:f terri tory, SI ccess 
in wars, and apparent internal peace ani well-being. The 
high level o:f prosperity also was due. in part to the great 
quanti ties o:f plundered goods 1ftl i<IT:h they bad acquired from 
cities they had c~ptured. Furthermore, they had recovered 
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the gre~t caravan routes on both si.des of the .Tordan. Valley !i 
I! 
!j 
!! 
and, since the.y were able t.o assure eomparat i ve safety to 
travelers, trade had greatly increased. The capital city, l! 
Samaria, had become a great commercial center with goods 
:j 
l! 
from all over the known w.or ld to be :found within her gates. !I 
I, 
Amo·s ~:15 and 6:4-6 are examples of available in-
sights into the manner of personal living o:ff the weal thy 
people of this period • Reference was made earlierlO to 
Ahab • s extravagant living and the magnificence o:f the 
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29 \l 
palace at Samaria an.d the beautiful palace at Jezreel wh.ich ;I I. 1: 
he built for winter use. At tJrna t time they seemed to be 
luxury that should not be tolerat.e d, but~ in the eighth 
century the custom of: having a winter home a: nd summer home 
seemed a common practice among the wealthy. A class · of 
merchant princes had emerged and the_y copied the. oonner of: 
living of the king in most details. Samaria was full of 
hou.ses which Amos termed "palacesn and it is obvious, from 
the descriptions, that no expense was' spared in construe-
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In a similar manner, :J 
. I. 
tion, furniture,. or adornment of them. 
the weal thy Israeli.tes spared not.hing in the way of luxury jj 
in f.ood and drink. Naturally, rare delicacies :from many li 
places were availat)l e to people m o se capital was a world 
center. Apparently many peo·ple he:d their own flocks on 
:I 
II 
I ' li 
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their private properties :from which they could choose what- 1! 
,, 
ever meats they desired. In Am.os~sll descript.ion, the peopl, , 
lay on beds of i vary while they indulge.d in all kinds of 11 
I feasting, drinking wine from large bowls, singing idle songs~ 
akneop· tin t·;
1
. 
Personal adornment 
I 
I! pace vvi th other hab:i ts of living of. the day smd from refer- 1 
playing viols and the best instruments available, an.d 
ing themselves with choicest oils. 
I 
ences made to the women of that time we find that they de- i 
! 
manded wine at any cost, rich and expensive clothes, and ex- ,1 
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11 Amos 6:4-6. 
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The followi.ng is an illumi- !i cessive jewelry and ornaments. 
ll 
nating picture on the su.bject: ;, 
!I 
li 
••• the daughtem of Zion are haughty, and walk with 1 
outstretched necks ani wanton eyes, walking and mincing li 
as they go, and making a tinkling with their feet. • • ii ,, 
• their anklets, and the cauls,. and the crescents; the I! 
pendants, and the bracelets, and the mufflers; the li 
head tires, and the ankle chains, and the sashes, and !j 
the perfume-boxes, and the amulets; the rings, and I· 
nose-jewels; the festival robes, and the mantles, and II 
the shawls, and the: satchels; the hand-mirrors, and the I! 
fi.J?-e liner2and the turbans, and the veils ••• well set :! ha~r. .. • IJ 
h 
Their utter disregard for the poor and their willingness to 
crush the needy in order to have more for thEmselves in-
furia ted Amos to the point of causing him to address them, 
ttye kine of Bas han. nl3 
The poor had little chance in the 1ife ani society 
,, 
li 
II 
i 
of the eighth century. Small farms am properties gradually l 
I 
were absorbed into big estates and holdings and the middle- !I 
class level of society entire.ly disappeared. Tenants were 1 
lreft almost nothing by the landlords and borro,wing at high 
I 
II 
1/ 
I· II 
rates of inte:rest was almost enforced upon the poorer people 11 
in order for them to exist. In such a vicious situation, of II 
course, when they were unable to re.pay their loans-~the 
money lenders were corruJt enough to see tba t it usually 
would be impossible--they, the.msel ves, or members of their 
families,. were taken into actual slavery to pay the debts. 
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Ill 12 Isaiah 3!16-24. 
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A weal thy persc;)n: could win a verdict in the law courts while 
a poor man invariably lost his case. Bribery was so common 
that Amos says that m:en literally were bought and sold for 
a piece of silver or for a pair of shoes. {Amos 8:6). 
Cheating in the markets by using refuse of wheat as a sub-
stitute for good grain, false balances or weights, etc. was 
a part of every day practice. The Sabbath came to be looked ../ 
upon as time lost in which men might have been making money 
and they waited anxiously for the day to pass so that they 
might start selling their merchandise again. 
Corrupt practices were rampant in the places of wor-
ship just as they prevailed in all other phases of living. 
Priests and princes alike were corrupt and the nation was 
without enough real statesmen in either province--religion 
or government--to save the situation. From Amos we learn 
that clothes which had been taken in pledge, and which were 
to be returned to the owner at nightfall, we-re used at the 
so-called sacred altars so that they could not be taken from 
the t .emple or holy place and thus needy individuals were 
cheated of their garments. He also comments upon the drink-
ing of wine which had been taken in fines, and both Amos and 
Hosea inveighed against the practice of sacred prostitution. 
Amos points out that even "a man and his father go unto the 
same maiden and profane my . holy name". 14 The priests, like J 
14 A!no S2: 7 • 
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Eli's sons, turned robbers and took the possessions and even 
murdered members of the bands of pilgrims on their way to the 
sacred places of worship! One of th.e amazing things about 
the history of the religion of this period is the fact that 
men and women were more devout than ever! They paid their 
tithes, reverently attended the places o:f worship, parti-
cipated in the festivals and ceremonials, made long pilgrim-
ages when necessary, went through prayers and rituals ear-
nestly and reverently. The sad thing about all this is the 
fact that their religion really fostered the very kind of 
society of which they were a part and that it furnished no 
help or guidance to them in such an hour of social and moral 
crisis in their history, but rather gave them a self-assur-
arice and a sense of well-being after they had observed the 
obligations which their religion demanded. Amos and Hosea 
saw things in quite a different light, and we get a rather 
interesting summary of the period in Hosea's words: " • • • 
there is no truth, nor goodness, nor knowledge of God in the 
land. There is nought but swearing and breaking faith, and 
killing, and stealing, and committing adultery; they break 
out, and blood touchest blood.nl5 
' :r-t - ts · very cl'ear·· that 
••• Under Jeroboam and Uzziah city-life and civiliza-
tion, in the proper sense of the word, was developed. 
Only once before had Israel taken so long a step: when 
15 Hosea 4:1,2. 
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they crossed Jordan, leaving the nomadic life for the 
agricultural; and that had been momentous for their re-
ligion. They came among new temptations: the use of 
wine, and the shrines of local gods who were believed 
to have more influence on the fertility of t .he land than 
Yahweh who had conquered it f or His people. But this 
further ste p , from the agricultural stage to the mercan-
tile and civil, was equally frought with danger. There ~ 
was the closer intercourse with foreign nations and 
their cults. There were all the temptations of rapid 
wealth, the dangers of an equally increasing poverty. 
The growth of comfort among the rulers meant the growth 
of thoughtlessness. The upper classes were lifted away 
from feeling the woes of the people. There was a well-fe 
and sanguine patriotism. but at the expense of indifferenc 
to social sin and want. Religious zeal and liberality 
increased, but were coupled with the proud's misunder-
standing of rgd: an optimist faith without moral insight 
or sympathy. 
It was to a people with this past history, with this 
religious, political, economic, social, and cultural 
evolution behind it, a people with practically no middle 
class remaining and with its masses victimized by social 
injustice, iniquity, and oppression, but at the same 
time exhilarated by a high and buoyant hope of a glorious 
national destiny under the favo,r of Yahweh, its national 
god, who was also the most powerful and supreme among 
the gods of all the nations, was therefore the true world-
god, bent upon fulfilling His world-purpose for Himself 
and His people, that .Amos came with his message of the 
true. will and purpose of this same god for His people.l7 
(The message of Arr).os, of course, is carefully analyzed in 
Chapter Four of this dissertation.) 
Judah's history during this period closely paralleled 
that of Israel. Dur ing the time of the latter's prosperity 
and expansion under Jeroboam II, Uzziah (Azariah) (785-747) 
of Judah likewise had a most successful reign. From the 
Mediterranean on the west, to the desert on the east, and 
-----rorr:-I: Smith, The Book of the Twelve Pro2,hets, p. 32 .• 
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from the northern edge of the Dead Sea to beyond Maa:n on the 
south--all of this expanse of Southern Palestine was under 
the control of Uzziah. He had control of a goodly section 
of the great trade route from South Arabia andt of course, 
this meant great opportunities for conmerce. His conquests 
in Philistia also resulted in controls of that important 
section of the great trade route from Egypt through Philistia 
with all that the added conmerce meant in greater wealth 
and prosperity. 
Just as in the northern kingdom, historical circum-
stance, chiefly was responsible for the great wealth and 
power of Judah. Furthermore, a comparable social evolution 
to that in Israel took place and the economic and social 
evils resulting were almost identical. The wealthy steadily 
became wealthier and their corrupt practices included op-
pression of the poor, perversion of j~stice, self-indulgence, 
and immorality. The poor, naturally, became increasingly 
poor and the middle class disappeared altogether. 
The twenty·sixth chapter of II Chronicles furnishes a 
most fascinating picture of military conquests, progress, 
and development of the southern kingdom under Uzziah. The 
particular victories over the Philistines and Ammonites are 
mentioned. Especially interesting are the statements con-
cerning his building of fortified towers in Jerusalem, 
towers in t h e wilderness, hewing out many cisterns because 
II 
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he had ttmuch" cattle, and his love for husbandry which re-
sulted in prosperous fields and vineyards. His large armies 
and the equipment with which he supplied them shows him to 
have been an extremely capable and versatile leader of his 
people--the greatest ruler Judah had had. 
During the last ten or more years of his life, Jotham, 
his son, acted as regent and reigned in his place for he was 
incapacitated by leprosy. 18 Morgenstern devoted a chapter 
of his book, Amo~ Studies (Volume I}, to ''The Sin of U:zziah, tt 
which deals with the reason for the curse of leprosy coming 
upon the king. Josephus ·also describes the incident vividly, 
concluding with a description of the earthquake and its 
results, 
••• so he fell by occasion of the good success of his 
affairs, and was carried headlong into those sins of his 
:fathers, whf.ch the . spleridb.r _of t}]at .prosperity he enjoyed 
and the glorious actions he ha d done, led him into, while 
he was not able to govern himself well about them. Ac-
cordingly when a remarkable day was come, and a general 
festival was to be celebrated, he put on the holy garment 
and went into the temple to offer incense to God upon the 
golden altar, which he was prohibited to do by Azariah, 
the high-priest, who had four-score priests wi.th him, and 
who told him tat it was not lawful for him to off.er sac.-
rifice, and that ttnone besides the posterity of Aaron 
were permitted so . to do." And when they cried out, that 
he must go out of the templep and not transgress against 
God, he was wroth at them, and threatened to kill them, 
unless they would hold their peace. In the meantime,. a 
great earthquake shook the ground, and a rent was made 
in the temple, and the bright rays of the sun shone 
through it, and fell upon tne king's face, insomuch that 
the leprosy seized upon him immediately. And before the 
city, at a place called "-Eroge," half the mountain broke 
18 Morgenstern, Amos Studi~, Volume I, p. 127 
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off from the rest on the west, and rolled itself into four \ 
furl.ongst and stood still at the east mountain, till the I 
roads, as well as the king's gardens, were spoiled by the 
obstruction. Now, as soon as the priests saw that the 
king's face was infected with the leprosy, they told him 
of the calamity he was undert and commanded that he should 
go out of the city as a polluted person .•.• So he abode 
out of the city for some time, and lived a private life, 
while his son Jotham took the government: after which he 
died with grief anf anxiety at what had happened to him, 
when he had lived sixty-eight years, and reigned of them 
fifty-two; and was buried by himself in his own gardens.l9 
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It should be stated that Jotham, who served as regent from 
about 758 and 747 and as king from 747 to 743, carried on the 
work of his father commendably. Jotham's son, Ahaz (742-725}, 
however, proved to be a very weak king. 
The date for Amos (760 B. c. ) can be calculated quite 
accurately from the introduction to his book: nThe words of 
Amos, who was among the herdsmen of Tekoa, which he saw con-
cerning Israel in the days of Uzziah king of Judah, and in 
the days of Jeroboam the son of Jehaash king of Israel, two 
- 20 years before the earthquake." Although earthquakes are not 
uncommon in Palestine, belief is expressed that this one on 
. the occasion of Uzziah r s being cursed with leprosy is the one 
to which Amos refer red~ 21 
From the introduction to the book of Hosea, we can 
place his ministry (747-722} in relation to historical events 
also: "The word of Jehovah that came unto Hosea the son of 
19 Josephus, The Works of Jos~~~~, Vol.I, pp.l34-l35. 
20 Amos 1:1. 
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Beeri, in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, 
kings of Judah. and in the days of Jeroboam, the son of .Toash 
king of Israel."22 
Amos and Hosea both worked in the days of Jeroboam II, 
but the work of Amos was over by the middle of the century, 
and during Hosea•s (742-722) ministry, Assyria was increas-
ing in power and coming nearer and nearer, so that Hosea 
witnessed the beginning, at least, of the decline and fall 
of Israel. 
Before Jeroboam II's death a new king had usurped the 
Assyrian throne and inaugurated a more vigorous policy. He 
borrowed the name of the ancient Tiglath-pileser and follow-
ed that conqueror's path across the Euphrates. 
After the death of Jeroboam II, the history of the 
northern kingdom seemed to fairly rush to its conclusion. 
Zechariah (747-746), his son, reigned but a few months when 
he was murdered and the Jehu dynasty came to an end. A 
rapid succession of conspiracies, murders, and usurpers 
followed. Shallum (746), Menahem (746-737), Pe kahiah (736-
735), his son, then Pekah, a military captain, reigned f rom 
734 to 733. Pekah joined fo.rces with Rezon o:f Damascus and 
attacked Judah while Ahaz was on the throne. Ahaz appealed 
to Tiglath-pileser of Assyria and Damascus was overthrown 
a nd the people of Gilead and Galilee were taken captive. 
-----2'Bffosea 1 :1. 
Pekah was murdered by Hoshea who was placed on the throne 
as a vassal by Assyria. (It should be understood that the 
real cause of most of the bi tt,er struggle just mentioned 
was due to disagreement as to which world power the people 
of the northern kingdom should look for help. There were 
marked divisions into parties or groups representing op-
posite opinions in the matter,--thus the numerous conspir-
acies, murders, etc.) Hoshea (732-724), of course, had 
cooperated fully with the Assyrians, thus his appointment 
38 
to the head of the government. However, he felt that Egypt's 
strength and powe r were increasing to the point that Egypt 
might be of aid to Israel in throwing off the yoke of 
Assyria and so, miscalculating Assyria's might, as well as 
miscalculating Egypt's power and willingness to aid him, 
Hoshea negot.iated with Egypt and withheld Tribute from ... 
Assyria. The result was that Hoshea was taken captive by 
the Assyrians and Samaria, the capital city of Israel, was 
besieged for three years. It is amazing that these cour-
ageous people were able to withstand the Assyrians for such 
a length of time. The city fell in 721 B. C. The records 
of Sargon II of Assyria, inscriptions quoted in Bartonrs 
Arch~~olog;y and!!:!~ £ible, state that he carried 27,290 
of the Israelite inhabitants into captivity and took also 
fifty chariots. (Shalmaneser IV of Assyria died befor e the 
conquest was finished and Sargon II carried it on to 
= =-::.=·:·=-=-=fl===========================t(=== 
completion. } 
The prophets were somewhat vague at times (as pointed 
out also in Chapter IV of this thesis) about which world 
power would be the one to overthrow Israel. The reason is 
obvious for Assyria's power was uncertain and unpredictable. 
It took her three years to force Samaria to surrender, as 
just noted, and no individuals or groups could be sure of 
continued Assyrian advance as they looked upon her vast 
kingdom and distant provinces and realized that any of these 
might necessitate a sudden recall of her armies. or that a 
sudden united effort against her might paralyze her strength. 
The pro~hets wer e sure of one thing: because of moral rea-
sons, Israel was doomed; but they, too, realized the possi-
bility of a change in the politica l scene which could affect 
Assyria's power seriously. If the prophets, to whom the 
moral issue was so clear, were not certain about the polit-
ical influence, certainly the statesman of the day could not 
be blamed for feeling somewhat secure or for f eeling that 
their resistance against Assyria might prove successful. 
G. A. Smith23 points out that even the Yahweh religion gave 
the people a feeling of security. Had not their God per-
formed miracles in times past? Wa s it not His purpose to 
bring His people to supreme rank in the world? Yahweh 
surely could never surrender his nation to a heathen people! 
23 G • . A. Smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets,p.46. 
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But all these--the reasonableness of the hope of re-
sisting Assyria, the valour which stubbornly fought her 
the religious faith which sanctioned both valour and ' 
hope--the more vividly illustrate the independence of the 
prophets, who took an opposite view, who consistently 
affirmed that Israel must fall, and foretold that she 
should fall to Assyria. 
The reason of this conviction was, of course, a funda-
mental faith in the righteousness of their God. That 
was a belief independent of the' course of events. • 
We may go further, and say that it could not possibly 
have been otherwise. For except the prophets had been 
previously furnished with the ethical reasons for AssJr-
ia1s resistless advance on Israel, that advance must have 
been to them a paralysing problem. But they nowhere trea 
it as a problem.24 
Regardless, then, of the varied opinions concerning Israel's 
destruction and who the conquering nation might be, the end 
came and Israel was destroyed, as a nation, at the hands of 
the Assyrians in 721 B. C. Assyria had a policy which she 
used with all vanquished people. She took the captives and 
scattered them in different parts of her empire and then re-
placed those deported with colonists from other parts of her 
realm. 'rhe inscriptiom of Tiglath-pileser IV, though greatly 
mutilated. are of interest to the student of the Bibl e. 
Barton25 quotes from those most fascinating and readable that 
relate to the destruction of Samaria and t .he deportation of 
the people of Israel. The Israelite captives were absorbed 
by the populations of the places to which they were exiled, 
for, under such circumstances, it was impossible for them to 
retain their identity of tribe or race. It was these captive 
~G.-x: Smith, The Boo~ of the Twelve Prophets, p. 47. 
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that received the name historically of the "lost ten tribes.•t 
I 
As for Samaria and surrounding territory~ I 
• • • there was a fresh infusion of nomad blood in Pal-
estine, a fact of important social significance. In-
evitably these people intermarried with the Hebrews who 
were left in the land, and from this mixture developed 
the people later known as the Samaritans. Because they 1 
were of mixed blood they were always despised by the I . 
Judean Hebrews, or nJews."26 
John 4:9 bears this out with the concluding statement, "'For 
Jews have no dealing with Samaritans. tt 
A final glimpse at Judah reveals that, though Ahaz 
was a weak king, his son, Hezekiah (725-697), proved to be 
a wise and splendid ruler. Much progress and development 
and many reforms took place under his leadership. He with-
stood Sennacherib of Assyria in 701 B. C.--even though his 
strongholds were gone and Jerusalem was surrounded--so that 
Sennacherib was compelled to withdraw finally, and the 
capital, almost as by a miracle, was saved. Hezekiah's 
reign closed the scene on the southern kingdom of Judah as 
far as the eighth century is concerned. 
The fall of Judah did not occur until about 586 B. C. 
when the Chaldaeans besieged Jerusalem for three years and 
finally destroyed it by fire. 
This, in brief, summarizes the story of the Israel-
ites during the prophetic period. How interesting it is 
that 
2€rMould, Essentials of Bible History, p. 250. 
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• Calamity followed calamity, and hope time and again 
was disappointed. But Israel's religion, as some one 
has said, was like the pearl, which grows by the pain J 
and the death of the oyster. The decline and fall of the 
state and the sufferings of the people only stimulated 
the prophets to new insight., leading them to enunciat.e 
those great spiritual truths that have become the per-
manent possession of mankind. It is literally true that 
the enduring elements in Old Testament religion were 
built upon the ruins of the state. If it had not been 
for the work of the prophets, it is virtually certain 
that Israel's religion would have perished with the fall 
of the nation. Old Testament religion is the only na-
tional religion that ever survived the nation's downfall 
• . • • And this would have happened in Israel had it 
not been for the prophets, who during the period of the 
nation's decline elevated Yahweh to the throne of uni-
versal .. sovereignty, and declared that the destroyers of 
the nation were simply the instruments of his wrath. 
This is a most remarkable fact without parallel in the 
religious history of manki nd •••• that it (monotheism) 
should have originated among a small people like the 
Hebrews, and have been first proclaimed among them at the 
very time that they were on the road to political ruin, 
is a fact so contrary to the normal operations of the 
human mind that we cannot but see. in it a special man-
ifestation of the presence of the Spirit of God. There 
is no better proof of the 2~nspiration of the Old Testa-ment than just this :fact. ~ 
~2~Knudson, The Religious Teaching of the Old Testament 
pp. 38-39. 
J jl 
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CHAPTER IV 
AMOS. 
,, 
il 
ll 
It ii 
II q 
li 
1/ 
"If you want to hear a ringing call for social and e J/ 
co nomic justice, read t :he little book of Amos, only eight 11 
pages long,. and see what one poet-prophet of ancient Judah 
thought and felt about it, and had the genius to write· a-
bout it, twenty-seven hundred years aga .• ttl 
His words "after twenty-seven centuries still have 
meaning for us in our personal lives, our social dealings,. 
to 
:I 
,, 
,I II 
il 
!I 
'I 
\I 
I! 2 11 
and our international affairs.t• · 'i 
"In his view of the relation of !llfln to !llfln in societ~f 
Amos has not been outgrown, nor have his conceptions of !\ 
rz 1, 1 deity become antiquated. thJ 
"There is nowhere to be found in the Old Testament an!/ 
example of stronger or purer literary style. He is absolut-e! 
mas.ter of the language he uses. n4 I~ 
l
i 
"The writings of Amos ••• are not more conspicuous ~~ 
1 Goodspeed,. How to Re.a.d the Bible,. pp. 71 and '72. 1! 
2 Parmelee, !. Guidebook to ~ Bible, p. 44. 
3 ! New Standard Bible Dictionary, p. 45. 
4 Harper, ! Critical and EXegetical Comment.ar;y: on 
Amos and Hosea, "Introduction;w p. cvi. 
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1 for literary merit than for width of human interest based o9l 
II 
II 
!I 
i 
II 
a range of historical observations very remarkable in the 
age and condition of the author."'5 
What · sort of man was he whose contribution to his ow~l 
day and to ours is so outstanding and important? What was ~~~ 
his background? environment? training? 1 
Knowledge of the life of this great eighth century !I ! 
l prophet must be gleaned from his own book for no other Bib- 1 
lical narratives mention him. No reference is made to his I 
" !j 
II 
II I, 
!j 
!I 
father or to his family. There is really a most limited 
amonnt of information concerning his life and one is chal-
lenged to construct a.' .more complete biography based on the 
statements and observations made by Amos and these, in 
I 
I 
I 
truth, do furnish a rather satisfactory understanding of 
his life and background. 
I' His home was in the · f:ingdom of Judah in the little 1! 
town of Tekoa~ six miles south of Bethlehem and twelve mile~~ 
south of Jerusalem. Tekoa is situated on a hill so that a ;I 
II 
view northward to Bethlehem and the Mount of Olives is pas- 11 
sible and the gray towers of Jerusalem frequently are visi- 11 
ble. To the east are rugged and desolate mountains and the 1 
Dead Sea is visible through their chasms as well as the 
lofty t .ableland of Moab beyond. 
I 
I 
w. Robertson Smith6 men- I 
. I! 
t 127J b G. A • . Smith, The Book of the TWelve Prophe s,p. n 
6 w. R. Smith~ ~ Prophet=s=o=f==I=sr=a=·=el=, =P=·=1=21=.====11!~ 
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' ~ ~ 
tions that, according to the Mishna,. its oil was the best in J\ 
the land and in the middle ages its honey passed into a: prov~ 
I 
erb. All agriculture ceases beyond Tekoa and the desert I 
hills :furnish only scanty :fare :for the wandering :flocks. 
i The history of T·ekoa is not very illustrious, with II 
but two previous references to it in the Old Testament. . It 11 
li was at one time fortified by Rehoboam, '"And Rehoboam. dwelt 
I' 
il in Jerusalem, and built cities for defence in Judah. He 
built Bethlehem, and Etam, and T'ekoa.tt7 
II 
1: 
It also is remember i 
ed :for the visit of the wise woman of Tekoa to King David 
(II Samuel 14: 2 ff.]. 
Amos was a shepherd of Tekoa and raised a special 
bree.d of sheep stunted in growth,. but famous for its wool. 
II 
'I 
!I 
I' 
:I 
l 
I 
II 
These desert sheep, under the same name, are priz.ed to this. i 
"'From Amos l1 
II 
day in Arabia for the excellence of their wool. 
7:14 we learn that he had under his charge herds of larger 
cattle as well."B Dr. Leslie9 also ment.ions the :f'ac t that. I 
' Amos was a herdsman of cattle. According to Amos 7:14, Amos ' 
' 
also was a dresser of sycamore trees. Although sycamores do i 
I 
not grow at so high a level as Tekoa, shepherds evidently-- I' 
even as they do . today--cultivat~d thi s poorest and most easi i 
I ly grown of fruit trees down on the lower levels--perhaps ~~ 
II 
li 
'/ II Chronicles 11:5,6-. 11 
'I 8 .Driver, An In tro ~ t .o. the Lit. of the Q.. T. , p. 313 • :! 
9 Leslie, The Prophets ~ Thei.r Own Story, p. 14. 
I '! 
I II 
. l' !I 
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I 46 1\ 
ij 
,, 
1: near the coast of the Dead Sea. It is interes-ting to not.e il 
that the syeomore referred to here grows to a size compare- il 
" I' ble to a walnut tree. It has wide-spreading branches and is!l 
a fa:vori te tree for shade. In relating the story of Zac- !! 
li 
chaeus~ Luke says, "'And he ran on before., and climbed u.p in- jj 
to a sycamore tree to see him ... (19 :4) The fruit grows in !1 
little clusters, not from the fresh twigs, but from the 
!i 
il 
trunk and older branches and is like a small fig in shape i1 
and size. It is insipid and woody in taste and the sluggish ! 
. - - I 
lumps o:! :truif> are encouraged to ripen by pinching or pierc- 1 
ing· which seems to be the literal meaning of the term us.ed 1 
. i\ 
by Amos in his biographical statement concerning his work. 1 
!I This latter work · , in all probability, was for a twofold 
II purpos.e--for trade and to vary the limited diet. of the rug- II 
ged and rustic hill country. 1! 
if 
'I 
• • • All this pushes Amos and his dwarf sheep deeper 11 
into the desert, and emphasises ••• the desert's in- I 
fluence on his discipline as a man and on his speech 
1
j 
as a prophet. In the same desert another prophet was -
1 bred, who was also the pioneer of a new dispensation, !. 
and whose ministry, both in i t .s strength and its limi.- 11 
ta tions t is recalled by the ministry of Amos. John the IJ 
so-n of Zacharias '-'grew and waxed strong in_ spirit, and 1
1 
was in the deserts till the day of his showing into ! 
Israel.tt(Luke 1:80 ) Herer too, our Lord was "with the 1
1 
wild beasts."' (Mark 1:13J How much Amos had . been l1 
with them may be seen from many of his metaphors. "'The 1li 
lion roars,. who shall not fear? • • • As when the shep-
1
! 
herd rescues from the mouth of the lion two shinbones i 
or a bit of an ear. . . • • It shall he as when one is 11 
fleeing from a lion, and a . bear come's upon him; and be !l 
enters a house, and leans his luind on the wall, and a li 
serpent bites him." 10 !! 
. h t 76 !1 10 G. A. Smith, The Book o:r the ~elve Prop e s,p. 

" ~ ~ 
t\ 
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I' 
It is quite obvious that Amos was one of the people, ij 
but the evidence which w·e have does not· clearly state wheth~~ 
1: 
er he was quite poor or fairly well-to-do. He did not ac~ H H 
cept gifts and this indicates that he must have been quite 
II 
H ii il 
independent. Long journeys would not have been difficult toil 
'I II 
a man accustomed to the frugal living of the wilderness and !I 
II 
it would have been quite possible for Amos to have wandered ii 
!I 
:far from home either in the service of' trading caravans or " 
At any :j on military duty to which all Hebrews w.ere liable. 
rate, he certai nly travelled to the great markets of his 
day~ His vivid descriptions of conditions prevailing in 
I. 
,j 
II 
:I 
I j 
! 
I 
important cities of the day are expressed with so much forc J 
II 
and feeling that one can hardly consider possible the sug- 11 
gestion that Amos received this information at second hand, \j 
as some commentators do who stress the extreme poverty of \I 
I 
.Amos. All vvho read his pages carefully would surely agree 1 
i 
with G. A. Smith that. tt rt. is no distant, desert echo o:f !1 
life which we hear in his pages, but the noisy rumour of 1J 
,I 
caravan and market-place.ttll His very occupation quite nat-jl 
:I 
urally took him to the great centers of trade and he, un- 11 
doubtedly, had vis:lted not only the Judaean markets--Beth- ~~ 
lehem, Beer -she ba, Jerusalem, etc.-- to trade wool and figs 'II 
but the centers of the Northern kingdom as well. Bethel was! 
not more than ten miles from Jerusalem, just over the bound 
II G. A. Smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets,p. 7 
II 
II 
I' 
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1( 
II 
ary of' Judah,. Gilgal only seven miles north, and the great IJ 
capital city,. Samaria,. twenty miles beyond. It is quite 
I! jl 
·I 
\I 
likely that Damascus had also been included in his travels. I! 
I, 
The Israe-lites had their own quarters for trading in Dames,- !I 
il 
cus. It is evident that Amos had had the opportunity to 
meet men from all parts of the world of his day. 
II 
\I 
I I. 
I 
Judah was not free from the sins and e·vils which \1 
might provoke Yahweh's judgments,. but conditions were not !j 
!, 
nearly as deplorable as those of' her more powe.rful and colorl 
ij 
i/ 
:f'ul Israeli t .e neighbors. Consequently,. Amos devoted most of'ii 
'I his efforts to warning Israel of her imminent downfall. His l1 
very eyes and ears must have been sharpened by his desert jl 
experiences. for, as · he travelled up and down in the Northernll 
. . I 
kingdom, the _very things that would have brought confidence 
and admiration to a more superficial observer filled Amos I 
I 
i 
with shocked indignation. He did not look at the external, ! 
' 
but saw beneath the surface so that the military glory and ii 
luxurious wealth failed to impress him in an favorable sense~ 
II 
He saw the poverty, the cruel negligence of· the rich, the lj 
!i 
immoralit-ies of priests and people, and the injustice of. P 
those in power. ll 
I 
• • • The meaning of' thes:e things he questioned with as '1l 
much pe. rsist.ency as he questioned every suspicious soun. d I 
or sight upon the pastures of Tekoa. He had no illusions! 
he knew a mirage when he saw one. Neither the military 
pride of the people fostered by recent successes over l1 
Syria, nor the dogmas· of their religion, which asserted j 
Jehovah's swift. triumph over the heathen, could prevent lj 
': 
' ,: 
I! 
I! 
II 
:I 
ii 
i 
!I 
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" II 
il him from knowing that the immorality of Israel meant 11 
Israel's political downfall. He was one of those re- lj 
cruits . from common life by whom religion and the state 11 !t have al ways been reformed. Springing from the laity 1 
and very often from among the working classes, their \ 
freedom from dogmas and routine, as well as from the ! 
compromising interests of wealth, rank, and party, rend i 
ers them experts in life to a degree that almost no pro l / 
fessional priest, statesman, or journalist, however hon1/ 
est or sympathetic, can rival. Into poli tic~2 they brinSi facts, but into religion they brings vision. ~ 
Archaeological discoveries provide some most interes~i-
1\ ing insights into this period. The houses were crowded to- ij 
gether in much the same manner as they are today in modern ~~~ 
villages in Palestine. Narrow, crooked lanes separated them 4, 
'I 
',·I 
Houses 
The cities were ill-smelling places for refuse was simply 
thrown into the streets and there was no drainage. 
were usually built of stone although in some low-lying sec- j 
tions of the country--Gezer, Jericho, etc.--they were some- ~ 
times of brick. In the stone houses, the stones ware set i J 
li 
mud and the walls contained stones of varying siz.es, from il 
very small ones to boulders. The joints <>ften were very il 
wide -and irregular and it was easily possible for scorpions 11 
and serpents to crawl into the crevices. It was undoubt- 11 
edly of such a house that Amos said, tta man ••• went. into IJ 
house and leaned his hand on the wall, and a serpent bit II 
him. tt (5:19) 
Bartonl3 states that, in the excavation of different 
I2 Eiselen, Prophecy and ~Prophets, p. 40. 
13 Barton, Archaeology and the ]ible, p. 127. 
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I( 
sites, the out lines of several larger buildings or palaces Jj 
were uncovered. The ones at Samaria are of most interest t d: 
t hi s s t udy,. for they are typical of palaces of the Hebr ew 
period. Reisner discovered the massive walls at Samaria 
II 
I' :I 
1: 
:I 
II I! 
II 
which were quite probably the remai ns of the palaces of Omr~~ 
and Ahab. The palace of Omri rested on the native rock and !I 
was built of large stones. There is little doubt that it 
was Omri's palace, since he was the founder of -the city 
(I Kings 16:24). The second was similar, but larger and 
!I 
II 
l\ 
I! 
the construction of the walls was -finer and they were faced 1/ 
•I 
with white marble. An alabaster vase was found in this lat ~i 
ter, inscribed with the name of Osorkon II, King of Egypt, Jll 
who was a contemporary of King Ahab. It is believed, there I 
., 
fore to be the palace of Ahab--perhaps the "house of ivory" j! 
I which, according to I Kings 22:39, Ahab built. 
I 
I 
ll 
It II 
il 
The third and last .archaeological revelation to be 
mentioned here has to do with the corrupt worship of the 
period. 
'I Of the nature of some of the services that went on /. 
in this high place in the name of Ashtoreth eloquent i! 
testimony was borne by unnumbered Ashtoreth-plaques jJ 
that had been presented as votive offerings by tb.e 'I 
wor-shipers. These varied in form and in artistic meri t,!
1 but were all designed to foster in the worshiper that \j 
type of debasing service described in Isaiah 57:3,ff •• 
• • Symbols of this nature were abundant during all the jl 
period while the high place was in use. No one who was 'I 
not, like the writer, at Gezer during the excavation, ~ 
can realize how demoraliz.ing the whol e atmosphere of :' 
such worship must have been. Archaeology has here re- !I ,, 
vealed to us in a most vivid way the tremendous power :1 
!I 
I 
I 
:I 
l 
:\ 
:I 
I' 
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of those corrupting religious influences which the He-
1
1j 
brew· prophets so vigorously denounced. These practices ,,· j 
we!re deeply rooted in the customs of the Canaanites; 
they were sanctified by a supposed divine sanction of I\ 
immemorial antiquity, and they made an all-powerful ap- 11 
peal to the animal instincts in human nature. We. can IJ 
realize now as never before the social and religious 11 
task which confronted the prophets. That Israel was by 11 
prophetic teaching purged of this cult is due to the 
power of God! 14 ~~~ 
The contribution which the desert life made to the 
genius of Amos deserves fur.thar emphasis. Danger from man il 
II 
and beast was always pre.sent so that he became alert, hardy , 11 
and developed penetrating vision and keen powers of discern~! 
il 
ment. It was a world of stern reality and one in which the jl 
bigness of the Creator and His certaint~ ~· of action could \ 
;, 
not be doubted. From this sort of environmen t , Amos was a II 
man of few wants, self-disciplined, and unafraid. The sol i l l 
tude of the desert enabled him to concentrate his attention !i 
h 
on the smallest details and he was trained in the skill of II 
i' 
appreciating facts and causes which eonsti tutes the highest Jl 
II 
form of intellectual life when applied to the great phenome~j 
na of the spirit and of history. He had the best possible li 
il training for an observer of human affairs and a student of 
'I 
cause and effect. Jll 
It has been noted alre.ady that there was nothing pro J 
. ·. 'I 
vincial about Amos; his vision and knowledge included all of\\ 
the nations with whom the Hebrews had any contacts or deal- ~~ 
!/ 
14 Barton, Archaeology and the Bible, pp. 172 and l79jr 
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,, 
il 
I! 
ings. Amos knew their history and geography with ~azing 
exactness! In fact, he is the only source for several par- !i 
I' 
ticulars of great value to the historian of Semitic antiqui~! 
I! 
;I 
ty. There is precise detail as to localities and events ~ 
d 
'I 
and a keen appreciation of national character expressed in ii 
his survey of the nations bordering on Israel--Aram--Damas- li 
.I 
cus,. Philist-ia, Edom, Ammon, and Moab. The migrations of 
the Philistines from Capbtor and the Aramaeans from Kir 
(9:7) are mentioned as well as the caravan route from Gaza 
\\ 
II 
,I 
1\ 
'I 
1: !I j: 
'I ii 
through the Arabian wilderness (1 :6) and the tropical lands !/ 
II 
of' the Cushites· (9:7). His familiarity with the marvels of jj 
., 
the swelling of the Nile (8 :8; 9 :5) and the Babylonian city ~~ 
of Calneh in the far east (6:2) is noteworthy also. Just a~/ 
., ,, 
q 
he quoted freely from the histories of Anm.on, Moab, Edom, \! 
Damascus, Tyre, Gaza, Ashdod, Assyria, etc., he shows a wid~~ 
knowledge of and familiarity with the history of his own !j 
!I 
,, 
people--Judah and Israel. His knowledge and understanding ii 
i' 
of the latter are not those of a passing observer. The pro"'1 
gress of the Syrian wars (1:3, 13; 4:10), the sufferings of 
the nation from pestilence, famine, and earthquake (chap- ,1 
ter 4) he had given careful and sympathetic att.ent ion. .Amo ~~ 
was thoroughly versed in the luxurious living and habits of \i 
i' the nobles of Samaria ( 6 :3ff.}, was very familiar with the 1 
cruel sensuality of their wives (4:lff.), knew, all too wel~ 
'I I, 
the abject poverty and the miseries of the poor, the wick- ij 
,, 
:I 
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edness and greed of their rulers (3: 6ff.) (8 :4f:f.), and he, j/ 
, I 
·described most vividly the ritual splendor and moral a.bomi- 1/ 
nations of the· sanctuary of Bethel and the pilgrimages to 1
1,1 
d 
Gilgal and Beersheba (5 :5; 1 :14}. "It is obviously illegi t-:) ,, 
li. imate to ascribe this fulness of knowledge to special reve- ;; 
ij 
II lation; Amos, we may justly conclude~ was an observer of J 
II 
social and political life before he was a prophet, and his I! 
" 
prophetic calling gave scope and use to his natural acquire-J! 
!i 
ments.ttl5 When Amos: made references to the past history of Jj 
Israel, "he seems to quot.e from the port ions which are now l 
known as Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Joshua, and Judges.n:16 i 
I 
His geographical knowledge corresponds with those pB:rts of 
Genesis 10 which belong to the oldest stratum of the Penta- 1 
teuchal narrative. 
!, 
II 
il 
1: In concluding the consideration of the life and back1: 
!I 
!I 
ground of Amos, it should be noted that in Eastern so~iety 
superior culture is not uncommon in connection with the pov~l 
erty of shepherd life. I' ,I :j I 
mew 
••• At the courts of the Caliphs and their Emirs the 11 
rude Arabs of the desert were wont t.o appear wi thot.tt j 
any feeling of awkwardness, and to surprise the courti- !j 
ers by the finish of their impromptu verses, the fluent Ji 
eloquence of their oratory~ and the · range of subjects il 
on ~hich they could speak with.knowledge and discrimi- :1 
nat1on. Among the He.brews, as 1n the Arabian desert, 1 
knowledge and oratory were not affairs of professional ~~· 
education, or dependent for their cultivation on wealth I 
j, 
d 
· r5 w. R. Smith, The Prophets of ~srael,. P• 127. j/ 
., _j~ 16 Comins; ~ lewish Prophets, P• 32. 
/I j! 
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I 
. I 
,I 
I 
. ~ 
I 
and social status. The sum o:f book-learning was small; •I 
inen of all ranks mingled with that Oriental freedom !i 
which is so fo-re.ign to our hab:i ts; shrewd observation, a \! 
memory retentive of traditional lore, and the faculty of,! 
original reflection took the place of laborious studi7asl'! the ground of acknowledged intellectual preeminence. 
1
! 
II 
It has been stressed that Amos acquainted himself 
with the past of his own people and o:f the na. tions of his 
day and also that he really knew what was going on around 
'I I, ,, 
il II 
i\ 
II ,, 
II 
ll 
1 
him. In the silence of the de·sert he must have pondered thej 
evils and perils of the day in which he lived. U • i nconSClOUS-ji 
ly he prepared himself for his sp.ecial mission. Bible schol4 
ars are quite generally agreed that the visions which came 
II 
il 
I 
,I 
The thou.ght. that they "! i 
I, 
to Amos made him aware of" his call. 
constituted '_ the . beginning o,.f his work and his . awakening to !' 
I 
and realization of his task cannot be refuted by the a~gu- I 
ment that the visions are not recorded in the first chapter·ii 
'!'here is no reason to expe.ct the sermons oc writings in the !I 
book necessarily to be placed in chronological order. Isa- , 
iah's call is recorded in the sixth chapter of that book. 
i 
I 
.I 
'I 
The first of these psychological experiences--a vi- ! 
I 
sion of a terribly destructive invasion of locusts {7:1-3)-..; 
I 
I 
he seemed to feel pointed to destruction of the people by 
famine. Amos cried to Yahweh to have mercy on the people 
1: 
,, 
I 
and they were subsequently spared. The second--a vision o:f I 
fire that devoured the great deep and would have destroyed jl 
the land also (7:4-6}--referred to a terrible drought~ 
17 W!.~Smith, The Prophet-s 2f Israel, P• 126. 
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Again Amos plead :for mercy a:nd his petition was granted. Th~ 
il 
I' 
.I 
third Vision ·::was . .) erf ·~-~ a plumbline lying on a wall,. having been il 
1 ecft by a builder ( 7: 7 -9) , the significance of which be came il . 
. , 
1: I. 
clear to Amos as he envisioned Yahweh with a plumbline in 
his hand testing the nation. · ij 
I, 
••• Jehovah is a builder, the fate of nations is His. lj 
work, and,. like a good builder, He works by rule and ~~­
measure. And now the great builder speaks, saying, "'Be-; 
hold I set the plumb-line--the rule of divine righ teous-1, 
ness-'!"in the midst of Israel; I will not pass them by )j 
any more; and the high places of Isaac shall be desolate~ 
and the sanctuaries. of Israel -.sha:l1 be laid waste, nd I ll 
will rise against the hbuse · of Jeroboam with the sword'!l? 
:J This third experience must have stirred Amos to. the depths 
of his being, for this time Yahweh's judgment and destruc-
tion were irrevocable. In the fourth vision (8 -:1-3), Amos 
:, 
' ,, 
' 
' 
l 
I 
II 
l 
I 
saw a basket of summer :fruit--it would have been "a joyous I 
I 
sigP,t to one who pruned the sycamores,. ttl~-but whil-e he look~ 
ed at it a word o:f similar sound with a very different meanll 
ing came t .o him, --a word meaning •tend. n Yahweh · was likenin@li 
Israel to a basket of ov·er-ripe fruit beginning to decay, !I 
,, 
II and, just as such fruit is discarded, Yahweh was saying, 
''The end is come upon my people Israel; I will not again I 
l 
pass by them any more't (8 : 2b) • The :final vis:ion was unm.is- !J 
takable in its clarity and finality (9:1-6}. Yahweh stood ~~ 
at the altar and proclaimed to Israel inescapable doom and II 
destruction: "There shall not one of them f ·lee away, and 
IS w. R. Smith, The Prophets of Israe;b- p. 123. 
I' .I ,, 
ij 
li 
I' 
19 Leslie,. The Prophets Tell The i r .QJ!£ Story, p. 17. il 
' 
il 
II 
11 II ,, ___ _ 
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Dr. Leslie · ~ p1.c-~~ 
'I II 
there shall not one of them escape.tt (9:lb) 
tures AlJlos as saying,. 
1: 
In these decisive hours I was irresistibly seized by a 1[ 
new God-consciousness. The culmination came in a ter- li 
rifying storm. Amid the roar of thunder that seemed to 11 
emerge from the dim gray heights of the Temple hill in 'I Jerusal-~m, I knew that Yahweh was speaking to me: "·Yah- lJ 
weh from Zion is roaring, Yes, from Jerusalem he gives ! 
forth his voice.~ (1:2} I had always loved the crash j 
and the roar of a storm, for such seemed akin to my own , 
nature. But this storm had far deeper significance, f'or !, 
in its din and roar I was conscious of a personal sum- ij 
mons from Yahweh: ttGo, prophesy unto my people Israel!"\' 
(7:15b} I cannot explain this call to be a proclaimer 1\ 
of Yahweh's word. There was nothing of the prophet in ! 
my background, and I had felt content to work among my i! 
sheep, cattle,. and sycamores. Yet that moment I knew ii 
that I stood at the parting of the ways,. for the exper- :1 
ience shook my innermost soul. I can only explain God 1 s ! 
seizure of my life by saying, ttYahweh took me from fol- li 
lowing the flock."' ( 7: 15a) Of - one t . bing I was certain, :I 
he had laid his hand up.on .me, and in spit.e of my limit- ~ 
ed background he had cg~ssioned me to be a prophetic 
spokesman of his will. ·· 1 
The irresi~tible compulsion to prophesy which he felt is fur~~ 
I 
ther indica ted in 3:8: '•The lion hath roared; who will not 11 
fear? The Lord Jehovah hath spoken; who can but prophesy?" II 
The preceding verse, 3:7, is the clearest evidence that Amos!/ 
II did not really repudiate the title of prophet: "Surely the 
Lord Jehovah will do nothing, except he reveal his secret 
unto his servants the prophets." 
II 
ij 
j; 
What Amos is really saying t.o -Amaziah in the passage !/ 
that refers to his call is that he is not prophesying ~ 
for reward, as Amaziah bit 'i'n~gly suggests, but because )l 
the constraint of Yahweh, imperious and irresistible, l'j 
had been laid upon him. The authentication of his pro- il 
20 Leslie, The Prophets Tell Their Own Story ~PP. 19,2 ~  
II 
II 
'i I· II 
li 
I' 
.! 
ii 
'• 
phetic status is his call. 21 
As the full import of his commission to prophesy to 
Israel came t :o him, all the things that he had seen and ab- :; 
horred in the temples and market places, all that he had 
learned in his travels, and all that he had observed and 
thought in the solitude of the desert must h!!lve taken on 
new and d.eeper significance • . 
,, 
q 
I' 
,I 
:I 
!I 
I, 
ii 
il 
'I !I 
•I 
!I 
The e·ntire content. of Amos' message in its broad out- !
1
1 
lines has been communicated to him in these four visions~ 
Before he sets out upon his mission he knows in full the : 
message which he is charged to deliver. There is no 11 
actual need for any supplementary, later revelation in il 
subsequent visions. His preparation for his task is I! 
complete. It remains for him only to2~o, but to go e.t l/ once, upon his God-appointed mission. 11 
There is doub·t as to the actual course of.' Amos's 
ministry before his appearance at Bethel. Most scholars 
agree, that before he journeyed to Bethel and made his fi-
nal address, he :first went to Samaria and spe.nt several 
weeks or months proclaiming his message of Yahweh's right-
eousness, justice, and hatred of evil. In opposition to 
this point. of view., Morgenstern, throughout his book, Amos 
Studies,' seeks to prove that Amos made only one single ad-
II 
l\ 
II 
II 
'I 
II 
'I 
II 
il 
I ' 
!I 
I! 
,I 
;I 
li 
dress • I! 
• • • • the evidence of the book points to the conclusion I 
that from the very first moment of his active ];>rophetic ·I 
career, Amos was completely aware of the full content ; 
of the message which he was commissioned to deliver and 11 
I 
:I 21 Rowley, ~Rediscovery of the o. T., P• 145 
22 Mor@enstern, ~Studies, P• 91. 
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II 
II 
of the far-reaching import. thereof. '· 
.All these consideratio-ns suggest that ••• Amos a.ctu--. 
s.lly delivered only one single address, the address at ,1 Bethel, of course,. cut short by Amaz.iah's interruption, \\ 
yet, as we shall see, not before Amos· had actually said j 
his full say and completely discharged his· divine com- 'j' 
mission. This address could at the very most have re- i 
quired not . over t -hirty minutes to deliver ~ •• both · 1j 
Holsch!=lr and Sellin have concluded that the entire dura-!1 ./ 
tion of Amos; prophetic activ-ity could ha.V:e been of onlyji 
a few months. • • • then why not draw the further con- li 
elusion that the entire active career of Amos a.s a · pro- i) 
phet, his role, consist.ed only of the single moment of 11 his appearance _ at Bethel, and that th~Se. he delivered 11 
his entire, closely unified ad dressY · I~ 
Another Bible scholar24seems to support this argument~ · 
!i for he says that the scene of Amos's public preaching was 
,j 
the great royal sanctuary of Bethel, the chief" gathering- ·I II 
point o:t the worshippers o:f Ephraim, and that Amos appeared II 
in Bethel as a stranger. The content o:! his message and i ts il 
implications foor his day and for ours is, of course, far i! 
more important to this study than · the number of his public jJ 
addresses. However, the fact that Amaziah sent a message to j! 
the king concer1ming Amos and gave only his name, without anyJi 
description of him, seems to prove that he was known in 'I 1-
.1 
Israel. · Furthermore, it is, quite certain that. Amos had e·x -ll 
posed the sins of the people in tb.e light of the righteous- jJ 
ness: of Yahweh p:rio.r to· predicting the exile of them all. 
Moreover, 'tit is: unnatural to suppose the t the prophet an-
nounced the chastisements of God without hs.ving previously 
23 Morgenstern, Amos Studies, pp. 10 and 11. 
- . 
24 w. R. Smith, ~Prophets o;f Israel, P• 210. 
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justified these t~ the consciences of men." 25 
'!;I 
In his opening e:ddress at Samaria, Amos made brillia~ 
use Of psychology. He began by making pronounceme-nts of ~~ 
Yahweh's jud@!le:rmt against Israel's most hated enemies be- !: 
;i 
cause of their sins. Such words naturally gripped the at- l• li I! 
ten tion and enthusiasm O·f' his hearers SO that they didn't 
11 ,, 
miss a word when he reached his climax and co,ncluded with li 
! powerful pronouncements against Israe:l! He included both 
the aw:ful :future and the reasons fo-r su.ch impending doom. (,, 
His appearance in Bethel 'was timed perfectly :for he srrived 
I 
on the day set aside by J"exoboam I as the festival of in-
II gathering and pilgrims from all over the Northern · kingdom p 
were present at this~ chief sanctuary of the nation. One lj 
. I· 
writer26reaches some interesting- -thou.gh perhaps farfetched i 
. I 
conclusions conce;riDJing the time of Amos's address !l:t Bethel ·1
1 His contention is that the time can be computed so accurate-:! 
. I 
ly that almost the exact hour, and even: minute, can be stat41 
ed with certainty. As previously mentioned, he feels that II 
the entire incident transpired in one brief half hour and 
he fixes the time as beginning short.ly 
eluding a few minutes after sunrise on 
the day of t .he fall equinox, 751 B. C~ 
' ;j 
before dawn and con- ~ ~ 
the New Year's Day, jl 
He continued with j 
i 
the same str~ss ·.· on fixing the exact time, by saying that twO: 
----2.,..5-. -=a-.--:-A, Sml th, The Bo<>k of the Twelve Prop bets, p. 1)1 
26 Morgen at ern, Amos -;.:d:s :;P , 173 e.nd " ~ 77, 1 
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years later. to the day am the hour. the great earthquake il 
(mentioned in Amos 1:1) transpired~ To the young adult of !l 
li 
o\ 
the twentieth century, removed from the times o:f Amos by \! l\ il 
twenty-seven hundred years, it suffices to know. something o~! 
II 
the state o:f' national :feeling,. some of the main personages ;1 
II 
livi.ng at the time. and the great. events beyond the prophet !i 
II 
· ·as well as those that were imminent,. That Amos spoke ru:nd !! 
lr I, 
wrote during the years o:f political powe.r and pride in \i 
I! 
Jeroboam.' s reign, rlter the pestilence and. eclipse of' the 11 
sixties and prior to the advance of Tiglath-pileser, is quit~ 
definite enough. 1
1\ 
It As .Amos arose and s~tood at the altar of the sane tuaryll 
at Bethel, he chanted a dirge over the na. tion. It is prob- 11 
!'l able that the sixth chapter is the cliiDB::x: of this address j 
i 
I' f'or · the sins and evils are enumerat.ed with much force, and 1 
destruction and doom are painted most vividly. He related 
to the people the fact. that his fi.rst. consciousness o:f' Yah- 'l 
weh 's determination through visions of physiool ca:lamitiea-~j 
loc~sts and drought-- and that he had plead for their escap.e~ 
The third--Israel measured and found wanting--he explained 11 
was so final in its reve.lation to him that he knew it would 1
1 
Reports I\ be . :in ~ vain :f'or· the people to. seek d.elivera.nce.. 
: 
of the other visions probably were woven into hls ut.terances1 · 
at Bethel. It is posaible that the f'ifth vis ion did not 
come to him unt il he arrived in the city ani looked again 
I 
J! 
, I jl 
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I 
u.pon the altar i n the great sanctuary ani consi. dered anew il 
II 
the rites, ceremonies, a.nd debasing practices which were car ~ 
ried on there in the name o:r Yahl<eh, He concluded with the i! 
thought that Israel wes to be invaded and destroye.d and her \i 
dynasty overthrown, Amos 6:14 and 7:17 show t!Ja t he made it ~~- ~ 
quite clear that the Assyrians would be used by Yahweh as th 
. I 
' 
instruments of punishment. .At the statement that the sane- - :I 
'b . !i tuaries would be laid waste and the house of Jero os.m de- I! 
I' il stroyed, Amaziah, the priest of Bethel, refused to endure i 
' . Amos's discourse further. (The story is graphically related I 
I 
~ II 
in Amos 7:10-17), He· sent word to. the tlng that Amos had il 
conspired against him and used just; enough exaggerat.ion to Ji 
n 
ma.ke the message properl!. im:pr_essiV'e~ Then he· tu:rned t~, Amo~ 
and commanded him to return t,o his home in J'udah a:nd forbade ~! 
him to prophesy any more at Bethel. Amaziah suggeste.d sar- !! 
li 
casticall_y that Amos 1 s prophecies would be more acceptable 11 
:I 
in Judah and, perhaps, · he could earn his bread there by suchli 
means, Amos immediately endeavored :llo clarliy his position tl 
by explaining his occupation at Tekoa and Yahweh's call whi~ 
I, 
had come, t:o him coJD,manding him to prophesy unto the people ot 
Israel. He did not want to be mistaken for a member of' the 1 
! 
prophetic order or guild o:f' the day, for he w.as a prophet ot j 
:, 
a different kincr--one called of God for a special purpose j! 
II 
., 
having righteousness and justice for his t heme. Apparently ,!
1 I, 
·his pu.blic mirlstry was concluded with tne words of Amaziah 11 
ij 
I· 
I 
II 
II 
rl 
il,--'---- -
- ~ 
concerning the fate of his wif'e, sons and daughters·, his own 
destruction, and •tisrael, shall rurely be led away capt.ive 
. . 
out of his la.J!ld.• (7:17b) j 
There has- been mu~h speculation as to the fate o:f' Am.1 
:follovving his experience at Bethel,. :fro-m the extreme view-
point insisting that the silence: w.Jmie·h :followed the Bethe'l. 
address is almost irrefutable proof that Amos was impris0ned 
and executed and that he w·as: possibly the first: prophet mar-
tyr of the· Hebrew people--deserving a high place among the 
company of martyrs--to ·the more general belief that he sur-
vived and wrote his own book. It is such a carefully plan-
ned piece of work in vvhich the historical experie.nce at 
Bethel holds the place of central importance, t;he incident. 
being preceded and fol~owed by his prophecies--all given in 
1
. 
the temper and spirit of the one who had received the call 
of Yahweh and spoken fearlessly of what he had seen and 
heard--that credit :for the. writing ean hardly be given to 
another. 
These poems are the w:ork ~ a master-artist,. a poet whoSE 
soul was most sensitively attuned to God and the apper-
ception of His purpose • . No second h!Hld,. no recorder nor 
biographer, c.ould have composed these st.irring,. self-
reveal ing poems,. but ~nly the pro phe~ ~imse~~, o ri.ly he 
who had himse l:f exper 1e nc ed these v1s1 ons • 
Und(i]lubtedly, he escaped from the hands ocr Amaziah, 
returned to Judah, &nd transferred his unheeded message · 
2'7 Morgenstern~ ~ StudiES, p. 68 
I · 
into immortal· writi.ng. It is quite likely that he resumed 
his life in Tekoa and died in his Il3. tive village. It has, 
been suggested28 that the Temple servants, at a nod from 
64 
Amaziah, surrounded him, forcibly ejected him,. and conduct-
ed him across the Israelite border to .Judah. There he felt 
a deep-seated urge to make a permanent record of his mes-
sage to· Israel for he still had a :rervent hope t :hat his 
words might win the nation to repentance. 
A most interesting s.unmary statement: of Amos's abili-
ty as a speaker has been made. in which he· is ranked gnong th 3 
great preachers o:r all time: 
Alt.hough he never had heard of the te mr psychology, he 
understood the workings of the human mind. He so con-
trolled the mental reactions o~ those who were in his 
audiences that eve-n his opponents were temporarily 
helpless before him. Variety in pres.entation was a 
strong element in his power. No two of his addresses 
were constructed along the same lines. Every sennon 
brought the use of new techiques. Irony, sarcasm, 
playing on the prejudices of his audiences, the strategy 
of su.rpri.se. Bnd numerous other devices were resort.ed to 
on appropriate occasions but were never overused. In 
the ability to employ these marginal techniques sparing-
ly but wisely, he w.as following in the footsteps of the 
greatest of his predecessors, Micaiah ben Imlah. 
(I Kings 22) Amos had that rare ability to appraise the 
particular situation before him in an instant, form his 
· judgements thereon, blend them with his considered con-
clusions of the years, organize all. this into :fitting 
literary form, an.d t .hen speak it with a dynamic fresh-
ness. His quick reactions enabled him to complet.e this 
series o:r processes With e.mazing rapidity. In contrast 
with the greater or less irrelevancy of sermons prepare~ 
in advance of the occasion on which they are to be used, 
there was a pe.rtinence BJmd immediacy about. the sermons 
of Amos which gave them. decisive: power. Variety in 
28 Leslie, The Prophets ~ Their 9.!!'!. Sto·rz ,pp. 38,3';: 
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65 11 
thought also was a vi tal consideration. All these :fac-
tors combined to gi.ve him such paw.er over his. audiences 
that the :forces o:f repres.sion and reaction, eve,n though 
in positions of prominence, cringed before him on thos:e 
occasions. He ough.t always to be remembered as a· master 
in the art of public address .29 
In the silence of the desert which had been the 
II 
:I 
!I 
'I 
\I 
source. of much inspiration and revelation to him. in his prep-
aration :for public ministry, Amos wrot.e his powerful message. \ 
His was the first book of' prophecy and i ~ introduced the pro-' 
phetic movement of the eighth century B. C. which created 
a new epoch in religion, in literature, and in history--one 
o:f the greatest stagras o:f re·lig ious development in the his-
tory of mankind. 
The fact that Amo-s wrote. hi s sermons is of utmost 
importance for otherwise tre.ir influence would have been 
exceedingly limited. He is to be considered the leader in 
this field, although prophetic literature, in the form o:f 
the great epics of old Israel, . was already in existence. 
Torah-li teratu:re a l so was in existence in the f.orrn o:f laws 
was beginning to become something whieh s:tood for new ideas 
rather than. exclusively ritual worship, a n d such ideas would 
zn:wolfe,_Me~.:LAID~Jnd Hosea, P• 63~ 
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necessitate written records; the fact. the. t the words of the 
prophets--as in the case of Amos-~often would not be accept-
e-d by the people forced them to put their messages in writ-
ing; and furthermore, unless the words could be read and 
studied their permanent influence was doubtful. Amos appre-
ciated these facts and availed himself of the opportunity to 
write. 
The highest type of· Hebrew orato-ry is t .a be found in 
the pages of his book, for he reproduced the pertinent decla 
rations and the dramatic delive.ry in an amazingly skillful 
manner. Although he must have shortened and rearranged the 
oracles from their original spoken form, the work is a mas-
terpiece of Hebrew literature. 
I' 
An analysis of the content of the book is of vital 
importance to all who would understand the messag:; of Amos. 
Therefore, a brief andl. usable sketch is included here. Dis-
cussion of authenticity, interpolations, etc,, :for the most 
part is not included . in this sketch. Literary and textual 
671 
rulers of both Israel and Judah and by ref'er enc e to the greB 
earthquake. The second verse also is given by way o:r· intra-
duction and in it Amos struck the basic tone of doom which 
prevails--almost without an optimistic note--throughout the 
book. Amos 1:3 through Chapter 2 composes a series of ora-
cles directed againat the :following: 1. Damascus. (verses 
3-5) was condemned for oppressing the . Gilea.dites and muti-
lating, with threshing instruments of iron, the bodies o:f 
those who fell in war. Their punishment was to be devasta-
tion through the ":fire't of war. The phrase, which is repeat 
ed frequently in this section, ":for three," '':for four,tt mean 
a:ror many," ":for more than enough." 2. Philist.ie: (verses 
6-8) was denounced for her slave t.raffic and a similar pun- l/ 
ishment was promised. 3. Tyre (verses 9, 10), guilty o:f I 
similar sins and of wronging its own brethern, was to su:f:fer 
destruction by "':fire" also. 4. Edom (verses 11, 12), whose 
people were traditionaTiy known as the descendants o:f Esau, 
was accused o:f unbrotherly conduct toward ttJacob" or Israel 
and perpetual anger and hatred and lack ar pity were stress-
ed; these offenses called for similar punishment. 5. Ammon 1· 
(verses 13-15) was Israel's traditional enemy at whose hsnds! 
she had suffered greatly. Amos condemned the people of Am-
mon for the a troci ties which · they ba. d corrmi tted, mentioning 
especially their treatment o:f pregnant women of their enemie::, 
in order to carry out their pl~n of territorial expansion. 
68 
Destruction was to be met.ed out to them also. 6. Moab 
( 2:1-3) must suffer Yahweh's judgment. for burning the bones 
of the king of Edom to lime. Rabbinic commentators say that 
not only were- the bones burned, but the lime w:as used to 
plaster their homes! 'fhis was indeed an outrage to the 
Israelites for it was far war·se, in their thi:nking, to dis-
honor the dead than to dishonor the l i ving, because it cause 
the spirit of the departed to suffer and prevented its rest 
in Sheol. 7 • .Judah (4, 5} (The only other references to 
Amos's own country are found in 1 :2:, 6 :1, 7 :12f., and 9 :11 
and many regard all of these as additions by later hands) 
came under condemnation here because of idolatrous prac-
tices. 8. Israel (6-16} was; condemned for bribery, oppres- 1 
sio.n of the- poor by the wea 1 thy, sexual immorality practiced 
in the name of worship, and self-indulgent use of those 
things which had been taken from t h e poor and helpless. 
Amos reminded them also, at t his point, that it was Yahweh 
who bad led them out of Egy~ through the wilderness days, 
and in to the land of Canaan, and also that it was he who 
had given the nation inspired rren to be its leaders, which 
fact they bad failed to recognize. His statement is very 
convincing that they will no more escape judgmen~ and pun-
ishment for all of their wrongdoing than a heavily laden 
cart can move swiftly, '"I will pre.ss you in your place, as 
a cart presseth that is full of sheaves." (2':13} 
--- ==-====#=============~~~=-=-=-=--=--=-====================================~=-=-==--==~====== 
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The second division or sectio,n of the book consists I 
o:f a series of oracles of denunciation. These are brief 
addresses three of which begin with, "Hear this wo·rd" (3 :+; 
-
4:1; 5:1; cf. 8:4), and others with "'Woe unto you that.n 
-
(5:7--"Woe" has been omitted--; 5:18; 6:1) Amos 3:1-8 states 
clearly, in the, very beginning, that Israel's punishment wil 
be proportionat.e to her privi1 ege. Through striking use o:f 
illustrations of cause and effect, taken. from the life and· 
experience o:f their· day, he pointed out clearly that when he 
was prophesying , it was because he was under the compulsion 
to speak and, also, that when they were caused to suffer it 
was because Jehovah was punishing them. In verses 9-15 the 
enemies of Israel were invited to c:ome and view the disorder 
and approaching judgqtent of Samaria. He ¢Iec1ared that noth-
ing worth saving would remain. The second "Hear ye" (4:1-3) 
was addressed to the women ("kine of Bashan") of Samaria 
who selfishly demanded everything for themselves at the ex-
pense of the poor and needy. Their. doom was certain! It 
was at this point that Amos inveighed against the degenerate 
ritualistic religion of the people (4:4-13). He. declared I 
I 
I 
that they had ignored the warnings of famine, drought, bligh1 
and locusts, pestilence and slaughter, and earthquake; there '
1 
fore, "prepare to meet, thy God, 0 Israel." Chapter 5:1-17 
begins with the third "ffear Ye" a:nd the second verse is a 
dirge over Israel because she is to be destroyed in battle. 
7n 
I The first of the two. groups that open with ttwoe" affirms 
tba t the eagerly awaited "Day of Yahweh," instead of being 
a day of· triumph and light for Israel, will be a day of 
darkness, f 'or Yahweh despises their feasts, solemn assemblie, 
offerings, songs, and elaborate religiosity; then, in the 
key verse of the entire book (24}, he declares what is re-
quired of men: ttBut let justice roll down as waters, and 
righteousness as a mighty stream.tt The second nwoett (6:1-6) 
begins with a satire on the rich and their indifference, 
selfishness, and luxury. Amos then reaffirmed that captivi~ 
would come and the nation would fall (6:7-14). 
The third and closing section of the book of Amos is 
composed chiefly of his five visions of judgment (chapters 
7-9). ThEl.se ba ve be en consi dered in some detail relative to 
the call of Amo.s (pages 55-57). The visi ons, undoubtedly,. 
came to him as a result of personal spiritual enlightenment 
and growth. ''Psychologically,. they are shaped by his own 
consciousness end experience; philosophically, they repre-
sent the mysterious point of contact between human am di-
vine personality.n30 The first two visions deal with dis-
--
asters in the realm of. nature--locusts ( 7:1-3) and drought 
(7:4•6) and the third in the realm of history--Yahweh with 
a plumbline in his hand to test the: true perpendicular of 
the vertical wall of Israelis national life and finding it 
30 The. Abingdon Bible. Commentary, p. 781. 
I 
I q 
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out of" plumb to su:ch an extent t hat it must be destroyed. 
The biographical account of the sudden end of t .he prophet's 
public career at Bethel (7:10-17) . interrupts tha series of 
visions at this point. This interruption occurs at the most. 
suitable point for the prophet had just named the reigning 
king. This interesting narrative is, in many ways,. the most 
fascinating part of' the book. A modern writer probably woul 
have; utilized it as the opening scene of. the book. Many 
Bible scholars believe that this interruption represents an 
historical fact. Driver31 calls it an tthistorical notice," 
while Harper comments: 
This passage has always until recently been taken as 
a piece of historical prose thrown in between the first 
and second groups of visions~ It is clear that it is an 
episode growing out of. former utterances of Amos (cf. 
Riedel's suggestion that 7:10-17 was placed a:fter 7:9 
because the name Jeroboam: occurs nowhere else in the 
book}. At first. sight it would seem to be prose; and 
yet mere prose would scarcely be expected even in an 
episode ••• we have sufficient data for supposing that. 
this was originally intended to be poetry. The artistic 
skill which put. the accusation in a t .rimeter movement, 
and the strong and terrible reply in the heavier and 
statelier tetrameter is character is ti~2of Amos. The symmetry is throughout extraordinary. ·. . 
The fourth vision--the vision of the basket of summer fruit 
(8 :1-3) --indicates that Israel is ripe for destruction even 
in the play on words w.hich Amos very cleverly made, :for the 
Hebrew word for "sunmer :Cruit" suggests the Hebrew word for 
.. 
An address follows (8 :4-14) '!Ahich very closely re-
il 
II 
I 3l Driver, An Intro. to the ~ of the 9..!. T., p. 3151 
_ _ __ 32 Har A Critical and E:xe etical Com., p. 168. / •======T=======~~~~~~~~~~--~-~-~~ ~~~~~---
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sembles those found in chapter-s 3-5. Greed, oppressio,n, 
dishonesty, and the practices of public warship are de-
72 
nounc.ed and, again, there are pronouncements of doom in tenn 
of physical calamities. The :fifth and last vision (9:1 ... 8a) 
portrays Yahweh standing by the altar directing the destruc-
t.ion o.f the sanctuary and proclaiming the. hopelessness of an 
ettempt to escape from His wrath and punishment. With the 
"'Epilogu.e'" ( 9 :8b-l5l comes the first relief from the sen-
tence of destruct. ion and death. Captivity has become disci-
pline. instead of irrevocable doom,. all the sinners are con-
demned to death,. but restoration am. peace an'l prosperit. y 
giv-en in two brief oracles (verses 11 .. 15) --the only ones of 
this type to be found in the book--bring the book to a qui.te 
unexpected conclusion as the ministry and messa~ of Amoa 
are considered in the~ entirety. The authenticity of the 
"Epiloguett (discussed furth.er pp. ?9-82) is questioned by 
many Bible scholars. Morgenstern declares, "The book ends, 
I' just as did the address proper,. in a cl~ctic expression of 
I 
I faith in Yahweh and in tbe: truth of his prophetic mission on 
the Pa.rt of the prophet and a ringing defiance of the · rebel-
lious nation which would not understand s.n:d accept the full 
import. of his message .tt33 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
Because of the. variety in manner of express ion and th ~ 
uniformly high stylistic quality of his writings, Amos ranks; 
33 Morgenstern, Amos Studies, p. 105. 
-- --~ 
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I 
unquali:l'iably as one at the greatest masters o:l' Helr ew li t- 1 
erary art in the Old. Testament. Isaiah, at his best, is the 
only one of the. Hebrew prophets who equals the_ purity of 
language end c1 assic al simplicity of Amos's style. 
• • • those wlhto wish fo-r a specimen of the highest pro-
phetic idealism, and the most · intense prophetic faith 
in divine righteousness, should read the Book of: Amos, • 
• • Amos will became one o.f the mg~ t wo· nder:fUl figures 
in the Biblical portrait gallery. 
Am.o:s phrased his thoughts in the finest imaginative language 
o:r- his age and nation just as all great poets do who thor-
oughly believe in the ideas SJ!]d ideals of' which they seek to-
convince their readers. "There is here the skill, not only 
of the poet and the speaker, but also of the tea cher. E.ver 
poem in the book is a notable example of this same direct, 
s.traightforward orderliness of thought • .-36 
The clear, rhythmic lines, usually grouped in stro-
phes, show poetic power combined with rhetorical skill. The 
book of Amos should be read always from a version of the Old 
Testament in which poetry is written as poetry. 
Meter in Hebrew poetry is not a matter of measured syl-
lables or lines, but is a matter of beats,. or accents, 
or pulsatio-ns of the voice as the words are spoken. 
Happily far the student who knows no Hebrew, this kind 
of rhythm can be brought out in English translation, 
which makes it possible to appreciate the f ul1 beauty 
o:f the Biblical poetry. There may be two, or three, or 
four beats to a line. The three-beat measure is the 
34 W. R. Smith, The Prophet-s o:f Israel, Introduction 
by Cheyne, p. xvii. - 1 
35 Harper, A Critical and EXegetical Commentary on !1 
Amos and Hosea, Introduction, p. c~x. 
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usual cadence of lyric poetry :p and is abundant.ly present 
in the book o:f Amos. The golden gem of the whole book 
(5:24) is in the three-beat rhythm: 
. / 6 I ttLet justice roll d wn as waters, 1 
.And. righteousness as a mlghty stream.n 
The two-beat measure is rather staccato, and expresses 
alarm. 3:8 is an instance: 
I I 
'!When the lion roars, 
, Who does not fe~r? · 
When the Lord GOd speaks, 
Who' will not prophesy?" 
One of the peculiar rhythms at:· Hebrew poe.try is the 
Kinah, or dirge rhythm., the cadence of lamentation. 
It has three beats in the first line of the couplet, 
spoken with a rising inflection:p and two sha.rp beats in 
the second line, spoken with a falling inflection. 5:2 
is an example: 
"'The vlrgin of Israel is f~llen, 
. No m6re shall she r:lse; 
Forsaken she lies on her lend, 
With none to upreise her.~ 
The four-beat measure is marching rhythm, of which th36 best illustrations are t .o be found in Nahum 2·. :3; 3 :2f 
The ·imagery o.f Amos and the metaphors from scenes of 
nature which he used are vivid. 8li'lld rich in variety _. They 
. deserve special study for he was a keen observer of life. 
To aid. both young adults and their teachers, the. following 
examples, though not intended to be. entirely. complete or 
exhaustive,. have been given in chronological order chiefly 
:followi.ng the terminology used in the American Standard 
Version of the Bible: 
1:2 the pastures of the shepherds; Mount Carmel. 
36 Mould:p Essentials ~Bible History, p. 300. 
J._ 
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1:3 -- threshing instruments of iron. 
2:9 ·- height of cedars and strength of oaks. 
8:13 ~- a cart loaded with sheaves. 
3:4 lions roaring in the fo-rest. 
3:5 .... birds falling into snares set for them. 
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3:12 --a shepherd rescuing two legs or a piece of an ea 
from the mou.th of a lion. 
4:1 "kine of Bashan.~ 
4:2 w- fish-hooks. 
4:7 rain and harvest. 
4:9 blight, mildew, palmer-worm destroying gardens, 
vineyards, fig-trees, and olive-trees. 
4:13 -- mountains and wind and morning darkness (sunrise 
5 : 7· wormwood. 
5 :8 Pleiades and Orion; waters of the sea. 
5:19 dangers from the lion, bear, and serpent. 
5 :24 -- a mighty stream. 
6:12 a hors_e running upon a rock; plowing with oxen. 
7:1 
7:4 
8:1 
locusts, latter grcmth, and king's mo'Wings. 
drought. 
basket of sunmer fruit. 
8:5 new moon. 
8:5 refuse of wheat .• 
8:9 earthquakes; the River of Egypt. 
8:9 --eclipse. 
=-~-==--·FF=-==: 
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9:9 -- sifting o~ grain. 
9:13 -- plowrn.S.n, reaper, treader o~ grapes, and he that 
sows seed. 
The observation has been well made that, i.:f, as com-
pared with other prophets, images derived fro·m rural life· 
seem: to preponderate, they are always applied aptly by Amos 
and never strike the reader as occurring too frequently, or 
as being out of place.37 
The prophecies of Amos, as they survived th~ugh the 
centurie.s, were increasingly treasured as their validi t .y wa 
proved, and they were studied,. copied, and. edited again and 
again. It is natural that additions and changes were made 
from time to time. Scholars had a habit of writing comment 
in the margins of the works whic.h they .studied ··and that pra 
tice a ccounts for some of the alterations, for still . later 
I 
hands often included such notations in the main body of the 
texts. So.qte interpolations were ~d~ much more consciously 
of course, as later scholars sought to adjust the message 
to fit more specifically a particular period or situation 
or attempt.ed to relieve the unmitigated doom with more hop 
:ful or optimistic words. 
3'7 Driver, Ail Intro. to the Lit. o:f the ~ T·. ,p. 
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critical scholarship~ In such work, as in all realms where 
men labor somewhat in the field of speculation, the conclu-
sions reached by the best authorities vary a great deal. 
Therefore, with the exception of the ttEpilogue't (Amos 9 :Bb-1 
specific passages considered to be late additions, misplaced 
verses, etc. are not discussed here. These certainly would · 
not be of more than passing interest and importance to the 
average young adult group. However, it is interesting to 
note that work in this field has been carried on to such an 
extent that attempts have even been made to distinguish the 
individual editors of sections not credited to Amos and also 
I 
to fix their exact dates. Evidence is not available to sup- 1 
port conclusions of this sort. The safest methods of testin 
material is to decide whether or not a later historical per-
iod is reflected and to determine whether or not the argumen 
is interrupted by it. Metrical structure has become increas 
ingly a determining factor also. The obscurity of a verse 
sometimes proves its antiquity rather than that it is an 
interpolation. 
Concerning the authenticity of Amos, most critics a- / 
gree that the major portion of the book is genuine. Harper3 
states that one-fifth is to be set aside as not belonging to 
the prophet. G. A. Smith has furnished what he considers to 
38 Harper, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on 
Amos and Hosea, '1 Introduction~p. ex. 
I 
I 
I 
be a fUll list of 
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questioned or rejected passages, and it is !1 
those who might enJoy a brief consideratio, included here for 
of it: 
(1) Reference to Judah-- 2:4,5; (3:lb, "the whole fam-
ily"); 6:1, in "Sion"; 9:11,12. _ .. 
(2) .. The three outbreaks o:f Praise of the Creator-- 4:13; 
5:8,9; 9:5,6. . 
{3} The Final Hope -- 9:8-15, including verses 11, 12: 
already mentioned. 
I 
I 
(4) Other passages alleged to reflect a later stage eith 
of the language or the histo:ry-, or the theology of Israe 
- ,1:2,6-12; 3:7,14b; 5:26; 6:2,14; 8:11-14. II 
(5) Other alleged expansions or glosses~- 2:10,12,14f.; \1 
3:l,~i 4:7f.,l0; 5:6,13,16,22; 6:9-lla; 7:d.l; 8:6,8,13, 
etc. 
Pfe_iffer40 includes some additional verse.s as npt roming fro 
Amos, but agrees that it is difficult in be absolutely sure. 
However, he states that a viewpoint like that held by R. 
Gordis, who att.ributes the whole book (except for 9 .:13-15) t 
Amos, see:m.s to him to be utterly indefensible. l1 
The following very brief discussion of the ttEpilogue" II 
. - If 
is inclttded to provide a typical ex,.. pie of critical analysis~ 
with its pros and cons of opinions, expressed by noted schol-jl 
. II 
ars. Assuming that. it is an interpolation,. Pfeiffer says, Jl 
''Tn the midst o:f the postexilic Jewish conmuni ty, the ••• I 
!I 
il 
glorious promises of apocalyptic blessings (9:8b,9-l5) ser-
ved to add to the interest and religious value of an ancient fl 
book.n41 "·In the spi.rit. of the days of Zechariah and Ze:rub- 1\ 
I[ 
39 G. A. Smith,. The Book of~ Twelve Prophets, p. 5 ~ 
40 Pfeiffer, Introduction !Q. tre o. !.!.., P• 583. 
41 Loc. cit,. 
I 
I 
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I 
babel, when men were thinking of the restor at ion of the 
throne of David, or perhaps still 1a ter, there was added t he 
Messianic promise of.· 9 :8c,..l5 .nA2 H. Whee-ler Robinson, 43 in 
the: Abingdon Commentary, says: al so: that the reason for re-
garding this section as probably later than Amos is not that 
the mast important later insertions are ••• the appendix 
in 9:11-15, to which 9:8-10 must be added •••• Both on the J 
ground of phraseology and on tba t o:f ideas • • • must be as- 1 
sign~d to a late editor, who had the same conceptions of the l 
divine nature, and the same notions of. the age widely called I 
M.essianic,. as the later writ.ers in ge.neral.n45 G. A. Smith4 l 
adds to these arguments, and to the fact that the book con• I 
tains numerous signs that later generations wove their own ~~ 
42 Harper, A Critical~ Exegetical Com.,Intro.,p.~~. 
I' 
l_i. 43 The Abingdon Bible Commentary, p. 783 
44 Driver, An Intra. to the Lit • ..2f the ~ T., pp. 31) ,3l(i). 
I 
45 w. R. Smith,. The Prophe t:a of' Isra e 1, Intro • by Che . -
- - - I 
ne,. pp. xv .and xvi. . 
46 ~ A. Smith The Book of the Twelve .. Prophets, PP• II 
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brighter hopes into the abrupt and hopeless conclusions, the 
fact that. this change to hope comes suddenly and abruptly 
abundance in the realm .of nature, ... -crops, vineyards, and 
gardens.; the rebuilding of cities and: material prosperity; 
and political restoration ani su.premacy. Amos, consumed wit 
a pass ion to realize God. ' s righteousness and justice in the 
world,. would stllrely, in portraying the· ideal future, ba.ve J 
t.hou:-ght in terms of moral vic tory as w.ell as mat erial succes 
and glory. Again, holding the opposite point of view, w. R. 
Smith quotes the final promise of restoration. ttAnd I will 
restore the prosperity o:f My people Israel, an:r they shall 
build waste cities and dwell therein, and plant. vineyards 
and drink the wine thereof~ and nake gardens and eat the. 
:fruits o:f. them. And I wi ll plant. them upon their land which \ 
I give unt;o them, sai th .Jehovah thy God." He follows the~ qli 
- - . I 
tation with the conclusive statement: "These are the· closing · 
words of. the prophecy of. .Amos .""47 Farrar e:xplai.ns the 
47 w. R. Smith, The Prophets af. Israel, PP• 142, 143. 
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"'Epilogue~ in the following manner: I 
In the calm of his rural life he Wlould have abundant, I 
leisure to elaborate his words, ani it is not improbable1 
that the Messianic Epilogue was an after-thou.ght of hope 
and consolation, not delivered to the idolaters o:f Bethe 
and Samaria, but addresses in writing to all who waited 
for the consolation of Israel. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The vis ion of' the t:vue. prophet never ends in irremedia.bl 
destruction or final gloom, since he knows that God is 
God, and can only cease to do good by ceasing to be God. 
This exterminating wrath cannot therefore be the end. 
No! the end must ev·er be forgiveness, restitution, peace 
E.vil should perish, but all that is gooml shall be restor 
ed • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ' . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
So ends this ancient and memorable; Book of prophecy. The 
s~o~ms roll far ~~ay into the distance, and there is a 
VlSlOn of peace • 
Particularly significant for young adults are the 
spirit and attitude expressed in the w.o:nderful statement. 
which follows: 
But if it be not given to us to prove this kind of 
authenticity--a question whose data are so obscure, yet 
whose answer fortunately is of little significance--
let us welcome that greater Authenticity whose undeni-
able · proofs these verses so splendidly e:xhi bit. No one l 
questions their right to the place which some great 
spirit gave them in this book~ their suitableness to its 
1
, 
grand and orde~gd theme, their pure vision and their 
eternal truth. j 
i 
I 
Through the discussion of the life and background, I 
call~ and ministry and message o:f AmOS, his Contribution to . ! 
his own day has been quite thoroughly covered. In Chapter 
of this thesis--ttContributions to Our Day~-- further clarifi 
cat ion is made. Consequently, only surrmary statements are 
--~l ~----- _,_----4;a Farrar~ The Minor Prophets, pp. 47, 67 and 68. 4-~-- --~ __ _!t~? Book crf the Twelve Pro hets ,p. I 21 • 
I 
I 
given here. 
F·irst of all, some of the popular beliefs B:nd prac-
tices of that day should be recalled. Yahweh was one among 
other gods,. invincible in his own boundaries, interested ex-
clusively in Israel. He was obligat.ed to fight her battles 
against her enemies and protect her political interests re-
gardless of. her policies and practices. Furthermore,. when 
the great Day of Yahweh should come, all of Israel's enemies 
would be destroyed and the nation would be completely tri-
umphant in a world of peace and. joy and abundance! To Amos, 
it should be recalled, the Day of Ya.hweh was 1:o be a day o:f 
darkness and judgment. In the conmon thinking o:f the day, 
Yahweh's favor could be won and his d.ispleasure overcome 
through certain forms of worship, sacrifices, rituals, cer-
emonies, &nd various types: of offerings. Morality was not 
a necessary factor in religious life. Consequently, the re-
ligious observances encouraged the evil practices which pre-
vailed: injustice, sensuality, crushing the: poor and. needy, 
etc. The sanctuaries were scenes of immorality an.d oppres-
sion (2:7,8}. Religious ritual had been substituted for 
justice, righteousness, and ethical conduct. Amos struck at 
such perverted theories and. practices with all the intensity · 
of his strength, vision, and personality. As Yahweh's spoke 
. I 
I man, he proclaimed; 
I hat.e, I despise your feasts, and I will. take no de-
i!====-
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light in your solemn assemblies. Yea,. though ye offer 
me your burnt-offerings and meal-offerings. I will not 
accept them; neither Wlll · I regard the peace-offerings 
of your fat beasts. Take thou awe.y from me the noise 
of thy songs;. :for I will. not hear the melody of thy viol 
But let just icg0 roll down as waters, a. nd righteousness a a mighty st.ream • 
.Dr. E. A. Leslie emphasizes this stress upon God's demand 
for righteousness, ov-er a€1:linst and in strict opposition to 
the whole Israelite sacrificial system, stating that it 
is arresting in Old Testament. prophecy and ru.ns like 
a golden thread of unique brilliancy through the warp 
and. woof of Israelite prophetic teaching (Hosea 6:6 ~ 
Isaiah l:llff.; Micah 6:6-8; J'eremiah 7:2lff., etc.). 
It represents the central and .unique prophetic attitude, 
and it first appears clearly in the thinking of Amos.51 
It should not be assumed, however, that the message 
of Amos was absolutely new for there had been ethical ele-
ments always in Israel's religion. - Amos assumed a knowledge 
of right and. wrong and tendencies toward ethical understand-
ing on the part of the people as he cried out against their 
evil practices and their distort.ed ideas of Yahweh. 
Elijah bad expressed the ihou.ght. of a God of jus tiee 
(I Kings 21:18ff.l, but Am.os made justice basic in his mes-
sage. Amos conceived of Yahweh as having control over na-
ture (4:6-9; 7:1-6.). He also conceived of him as having 
control over the nations. The exodus o.f Israel from Egypt 
was placed in much the same category as the migration of the 
Philistines out of Caphtor into southwest Canaan and the 
5Q Amos 5:21-24. 
' 
I 
I 
51 Leslie, Old Testament, Religion, p. 1?1. I 
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removal of the Syrians out of" Kir into· a region o:f Damascus 
(9:7}. In his oracles against the nations, Dam.as·cus, Ammon, 
I, 
Moab, etc. were to be punished, not because they were Israel's. 
enemies, but because they had broken the laws: of the universe 
Israel's punishment was deserved because she,. too, ha. d failed 
to obey the same universal laws. If Yahweh was the God of al 
nations and was, of necessity, impartial--requiring most o:f 
those who had had the greatest opportunity to. know him--
then He was an ethical God. 
Amos 1 s concept of ethi ca 1 monotheism was his great 
contribution to religion. To be sure, it was not a perfect-
ed concept, but i t was a basic step ·:forward in the history 
of religion end its value can he hardly overestimated. 
Amos 1 s deduction was that Yahweh was a. moral Being 
and had to be· so u ght by moral means. Theodore Robinson 
states that ttThe supreme contribution of Amos to the world's 
religious thinking was that he insisted that God is good.n52 
Tn Amos 1 s words (5 :14), "Seek good., and not evil, that ye 
may live; and so: J"ehovah, the God of" hosts, will be with you 
as ye say • n In other words, to seek Yahweh means to. seek the 
good. The Hebrew term "good ,u. attained a distinct moral 
signi:f."icance in the prophet 1 s use of it. nit is the. clear-
ness with which Amos laid hold of this great. truth that 
gives· to his teaching its epochmaking significance and that 
85 II 
I leads us to speak of' him as in a special sense the prophet o . 
righteousness. • 53 I 
It is obvious that Amos's contribution to Israel's i 
supreme achievement, as Knudson summarizes its importance, 
is of inestimable value: 
The moralization of the idea o:f God was Israel 1 s su-
preme. achievement. Its importance in human history can 
hardly be exaggerated. It s.av.e d religion from the grov-
eling superstitions associated with signs and omens, su-
perstitions that degraded both intellect and conscience. 
It likewise saved religion from the irrationality and 
emptiness o:f mere ceremonialism, a system of rites that 
stood in no vital relation either to the conscience of 
the individual or the socia·l good. In a positive way it 
linked up religion with those elemEntal virtues tha:t lie 
at the basis of every healthy social organism, and so 
made religion the mightiest agency in the world for both 
the preservation and development of soc iety. It further 
more tended to make co·nscience in a special sense the 
seat of religion, and so transformed religion from alm 
external obedience to an inward fellowship between the 
soul and God, a fellow ship that. eventu.ally rose above th 
world of 54i.me and sense and thus became the chief good of life. 
53 Knudson, The Prophetic Movemnt in Israel, p. 47. I 
I 
54 Knudson, The Rel. Teaching of the 2...!_ T., pp. 171, 1 • 
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CHAPTER V 
HOSEA 
Hosea, the son of Beeri, "citizen and perhap:s: priest 
of Northern Israel, whose very, n~e "Salvation,n another 
form for Joshua and of Jesus, breathed the large-r hope, 
which it was his glory· to bear fD his: people. nl He ranks 
with .Amos among the greatest of the prophets because of his 
exalted spiritual insights. He followed Amos end addressed 
the same society except that his V'Ork began a few years 
later and perhaps the excesses were even more pronounced. 
The political and social evils and the popular religious 
beliefs and pract.iees which compose the backgro:und for 
Hosea•s message already have been portrayed.2 It should be 
understood, however, that Amos had addressed the~ nation in 
the height of its prosperity, while Hosea began to prophesy 
toward the close of that' period of peace and plenty. The. 
death of Jeroboam (see Chart, p. 2:4) occurred in the early 
part of Hosea•s prophetic ministry and the kingdom rapidly 
disintegrated thereaf t er. The political history of the 
period of decline which Hosea witnessed--to the :fall of 
Samaria in 721 B. C.--and which greatly influenced his life 
1 G. A. Smith, ~~of the Twelve Prophets, p. 23 · 
2 Supra, pp. 28-35, 49-54, 62-83. 
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I 
and ministry also has been pre·viously conside.red.3 As has 
been observed, the fortunes of the people underwent swift 
change, national security gradually gave way to the rise o:f 
factions and resulting civil wars. Hosea witnessed a sue-
cession of plots e.nd murders mich brought six men to the 
throne between 747 and 724 B. c. During those years As-
syria's power had been increasing so that she had become 
an ominous threat to Israel. Such tenseness in the nation-
li 
!j 
I-
Ii 
" li 
!i 
li ,, 
I! 
I' II 
li 
II 
I 
! 
! 
! 
al and international situations, combined with domestic trag~ 
edy in his personal li:fe, produced in his ministry, an ex- il 
tremely different type o~ approach to that of Amos. Further4 
,, 
li 
more, Hosea was speaking to his own pe.ople and he dearly lov-+1 
il 
ed his nation and his people. 
., 
II 
li 
.Amos could deliver· his divine message and withdraw j! 
from the turmoil of Samaria" s guilty cities to the si- .
1
:j 
lent pastures of the wilderness; but the whole life o:f 
Hosea was bound up with the nation whose sins he con- I 
demned and whose ruin he foresaw. For him there was no ! 
escape from the scenes o:f horror that. defiled his native ! 
land, ancl. the anguish that expresses i tsel:f in every I 
page of nis prophecy is the distress of a pure and gen- 'I 
tle soul, linked by the closest ties of a family affec- 1 
tion and national feel ing to the sinners who were hurry- il 
ing Israel onwards to the doom he s.aw so clearly, but !j 
o:f Which they refused to hear. And so while the V\Ork J~ 
of Amos was completed in a single brief mission, the I prophe~ies o:f Hosea extend over a series of terrible ~~ 
years. : 
As was true in the case of. Amos, Hosea 1 s own . book is I 
I 
the only available source o:f information ooncerning the 
3 Supra, pp.. 37-39. 
4 w. R. Smith, The Prophets of Israel, p. 155. 
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,/ 
II prophet. The ff.rst. three chapters contain an intimately 
personal recital o:f his marriage and family life, to-gether 
with resulting thought processes which produced some of the 
greatest truths he expounded. There also are fo-und casual 
references or statements in the various discourses through-
out the book which throw further light on his life and 
spirit. 
It would be hoped that in a world of chaos and panic 
a man with the tender, gentle spirit of Hosea might have 
found rest and peace in his own home--a place of refuge for 
the heart and soul when the life of his nation was reeling 
and tottering about him. At first thought, it would seem 
to be the most desirable thing in the world, but, in all 
probability, it only was through the tragedy and suffering 
which he had to endure that he was enabled to fulfill his 
il 
:I 
,, 
II 
il 
II 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
il 
ll 
:I 
'I 
II 
il 
I 
I 
i 
!, 
l 
) 
I 
commission and teach t .he great andi illuminating truths which j 
continue to bless people everywhere even down_ to this pres- I 
ent day. . l 
Immediately following the introduction or superscrip- i! 
tion to the book, the story of Hosea's own hOme lite is un- 11 
folded, I' 
'I Jehovah said unto Hosea, Go, take unto thee a wife of I' 
whoredom and the children of whoredom; • • • So he went -1 
and took Gomer the daughter of Diblaim; and she conceivedU 
and bare him a son. And Jehovah said unto him, Call hisr 
name .rezreel; for yet a little while, and I will avenge !1/ 
the blood of .rezreel upon the house of Jehu, and will /1 
cause the kingdom of the house o:f Israel to cease. • • • / 
-- -------·-:::.:::=-- - - - =-=- =· =-:-=-=--= .. -=-=---=-=--·===---==-== tl lF -

)j 
go ·1 
And she· conceived again, and bare a daughter. And 
Jehovah said unto him, Call her name Lo-ruhamah; for I 
will no more have mercy upon the house a.f Israel, that 
I should in any wise pardon them •••• Now when she 
had weaned Lo-ruhamah, she co:ncei ved, and bare a son. 
And .Tehovah said, Call his name Lo-ammi;_ for ye are not 
my people, and I will not be your God."u 
Gomer, the da ugh te r of Di blaim, was a woman, as 
"whoredom'" indicates, of impure tendencies, or a woman who 
would devel op tendencies toward harlotry, of which Hosea 
il 
!i :I 
II 
:I 
'I 
" 
,, 
II 
1: 
li 
ll 
I' li 
1i 
I 
was in no wise aware at the t . ime of his marriage to her. I 
The earl y part of their marr iage, it ia likely, was a happy II 
experience,. and the birth of their firstborn, Jezreel, must !i 
I 
have brought added joy end richess to their lives. In later !! 
portions of the: book o:f Hosea, we sense an interpretation 11 
of his own experie nee,. as well as tba. t of_ the history of the I, 
I! 
nation, when he expresses thoughts of early beauty and love- !j 
li liness rapidly fading away like morning mists. 
There has been much co·ntroversy over the details of 
li 
!I 
il II 
' 
this story, some of which should be discussed briefly here. jJ 
I, 
Some Bible scholars6 insist tba. t Gomer was notoriously im- :: 
d q 
r:p.oral at the time of her rmrriage to Hosea, that he was seek fi 
'I j. 
ing to impress his people with some sensational or startling :! 
experience, the pattern of some of the other prophets: 
Isaiah walked the streets of Jerusalem in star k nakedness; 
5 Hosea 1:2b,3,4,6,8,9. 
/! 
II 
il 
I I 
:i 
II ,, 
ll ;I 
II 6 Goodspeed, The Story ot: ,!he ~i ble, p. 7. il 
J. M. P. Smith, The Prophet and His Problems, pp. 119 ,1~2,l~t 
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91 !i 
E~ekiel bro~e through the wall of his own house and moved ou~ 
1: 
his goods uhder cover o:r. the dark~ Jeremiah dragged his dirti 
linen before the public eye, etc. Instead of translating r 
I l 
ttbath Diblaim"' as "daughter of Diblaim't or as meaning that 
i 
Diblaim was the name of the place in which Gomer was born , II 
i 1> has been interpreted "daughter of fig -cakes," the real · II 
significance of the term then being, naomer whose person was ll 
of low value.'' Goodspee·d7 argues tba t it is evident from I! 
II 
t.. • 1
1
1. such a marriage that the: rescue of ids nation fro·m it.s re- · 
:1 
ligious lapse was the one absorbing pas.s ion of Hosea 1 s life II 
II 
and that, by comparison, family, wife, home, etc. meant noth* 
h 
ing. An opinion more comn·only held is that Gomer, before he ~ 
ll 
marriage to Hosea, had been a regular temple pros.ti tute. No i! 
.I 
shame was attached to the life of a sanctuary maiden or ~~ 
nsacred" harlot because of the influence. of the. Baal. fertil- !l 
i ty cult on Israelite practices of worship. 
I, 
Dr. Leslie and jl 
II 
R. B. Y. Scott are among those who indicate such a belief. 8 jl 
There is the pos si bili ty that Gomer had be en one of ':\ 
the . "sacred't prostitutes~u' attached to rome shrine~ 1: 
with -whom Hosea fell ardentl y in love and married 1n all ii 
sincerity, not counting her past attacb:n:ent to the shrin~ 
as any moral lapse on he.r part,. but instead an earnest 11 
religious co.nsecrat ion. • • • On this . interpre.tation~ '\;! 
after her marriag·e to Hosea the. pull of: her p3. st was too ! 
strong for Gomer, and she: went. after other lovers~ a.nd ,i 
7 Goodspee.d, The Stog of the Bible, p. 8. 
ji 
li 
li 
!I 
. 'I 
. 8 Leslie, Old Testament Religion, P• 173; The . Prophe~ 
Tell Their Own Story, p. 40. R. B •.. Y. Scott, The Relevance !j 
o:f the PropE:et s, p • 75. :. 
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92 " 
this was not "sacred" adultery on her p8rt. 9 
Eisel en's conclusions are that 
II 
q 
I; 
II 
I! 
:I ,, 
of the various interpretations of the verses dealing witlfr 
Hosea's marriage the following seems the most natural an ~ 
the one most in accord with the- language of the prophet .• \! 
Gomer was unstaine.d wli'nen she be came the wife of Hosea. 1! 
The evil tendencies were within _her, but they had not ye ~ 
manifested themselves. Hosea loved her dearly, but his 1! 
love was not sufficient. to prevent the outbreak. She H 
finally abandoned him for her paramours or., perhaps, the~ 
licentious rites connected with the worship o::f the Baals10 
!J 
It seems consistent that Gomer could. have served as a 'I 
ij 
symbol of. the people only if sb..e had been pure whiten Hosea II 
\I 
married her. Furthermore, Hosea had scorn for the seurual imtl-
1 
moralit.ies of his: pe.ople and, naturally, high ideals of mar ... I: 
!! 
riage. It would be easier. to understand his unwillingneas. t~ 
take Gomer back if she had been a pure woman unt·il after the li 
birth of their first child. It seems that the theory that. IJ 
!I ,, 
. he consciously married a harlot would spoil the· analogy and !: 
also the spirit of Hosea's mess age. 
II 
Yahweh did not choose il 
ii 
a harlot nation in the days of the early history of Israel. lj 
II 
l! She was surely the nation with greatest possibilities: for 
devotion and uprightness. Hosea indicates that the rela- II I' 
·I I· 
tionships between Yahweh and the ns ti on are comparable to ;/ 
If Hosea chose a wife wi th /1 those between Gomer and hims:elf. 
'\ love and c.are prompting him and w.i th high hopes and expecta-!1 
1: 
tions for happiness, then it is easy to understand his inter* 
I' ------:::9~M,_o_u"::"l"";"d, Essentials of Bible History, pp., 318 and 31~. 
10 E'iselen, Prophecy and ~ Prophets, p. 56. 
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pretations of the attitudes: of Yahweh toward Israel. 
II 
!I 
!I 
1! I! 
:I 
' I 
il Another point of disagreement on the part of the stu- :1 
., 
,, 
From the :: 
. ,I dents o:f." the Bible · concerns the child.ren of Gomer. ,, 
'I 
point of view held by Pfeif:eerll that all of the_ children \I :j 
. ~ 
were Hosea's own and J. M. P. Smith's statementl2 that after 1i 
- 'I 
he purchased Gomer she bore three children, adding that ther~ 
I. 
is no slur on the children or their characters, to the con- !I 
. ,, 
II 
elusion that none of the ch~ldr,en were Hosea Is t 13 many opin- il 
ions have been expressed. The following view, however·,. seem~ 
acceptable: ttbehind. these la:st two names stalks the gaunt · i:f 
visage of tragedy. Hosea here. d.oe s not cease to be. fl prophe ' 
- I 
:for the names are clearly meant to bear a message to Israel Ur 
This conclusion sur ely see!'ms to be supported in 3 :3b, "and . ,J · 
she conceived and bare him a son.u· 
'I ,. 
I 
l 
13 Harper, A Critical and Ex:egtical Commentar;y, -. . 
ttintro. ~ 11 p. cxliii. Kriudson -;-'fbe Prophe tie Movement i!!_ _ j! 
Israel, p. 48. w. R. Smith, The Prophets of 'Israel, p. 179. i/ 
!I ~ 
I· 
II 
I' 
14 Leslie, ill Testament. Religio·n, p. 174. 
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the story o:f Hosea's perso·nal life as told in chapters 1 and !i 
'I II 
il 
'I 
Jezreel ( ttGod sows"), Gomer's first child, ha. d been 
named by Hosea in memory o:f the bloody scenes which brought 
:I 
the Jehu dynasty into powe.r. This dynasty, he· states, will !i 
,, 
cease to exist :for Yahweh will "'sow'' judgment upon it be-
cause of the methods of. violence and bloodshed used. The 
li 
li II ,, 
,, 
name of the second child, Lo-ruham.ah ("-un-compassiona ted"' or !' 
"she hath not been pitied"·), states Yahweh.1.s attitude toward !! 
II 
I! Israel, and the name o:r· the ihird child further reinforces 
this attitude :for Lo-ammi means "not my people.." I' Chapter 3 il 
" continues the story with oome time having elapsed during li 
II 
which Gomer evidently had lived a li:fe o:f increasing degre- jj 
dation and shame. In :fact, it is poss.i ble that she had sunk II 
to the level of a slave, f<>r Hosea says, ~~ 
And Jehovah said unto. me, Goagain, love a woman beloved I 
of her :friend, and an adulteress, e.v:·en as Jehovah loveth II 
the· children of Israel,. though they turn unto· other gods~~ 
and love cakes of raisins. So I bought her tc me for 1 
:fifteen pieces o:f silver, arxl a homer of barley, ani a ;/ 
half-homer o:f barley; and I said: unto her, Thou shalt I' 
abide :for me IDB:ny days; thou shalt not. play the harlot, ;/ 
and thou sha±~ not be any man's wife : so will I also be IJ 
toward thee. . H 
Dr. Lesliel6 suggests that Gomer had backslidden into her< !I 
:former sanetuary li:fe and that Hosea was: obliged to buy her :[ 
\I 
back again. Henry Wheeler Robinsonl 7 also suggests that, 
15 Hosea 3 :1-3 • 
I I. il 
I' II 
I' ,. 
16 Leslie, The. Prophe.ts T'ell Their Own Story, p. 44. 1: 
17 Henry Wheeler Robinson, "Hosea,~ Encyclopedia . 
Britannica, Vol. XI, P• 783. 
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I 
I 
I 
Jl 
I 
I 
after leaving her husban:I, she had passed into other hands, !j 
'I ;I 
possibly of the priests of a local _sanctuary, at which she - ·; 
" ' i! may have been serving as a religious'' prostitute a:nd that, 1/ 
if this view is accepted, Hosea took Gomer back to his home !' 
after the necessary period of probe tion. He a 1 so quotes 
I 
;, 
Professor Hans Schmidt as arguing that the bitterness of the ii 
ll prophet's attack on the immorality of the. high places and of '' 
the priests connected wi.th them was due to a personal elemen! 
-1 
" 
II 
-that it was from one of the sanctuaries that he had, in a Jl 
literal sense, ttredeemed" the t .emple-prosti tute, Gomer, be - i! 
cause she had left her husband for professional connection II 
II' 
with a sanctuary, after having been f'irst. led astray by: the I· 
II li.censed se:x:uali ty of its festivals. 
:I !: 
J. M. :e. Smithl8 contends that chapters 1 and 3 are l! 
1/ parallel narratives--chapter 3 being in the f'i rst person and I! 
!I 
chapter 1 to.ld by another.. Another point of view is that ii 
the stories are allegorical · and not based upon actual facts !j 
of Hosea's life .19 P~eiffe r 20 refuses to accept. any inter- II 
pretation except that Gomer was absolutely pure, and he will i/ 
:! 
not identify Gomer with the woman mentioned in chapter 3. i1' 
. I 
He states that the word "whored oms" means re 1i gious apostasy ii 
---.....,1;-;8=;:-. """"J'~'"".-- "117'M. ~. Smith, The Prophe.t and His Problems, PP• I! 
I' 125 and 12.6. _ 
1
1 
I 19 Pfeiffer _ Intro. t .o the o. T., p. 567 (footnote. 2 ·· 
1 names Hoonacker, G~essmann,am-E'.-'D'aY'bolding this viewpoin~-). 
_ __ _ _~__ . 20 Pfeiffer, Intra. to tha Q... T., p. 569. j_j~== 
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and that Hosea explains at once that. his wife and children 11 
·I li are inevitably in a state of (rei igious·) fornication be- II 
II He further states. I 
that ttThe point of ch. 1 is not an imaginary domestic trag- !1 
cause the whole land is in such a stat e. 
,, 
edy of Hosea but the moral and religious defection of Israel ~ 
,, 
il indicated allegorically in the significant names of Hosea's 
1
: 
children and denounced at length in ch. 2. The point. of 
ch. 3, brought out by a symbolical action that has nothing 
II II 
I 
I! to do with Hosea's family life, is that Jehovah still loves 
1
1 
his adulterous nation am wi 11 take measures to bring it. to I! 
I 
. li its senses.'t2l He also adds that this figure of ma:rr1age iJ 
and adultery does not necessarily allude to the Adonis cult ·li 
This argument is a noble plea for Gomeris good name, but j! 
seems to be a theory which lacks evidence enough to make 
it convincing. 
That Hosea was willing to go and reclaim Gomer is a 
II 
II 
II 
II 
i' 
I 
! 
most amazing part of the story. Such an attitude must have I 
Hosea 1 s love for !/ sprung from a forgiving and lov;ing he art~ 
!i Gomer W)Uld be indeed difficult to understand or explain i:e I· ii 
oi 
it had not been for their earl y years of trust and happiness~ 
!I 
' ll 
Apparently, he could envision in the sordid character 'J'hich ·l 
1: 
he purchased for the price of a slave, a transformed individJ 
ual--one comparable to the person he first had believed her !! 
1\ 
to be. The fact that he would endure the hum1lla tion in- il 
2~l~P~f:,e::;l::' f:;:f:_e~r~,~I;;;;n;;t~r~o;,:·~t;;o~t~h~e~O~·~T~·~· =P~· =5c-=6=9= . == . -~ ==== 
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97 li 
" 'I 
valved in taking Gomer back to' his home: is rather conclusive II 
I' 
proof of his deep and s.bidi ng love fo:>r her and that he had ;I 
faith for their future together. "Of the outcome of. this 1: 
il 
domestic experience he d.oes not. inform us. This he leaves 1; 
his readers to infer from the tremendous: strength, d.rawing il n 
:I 
power, and persistence of his great love, for his sole rea- !i 
/i 
son for telling the awful experience was to interpret to li 
II 
I 
Israel the deep, creative insight which was b!Drn through !I 
it. tt22 Students. of the prophecy of Hosea are c o:n:v·inced that !I 
he prophesied :for a number of. years. "A Jewish legend state~ 
I' 
II 
that he died in Babylon, tba t his body was carried to Galile~ 
!/ 
and buried in Safed, northwest of the Sea o:r Galilee, on the 11 
J 
highest point in that region. According to another tradi- jj 
tion he was a native of Gilead am was buried there. The gr~~ 
of Nebi Osha (the prophet Hosea) is. shown. near es-Salt, a ll 
!I few miles south of the Jabbok."23 !I 
1\ 
I• 
It large:ly is up to the student, after weighing vari- 11 
II 
!I ous theories and the evidence introdu6ed, to reconstruct !I 
the story along lines that s.eem most. logical and meaningful i! 
II 
to. him. A teacher of young adults--after thorough study am \\ 
\i, 
consideration--would he wise, e.specially it tim.e is limited., jJ 
:1 
to present the story as meaningfully and logically as pos- lj 
h 
'I 
22 Leslie, Old Testament Religion, p. 175. 
23 Eiselen, Prophecy~~ Prophets, p. 55. 
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'I 
sible with only occasional reference to these controversial ~ ~ 
,, 
II I, 
II 
Jl 
issues which, after all, haven't too much relevance to the 
great truths for which his students are searching. The 
I 
story itself, however, is vital to an understanding and in- I! 
terpretation of Hoseais message. 
' i' Just as there is a great deal. of variation in the in- JI 
terpretation of the story of Hosea's domestic life, there is j/ 
il 
'I 
much speculation as to the line of work which he followed be ~ 
fore he began his prophetic ministry. There is much to sup- !1 
,. 
port the opinion that Hosea was "a member of a priestly fami 1 
ly like Jeremiah, as B. Duhm has , sugg-ested.n24 Hosea bad a ji 
high conception of the priestly office and showed an intimat ' 
knowledge of the priestly life and also of the religious si t t,-
i 
ua t ion of. his day. He had a remark able knowledge of. life in I 
! 
general. He was a keen observer of na. ture and of men ani he IJ 
II 
understood country life and e i ty li:fe. The political si tua-11 
I · 
tiona of his nation and of n~boring countries were flllliiliat 
to him. For example, he thought upon the destinies o:f As- '; 
I, 
il 
syria (5:13) and was scquainted with the .rmnners ani customs !/ 
. 'I 
o:f Egypt (9:6). He was an authority on the history and past\! 
traditions of his people. None of' the :foregoing facts op-
pose. the thought, supported by numerous authoritie.s25 tha:t 
24 Pfeiffer, Intro. to the ~ T., p. 566. 
25 G. A. Smith, The Bk. 2!. ~ Twelve Prophets:, p. 
Parmelee, A Guidebook tO'th.e Bible, P• 47. Knudson, The 
Prophetic Movement ~ ISraeY, p. 48. -
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I 
II 
i 
I 
he possibly had been a temple priest. Harp er26 says the· 
!I 
I! 
II 
\! 
I 
II 99 ! 
i 
! 
opinion that Hosea occupied a "distinguished pos:.it ion" as a I! ..·I 
citizen in his native land is warranted. His knowledge of i/ 
· I 
' li 
political affairs even on an intermt ional scale and the fee l 
that he demonstrated outs taming ability to' analyze si tua- !! 
I, j ~ 
tions and make sound judgments furnish additional support to ll 
such a theor;r. II 
In spite o:f some of the facts mentioned, however, lj ~~ 
there are those who are convinc ed,. from the images ar:rl com- !I 
parisons prevalent in his book, that Hosea's home w.as i n the !/ 
il 
country, not: in the: city. For example;, Wolfe has the followil 
ing to say on the. subject : II :I !I 
By contrast w.i th Amos·, the mountain shepherd,. Hosea :1 
was a man of the :farm.. His illustrations indicate lit.- 11 
tle acquaintance with pastoral l.i:fe.. He was accustomed :1 
to think in terms o:f grain, threshing floors, yokes,. ;j 
plows, heifers, vineyards,. new wi~e, flax, olive oil, !1 
fig trees, ete. It is probable h1s farm was located ·1
1 
near the southern edge of the fertile plain o~ Esdraelon~ 
known as the granary of Palestine. His prophecies re- Ji 
fleet the typical reaction of an upright man fr~' the 1. 
country toward abuses carried on in the cities. II 
Comins believes that the prophet was 8 . city-dweller and c:allf 
attention to a still different possibility which, although !I 
k d fi . t t . . t t . H l i,l lac ing very e n1 e suppor , J.S 1n eres J.ng: osea revea ij 
an intimate knowledge of the baker's trade (7:5-8). "The !1 
26 Harper, A Critical and Exegetical 
Amos~ Hosea, nrntroduction:'lp. cxlii. 
27 Wolfe, -Meet Amos and.-Hosea, p. 74. 
Comm.en tary on 
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II 
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!I 
\I 
:I 
!! 
" 
lOO j/ 
1' 
thresni.ng-floor and the wine-press seem to have be·e'n a f'a- j! 
I! 
miliar sight- ... Hos. 9:2. The pa:ss:age in Hos. 2:8 shows ac-:- i! 
ll 
a 
quaintanceship with trodden paths,. walls and hedges--all of !I 
which indicates a life spent within the confines of cities 
and villages rather than in the open countryside~2.8 All 
II II 
li 
I 
' ' I 
i 
of the evidence points to the fact, Vlbich is very generally 1 ,, 
:/ 
'· 
!I 
il 
accepted, that Hosea was a thoroughly educated man. 
Hosea's personality is best understood through the 
characteristics and attitudes which are clearly evident in a ll 
I• 
11 
It will be further em- j'i 
. I 
phasiz.ed in the analysis of the content of the book of Hosea i' 
consideration of his life and work. 
and in the endeavor to understand his me·ssage and. evaluate 
his contribution to his own day and to· ours. It bas been 
observed that love and tenderness am a deep spirituality 
were dominant traits of his character. 
to feel that he. must have been more human !lmd under standing 
than his powerful and rugg·ed successor, Amos. "We have in 
Hosea one of the profoundest spirits of Israel ani one of 
the greatest of the pioneering, trail-blazing minds w.hich 
this people gave to the w.orld.tt29 
But Hosea was not illogical, as he has so frequently 
been represented. His ability, notwithstanding con-
flicting feelings, to give expression to a. system of 
theology which was to serve henceforth as the basis ot·. 
all Israeli tish thought, is a factor worthy of. consid-
28 Comins, ~ J'ew.ish Pro.phets, P• 40.. 
29 Leslie, Old Testament Religion, p. 188. 
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.I 
eration in any estimate of his characte,r. He was, in 
a strange and true sense, a typical Israelite, and his 
thought,. as time shows,. was the . thought whieh Israel 
would accept. This must have come about, at least in 
part, because his character was fundamentally the 
Israeli tish character,. viz. strong, complex, em.otiona 1, 
religious.30 
Intimations in regard to Hosea's call are given in 
ii d 
II 
'I li 
!! 
ii 
•I 
II 
il 
'I 
il 
the opening lines of his book: ""When Jehovah spake at the li 
II 
first by Hosea, .Tehovfih said unto Hosea,. Go, take unto thee iJ 
II 
a wife, etc."' (1 :2a) Hosea states clearly here that his pro 'lf 
'i 
phetic ministry began shortly before his marriage to. Gomer. ~~ 
I' 
When he re-interpreted the events that follo wed his marriage ] 
for he told the story in retrospect which enabled him to ii 
enrich it with the insi gb: ts that had come to him cOlnc erning j; 
Israel as Yahweh's bride--he was able to see in them Yahweh' ' 
• 1 
guidance, direction, and revela:tion to him thr·ough all of th ,. 
' I 
ij 
tragedy and heartache. In a vecy real sense it may be said 111 
II 
that out of his trouble was born his message. tt. • • to los~ 
!I 
your own sorrow in the vaster sense of nationsl trouble-- 11 
l' 
that is the first consciousness of a duty and a mission.tt31 11 
il 
lj 
!I 
Even before tragedy came: into his life, he felt. the· con-
sciousness of his mission so forcibly that he. sought to q 
preach to his people through th e use of the symbolic name of li 
his first child. This method of warning his. nation contin- !1 
30 Harper, A Critical and Exegeticsl · Comrne.ntary on 
Amos and Hosea, urntroduetio.nTP• cxlvi. 
II 
I! 
II 
II 
:I ji 
31 G, A. Smith, The Bk • . of the Twelve Prophets, p. 25t 
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ued, after he became aware o:f Gomer's un:faithfulnes.s, in the !! 
II 
:,·I 
second edition o:f the book may indicate addi tiona·l commands 
naming o~ the _other two children. Some verses from the 
l! 
of Yahweh to the prophet wh.ie.h contributed to his call. 
example, "Set the trumpet to thy mouth. As an eagle he 
For :! 
q 
I 
cometh against the house of. Jehovah, because they have trans 1t 
'I gressed my covenant., and trespass.ed against. my law.'' (8 :1) lj 
li 
The majority o:f' Bible scl.tnolars are agreed that the tone of 
the entire boo.k of Hosea testifies to the fact tba t it was 
" n il 
1: 
I! 
:I 
through the prophet's pe~sonal domestic exp erie:nce that God ij 
il 
gave him the message which he proclaimed ta his peo·ple. 
Further, they are convinced tba t Jehovah began to speak 
through him to Israel at the. time that he felt impelled tCJ 
marry Gomer. 
In an examination of Hosea 's minis try 1 e.t us pre-
pare ourselves for something as . different. as possible 
from tba. t of. Amos~ It will be the ministry of' a poet, 
not. a philosopher; of' a man dealing with his own home 
and country, not a foreigner; of a man liv-ing am work-
ing largely in privacy, rather than ig conne,ct ion with 
rulers; of a mystic, not a moralist.3 · 
That Hosea used several methods to prophesy to his sinful 
fellow countrymen is obvious:. The symbolic names of his 
1: I! 
ij I, 
" 
I. 
II 
It 
l 
l 
I 
I 
li li 
I 
I 
l 
!i ), 
I' 
11 II 
:I 
children have been discussed. The pu.blic humiliation which \\ 
II 
il 
was a part of the domestic tragedy • and the prophet's us:e 
of the experience and the s:tory. must have been most con ... 
I 
vincing to the people in enabling thEDl to· understand the 1 ---~3"21:2~- "'l"H~""'a~r~p er , L ~· a.IJil.. l>xeseti ca 1 CPJ1111Cn tcu:Y 2l1 .Am.all. !I:/ ~lio~_a__,__ _ _t_~t_r_o_d~ g_n,_, ~ . ..Q •- Q.l v ~ - 1 
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I 
j source and inspiration of his message"' His pub lie dis-
courses (Harper33 finds· thil:'teen in a: 11) were built on the II 
truths and insights which had come. to him out of the suffer- : 
ing in his own life. These, undoubtedly, were delivered 
with much feeling. As was tru.e in the case of Amos,- Hosea 
preserved his message for all time. by putting his words in 
I 
I 
' 
!I ,, 
il 
![ 
:I 
ll 
il 
writing. It has been thought by sone: scholars that Hose~ 's :: 
~~ 
was so definitely a privat.e ministry that his .tre ssage was it 
not. delivered publicly at all. One basis for this opinion l) li 
:j 
has been the. fact that the written form is largely compo.sed 11 
of short, rather abrupt, and no·t toa closely connected poems li 
--poems whic·h do not imp~ess the modern mind as being ora- II 
tions or addresses. However, as indicated in the analysis 
of the book of Amos, poetry was probably the most popular 
form of public address at the t ,ime. that the eighth century 
prophets were engaged in their public ministry. The only 
part that s.e.~ms to have the form of public address. (chap-
ters 4-14) probably dates from the. period of increasing 
anarchy in Israel. It. is assumed that the. propnecies con-
tained in hhaper 1, incl uding the names of. Gomer r s three 
children, be:long to the c:losing period of the reign of 
Jeroboam II. If the foregoing deductions are correct, it 
is possible that Hosea was a.ware of his prophetic calling 
'I ,, 
I' 
I! 
If 
II 
1. 
11 
il 
II jl 
'I 
:I 
I' II 
ll 
jl 
tl 
li 
and ministry for some time before b;e began his active public ! 
,J 
33 Harper, A .2.ill• ani Exegetical Cmn.,"Intro."p. dl.vi~ 
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l04 il 
ministry of preaching. The death of .Teroboam II marked the II 
., 
beginning of the political downfall o:f: the: Northern Kingdom. II 
As Hosea saw his nation in a state o:f breakdown, both mor-
ally and politically, it is probable that the anxiety and 
'I II 
II 
!I !I 
'I 
desperation whic:h he felt could no longer be confined to any !: 
ll 
form of private ministry, :for he cried out to his people: !i 
II ttHear the word of Jehovah, ye children of Israel; for 
-'II Jehovah hath a controversy with the inhabitants of the land, l 
!I 
because there is no truth, nor goodness, nor knowledge of iJ II 
!I God in the land , There is nought but s.weari ng and breaking J 
faith, and killing, and stealing, ®nd committing adultery; ! 
they break out. and. blood tou cheth b1oo·d•" (4:1,2) li There is II 
,, 
I ' only one other place in the book where a regular introduc-
tion to a spoken address is used; it is found i n Hosea•s 
ii 
ll 
li 
'I 
charge against the priests and civic and political leaders: j! 
d 
ttHear this, 0 ye priests, am. hearken:, 0 house of Israel, ji 
I 
I 
I and give ear, 0 house of· the king; for unto you pertaineth 
tbe judgm.e n t; for ye ba. ve been a snare at Mizpah, and a net /! 
1: 
spread upon Tabor. And tbe> re:vol ters are gone deep in mak- li q 
I! 
li ing s.laughter; but I am a rebuker of than all." (5:1,2) 
- . !i 
Truly Hosea must havre be en a fearless ani consecrated proph- !i 
et o:f Yahweh to have addressed the. most powerful forces of: il 
,, 
his day with such biting words of .condemnation~ Another jl 11 !I 
aspect of his personality is portraY:ed clearly in this phase lj 
of his public ministry. 
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105 1i il 
. ~r. ~esl ie has pictured very; v-ividly Hosea's reactionff 
to the lighthearted and superficial att.i tudes: and practices li 
in which the people indulged to secure Yahweh's blessing and il 
li 
favor and the: shallow way in which they approached the idea !! 
. " 
:i j, 
r 
i! 
of repentance. The prophet expresses his_ deep fee ling in 
the lament (6:4): no Ephraim, what. shtall I do unto thee? 
II 
for your good ness is as 11 
li 
0 Judah, what shall I do unto thee? 
Dr. li 
!! 
a morning cloud, and as the dew that goeth early may." 
Leslie follows the lament with the picture of Hosea saying, !i 
[! 
. So, under the power of this insight granted to my by !i 
Yahweh, I summoned my people to tum from their futile .i 
rituals to an utterly different kind of' search for him; !' 
ttTherefor e turn thou to thy God: keep kindness- and jus- il 
tice, and wait for thy God continually •" ( 12:6) Then 11 
in a single sentence; spoken .in Yahweh r s name, I ut... 'i 
t .ered the full ripe fruit of' my heart searchings and ll 
broodings as to how Israel must seek Yahweh. It crowns ! 
my b.a ttle for Israel's soul in these years. "'For I 'i 
desire goodness, and not sacrifieei and the knowledge 11 
of God more than burnt-offerings.t' 4 \i 
The book of Hosea fo l lows t 00: t of Amos in logica-l se -II 
I! 
quence, as well as chronologically, far it. verifies the I! 
II 
truths which Amos expounded and enlarges the teachings· of th~ 
latter. The scope of the book of .Amos is greater, for his :1 
H 
s.eemed to be ever a world view, but the depth of the con-
cepts and teachings :found in the boo-k of' Hosea make it an 
equally important contribution to the. religious thought o:f 
I' 
I 
I 
i 
I' 
·I 
/I 
both the eighth century B. C. and the twentieth century A. D ~ 
!I 
34 Leslie, -The Prophets Tell Their ~ Story , p. 6 9 11 II 
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The text o:f the book o:f Hosea is often excee.ding:;I.y 
corrupt and it is one of the: DDst difficult hooks i n the 
Old Testament to- interpret in detail. Because o:f the im-
d 
'I II 
Jl 
II 
II 
portane:e of its contribution, it has been carefUll y analyzed !I 
.I 
and studied in spite of the discouraging aspects: of the· 
task. Fortunately, the nain teach ings of the book are 
ii 
:I li 
.I 
'I 
\t 
,! 
sufficiently clear that there can be lit.tle ao.ubt as to the. :j 
I! 
!I 
intent and content o:f Hosea's tress age. 
1: 
The :1 
The book divides itself qui te naturally into two 
main divisions which are closely relat.ed to. each other. 
first three chapters, wh ieh have been previously discussed, il 
compese the first division an.d chapters four to :fourteen 11 
compose the second., As has been pointed out (in this. chap- II 
ter}, the first and third chapters deal with the, personal 
story of Hosea's marriage and family l ife, ani the second 
chapter consists of a sermon~poem built on the analogy 
which is suggested in the story of his li:f'e. 
section of the book is difficult to· analyze because there 
./ 
li il 
II 
ii 
/i 
·I q 
,, 
I! ,, 
lj 
Il l 
is little- logical order in the detached oracles, written in 
1
j 
poetic form, which co.t?-tain pleas, condemnations • reminis:- I! 
hi t · 1 k t h s mises etc Hosea ins;s.ts, '1:1
1
. cences, · s or lCa s e c e , pro , • ~ ..... 
with Amos, that man 's relationship to man is important to I' 
true worship, but his boo.k is full of problems of immoral-
i ty and cont.emporary w·orship and of his greatest theme o:f 
the love of God an:I rmn ' s right. relationship t~ Him. It 
Jj 
I I. 
li 
II j' 
It 
tl j' ,, 
,I 
i\ 
I ,, 
'! 
II 
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has been rightly suggested that " I n general, however, the 
theme of the whole section is given in the opening vo rds, 
'Jehovah hath a controversy with the inhabitants; of the 
land, because there is no tru th, nor goodness, nor know-
ledge of God in the lam • rtt35 ( 4:1 b) 
The title of the: book (J:l) should be mentioned be-
\i 
.I 
" 'I I· ; I 
II 
' i 
I 
I· ,I 
I' II 
II 
cause, even though it is- rather obviously a later add iti on, 11 
ij j: 
/! 
ll !i 
Hosea's ministry can be placed in relation t ,o historical 
events. through using it e:s a gui.de. Due to the :fact that a 
Northern prophet and one who prophesied in the North, is 
dated by four Southern kings, a great deal at co-ntroversy 
II 
ll 
li 
;I 
has arisen cancer ning this verse. There seems to be' quite !! 
genera]. e,greeiOOnt , however, tba t the names of Southern kings-il 
. q 
were used because their names muld add more pr-estige and li 
II 
dignity, and· also that the Northern kings, folloning Jer o- II 
:I boam II, would not ha. ve be en named because the·y were not re-1 ~ 
,I 
,. 
garded as real kings. There is every reason, according to !I 
~ I 
li, most. of the notable scholl!:frs, to believe that Hosea was a li 
1: citizen of the Northerl:ll. Kingdom; his language, his: special li 
1: 
interest in and knowleQ.ge o:f Israel, a rd his love :f'or and Ji 
II 
passionate yearning over the na. tion aid in providing convinolt 
,, 
J n g .. pr-oof. IJ 
Chapters one and three have been dealt w:i th in the !I 
II 
discussion o:f Hosea's personal li:fe. Chapter two also has !1 
,. 
35 ! ~ Standard Bible Dictlhonar;y, p. 3 62 • l i 
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li 
11 
.I 
are e. unity, and the lines are metrical. Yahweh, it is inte 
preted, is speaking to the Israelites as individual people, j 
I 
calling upon them to argue with their Mother, the Nation, as 
a whole. It is Israel's idea o:f God against. which Hosea is. 
protesting in these verses • As he c ontimues in verses 14-23 1 
affliction and punishment. will banish the false ideas of I 
Yahweh and the practices which ba:ve made :for evil and corrup 
tion in the land. A:f,ter the Mtion has been reduced to a st 1 
tus comparable to that o:f her days in the wilderness, the 
prophet visualizes Yahweh as. saying, "And I will give her he1l 
vineyards from thence, and the va 11 ey of" Achor for a doo.r of I 
hope and she shall make answer there as in the days· of her II 
youth, and as in the day when she came up out. of the land of 
Egypt." (2:15) Furthermore, the. Baal terms, in conmon use 
in Israel in making reference to their own God and His worsh · , 
I 
Yahweh says shall be. banished because of the heathen associa 1 
t ions and practices with which they h8ve be en e: onne c ted, Th1j 
eighteenth verse indicates tba t . in this renewed . rela tionshipj l 
o:f Yahweh with his people, all creatures shall be able to li 
1
1 
down in safety where there is no longer tendency or desire I 
II 
to hurt or engage in battle. This assl!llrance is :followed by !J 
a great expression of Hosea's concept o:f the love of God BIId il 
ol 
o:f the relationship which He desires to have with His peopla I 
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The basis of the relationship is. emphasized also (2:19-20): 
ttAnd I will betroth thee unto me for ever; y ea, I will be-
troth thee unto me in righteousness;r a.lrlld in ~.ustice, a.nd. in 
lovingkindness:, ani in mercies. I will even betroth thee 
unto me in faith:eulness; and thou shalt know Jehovah.n 
The second section of the book (chapters 4-14} reflect 
the beginning o.f the final downfall of. the kingdom of Israel 
In the confusion which :tollowed the d.eath of Jeroboam 
confidence of the peo·ple --the independence and self -assuranc 
of' the period in whic:lhl Amos had prophesied--he d disappeared, 
and Hosea says (7:11): ttAnd Ephraim is like a silly dove, 
without understanding: they call unto Egypt, the:y go to· 
Assyria." G. A. Smith36 suggests that the very brokenness 
of the descriptrions whic~h are to be: found in the~ second sec-
tion of the prophesy indicates a more f'ai thful record of · the 
~brokennesstt o:f the period itself,. He has ruggested some 
interesting and helpful divisions of the roo terial. contained 
in chapters 4 to 14; chapter 4 to 7:7, Moral Pecay; chap-
ters 7:8-10, Political Decay; two visions modif¥ or inter-
rupt the dark descript.ions in the previous chapters--cba:.p-
ter 11, dealing with Yshweh 1 s early guidance of His people 
and f).n expression of His great love to then, and chapter 14, 
' dealing with their future return to Him and of their restor-
ation; chapters 12 and 13 further refle:ct the habits and 
36 G. A. Smith, The Bk. ~the Twelve Prophets:, p. 22 • 
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attitudes: of the people and the general turmoil of the pe ... 
riod, e.nd continue to reinforce the previous teaching con-
cerning in.fideli ty and its penalty,. which is the general 
the·sis of.' the . book. 
!I 
I• 
:I 
li 
:i 
:I 
I jl 
! ! ,. 
II 
'I Chapter 4 contains a s.ort o·:f sumnary of the evils and ~l 
il 
wickedness o:f the people with special stress being given to II 
Ji 
the thought that their corrupt religious practices account I' 
for the imm.ora.li ty preva.l ent in the land. The. fa ith'le:Ssness !! 
I! 
of' the prtests accounts for rome o~ the corruption and for j! 
II 
II 
the people's lack of' knowledge--whi~, a:fter all, Hosea sees \! 
as the basic reason f'or all o:f the trouble: ttThey feed on '! 
the sin of my people, and set their heart. on thei.r iniquity. IJ 
!i 
And it shall be, like people, like priest; and I will punish :1 
II 
the:m for their ways, ani will requite them their doings.tt \i 
(4:8,9) Again in chapter 5 Hosea credits the priests with 
having led the people ·:ast:ray in their :forms of worship, as 
well as naming the civic and political leadership as being 
responsible for the infidelity of' the people. The stress 
II 
II 
II j, 
I' 
i 
.I 
II 
on the fact that the inner spirit is wrong should. not be 11 
overlooked: "The.ir doings will not suf'f'er thEm to turn unto ( 
I 
their God; for the spirit of whoredom is within them, and I 
they know not. Jehovah."' (5 :4) Hosea. condemne.d in no uncer- .i 
tain terms the shallowness of the attempted repentance of II 'I II 
II 
the people. He concludes the chapter with a statement con- /! 
cerning the only source of help: I· tti will go and return to 1l li d 
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11 
:I 
II 
li 
.. 
my place, till they acknowi edge their offence am s e~- my 
face: in their affliction they . will seek me· earnestly." 
uyour goodness is as a morning cloud, and a.s the dew that 
goeth early away.u (6.:4b) The funde.me;ntal idea of the en-
and people . • The text of chapter 7 is exceedingly corrupt, 
q 
lo ~! 
I 
.J 
I' 
!I 
i( 
li 
t-
pared to ft a cake not turned· : With similar meaning, Hosea I 
pictures Israel: ttgray hairs are here and there upon him, 11 
j) 
and he knoweth it no t._n ( 7: 9b) In the conelUd.ing verses 
of the chapter, the prophet: points out that ttThey seek God 
with no appreciation of what He is, but use t .he senseless. 
means by which the heathen invoke their gods.tt37 Doom is 
.. 
inevitable to such a nation. Chapter 8 is another sectio·n 
containing difficult and corrupt passages, with prose com-
37 G. A. Smith, The Bk. of~ Tw'elve Prophets, 
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mentaries add.ed here ani there in the poetry. 
112 11 
II 
Hosea calls. 1\ 
'I 
attention to the fact that the people· have set up kings, but: il p 
that they were not :from God and the .b.e "likens these arti:f'i- 11 
! 
cial kings t.o the artificial ep:ds·, also· the work of men • s 
i 
hands •, and till near the close o:f his book the. idols o:f tre j, 
I' 
sanctuary and the puppets of' the throne :form the twin target ~ 
of his scorn. But king after king, idol upon idol shall be Jj 
cut off."38 In verse 5., ttHe hath cast off' thy calf', 0 
Samaria," the ''cal:f'tt refers to the. bull image, copied from 
!j 
I. 
Ji 
i/ 
!I 
II 
the Canaanites whose Baal it. rep resente.d, which the Israel- !I 
i tes had adopted as the:ir representation of' Yahweh. Hosea ~~ 
realized that such image worship, patterned so closely after \! 
heathen worship, had caused the Israelites to adopt the ac- jj 
i! 
,, 
I· 
companying practices and customs o:r ·.their pagan neighbors 
which involved the l~cent.iousness and corruption basically 
II 
responsible for their wrong concepts of God and His require-!! 
" 
memts of His people and. :for their very downfall and destruc- !1 
II 
!I ,, tion. 
' I 
In chapter 9, Hosea turns t0 thoughts of the exile. of' ll 
Th~ his people and its inescapable effects upon their · lives. 
II 
parallel use o:f Assyria ru:ud Egypt in verse 3 indi.cat.es that !I 
the prophet might have been doubtful a:s to Vl.hioh power would !! 
by Yahweh's administrator of: punishment to Israel., but o:f t1 
. 
i,:, Verse 7 
~ I 
certainty of the punishment there was no doubt. 
\' -------=3=a-=a~.~A. Smith, The Bk. of the Twelve Prophets, p. 29~. 
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II 
clearly indicates the common attitude toward a true prophet li 
,, 
o.:f Yahweh ·who had the courage to proclaim his message to the IJ 
lj 
people: ttthe prophet is a fool, the man that hath the spiri1 
is mad." Hosea • s summary 0f the -results o:f long years of si ~ 
f!IId impurity- on the part of a nation--al though it is involve~ 
in his contributions, both to his day and to ours--can be 1: 
traced easily as the remainder of chapter 9 is considered. 
i! 
II 
li 
A backward glance (4:11}: "Whoredom and wine an.d. new w:li_ne I! 
take away the understanding," an:l (4:14); rtr will not punish !! 
your daughters when -they play the harlot, nor your brides 
!j 
II 
'I !I 
when they commit adultery; for the. ~ - t:hemselves go apart li 
I' 
with harlots, and they sa.cr:~fice with the prostitutes," show~ 
I' 
inescapable results to the intellect and also to the d~lusio4 
that the men of a nation may be impure and hope to ha-ve the i~ 
- ~ 
women remain undefiled. G. A. Smith has writ ten effecti.vely !i 
II on this line of thought under the heading, 'tThe Corruption 
that is t 'hrough Lust," and adds to the consequences just, II !: 
il 
:I 
named those stressed in chapter 9 which point. out that su ch II 
q 
living ttleads to the decay of the national vigour, to barren~~~ 
- I 
ness, and a diminshing population.n39 The "twin targetstt o:r il ;I 
Hosea • s scorn reappear in chapter 1--~the arti:fieial. kings lj 
and equally artif i cial gods. Doom is inevitable,! The nat- !j 
ural laws of sowing and reapiilg are stressed: "Sow to y-our- 11 
selves in. righteousness, reap ace ording to kindness; • • .. Ye !J 
'I 
II 
39 G. A. S,ith, The ~of the TWelve Prophets, P• 30~ , 
II 
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have plowed wick.edness, ye have: reaped iniquity; ••• So I: 
:i 
H 
shall Beth-el do unto you because o:f' your great wickedness: !I 
at daybreak shall the king o:f Israel be utterly cut o:f:f." 
(10:12.a,l3a,l5) 
The love o:f Yahweh is presented iD the people in 
another manner with rare insight Blil!d understanding--
a concept which has become vital and meaningful t: o succeed-
ing generations--in the opening lines of cfuapter 11: "When 
Israel was a· ehild, then I loved him, and called my son out 
II 
:i ;I 
il I, 
II 
I! 
I 
! 
j 
I. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
o:f Egypt. The fathe.r-son relationship in Hosea's conce.pt J~ 
I' 
has all of the warmth, love, and tend.erness ths t is containe~ 
in his husband-wife analogy. Hosea 1 s words express the sm:r- !1 
fering heart of a father: "How shall I give thee up, E-
phraim? how shall I cast thee of:f , Isra e J,.? • .. • my heart 
is turned within me, my compassions are kindled together.'t 
ll 
!I 
II 
ll 
I' 
,I 
il 
il 
il (11:8) And then t he great point of difference between God ii 
iJ 
and man is expressed: ''I will not execute the fierceness of !J 
mine anger, I will not. return to destrrmy Ephraim: for I rum 
~, and ~man; the Holy One in the midst of thee; and I 
will not come in wrath."' (11:9) G. A. Smith calls these 
two verses ttthe greatest passage in Hosea--deepe st i:e' not 
il 
li 
q 
!I 
:j 
!r 
:I 
il 
'I 
highest of his book--the breaking forth of toot exhaustless d 
II 
mercy of the Most High which no sin of roo: n can bar or wear 
out .n40 
l! 
!I ,, 
·I 
This, another Of Hosea's priceless contributions, li 
-----::4-:o;:O~G=-.--=-A. Smith, The B:ik. o:t the Twelve Prophets, p. 32* · 
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115 !I 
jl 
should be stressed in connection with a study o:f the 11th ;J 
!I 
,; 
chapter. ttNo one who grasps the! meaning o:f the ch~apter will ; 
I 
I 
deny to the, 0. T. the doctrine of a su:f:fering God. n·41 The I 
:! 
. . iJ 
verses in which this doctrine is s.o ev1.dent: are: 1,2,.3,8, a,/ 
12 • To reinforce the :fact that Hosea stre ss:ed this cone ept 
1
/ 
of God, . it should be noted that it is found elsewhere in his jl 
d book: ttthough I would redeem them, yet they have spoken lie ~ 
against me," (7:13b) and •tr :founi Israel like grapes in the I! 
li 
wilderness; I saw your :fathers as the f:i,rst-ripe in the: :fig- /! 
I. 
ii 
tree at its first seas.on.tt: (9:10b) !'1 
(! 
., 
In ·chapters 12 and 13, the student is. again aware o:f. !I 
ll 
the sins and wickedness of Israel, beginning with their seektrl 
. I 
ing :foreign alliances to save them (12 :O} and their confidend,r= 
:I 
- 'j 
in their wealth . ~ua· :s}, and inclUding a disco-urse on Israel' f: 
great early leader, .Jacob, po-i:nting out the contrast between jl 
I 
,j 
him and his descendants. It is in tre 12.th chapter tm. t 'j 
Hosea calls his nation a '"traf:ficker" --really inferring that !! 
'i 
II 
the.y are very_ Canaanites, fo·r the word is used because of ii 
a I; the fact that the Canaanites were traders: 'tHe is. a tra:r- •1 
1! ,, 
fic.ker, the balances of deceit are in his band: he loveth 11 
ii 
to oppress."' {12:7} The 12th chapter is. another o:f the very
1
! 
corrupt and difficult portions o:f the book ·and mny scholars li 
p 
con.sid.er a large part of it as ooming from later hands. Re-11 
gardless. of the corrupt.ion of the text, however, it is true-~ 
li 
41 H. W. Robinson, "Hosean, 'lhe Abingdon Bible ii 
.rnrnsm.ta£~ • 7 6 6. ·! 
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/I 
•I /I 
as has been noted with other parts of. the book--that the i\ 
meaning whic:h Hosea hoped to impress upon his people is un- 11 
mistakable. It is possible that chapter 13 was. Hosea*s last: l' 
writ:Lng for there is a clearness ani! definiteness :Ln :Lt be- 11 
,, 
yond any other mat:erial in the: text later than chapter 4. . il 
Israel's past is reviewed briefly and her arrogance, because j! 
of her prosperity and power, is stressed, together with her il 
:I 
forgetfulness of Yahweh who had made all of these things :1 
possible to her. Hosea wants his people to realize how dif- 11 
ferent things might have. been but,. because they have been jl 
I 
wayward and f.ai thless am have refused t .o repent, Yahweh I 
I 
will attack Israel as a wi_ld beast and' their destruction is 1-
inevitable. The closing verses of the chapter .make unm.is- j1 
il 
table reference to their destruction by war with all o:f the 11 I 
a.ccompanyiqg horrors commonly suff'e red at, the hands o:f I 
conquerors. Ill 
Following the doom o:f the 13th chapter, the prospect !I 
of restoration and happiness expressed in the 14th reminds I! 
the student o:f the Epilogue :found in the book of .Amos. How-l! 
d 
ever, Hosea's Epilogue much more generally is believed to !i !I 
~ I There are. a li 
., belong to him than is true in the case o~ Amos. 
!I 
• d 
number o:f. reasons :for this difference of opinion conc:ern~ng 1: ll II 
the great promises of restoration in the two prophecies. !! 
:I 
The genuineness of such passages in Amos has been que stioned!l 
much more because of tha fact that they were opposed to the I 
I 
I 
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li 
spirit . of the remainder of his. book and, in the Epilogue, ,, 
1l 
the writer failed to carry out t:he chie.f the:rr.e of his pro- !\ 
phecy, for no mention was made of righteousness., soeial jus- !! 
tice, or mercy, but a glorious :ruture entirely in the realm ~~ 
o:f nature and materials things was promised. In the great II 
1.4th chapter of Hosea, on the other hand, the prophet begins :! 
with the direction to· Israel to return unto her God, followe~ 
J! I 
by a sui table eonfessi on which incorporates the. knowledge I! 
thBt it is only He who · can save th eP1'·• Following such a 
spirit O·f repentance, Yahweh promisa s,. first o.f all, for-
giveness: n·r will heal their backsliding, and I wi 11. lowe 
then freely." 0.4:4) This. assurance is:. followed by the 
,, 
'I 
!I 
I' 
.I 
!I 
II :, 
:i 
il 
!I 
promise of fertility and material prosperity. All of' this iJ 
1: 
i! is typi.cal of' the message of Hosea. Furthermor e , Ros ea ll 
" li 
never seems to doubt the possibility of repentance, and ther(jl i· 
are really no features fou.nd in the Epilogue which also can - li 
!I 
not be found elsewhere in the book. The e:thice l quality !I 
being stressed as Hosea would be e.xpe cted to express it, add ~ 
convincing evidence to its genuineness. It is very possj_bl~e ~ 
as suggested previously, that the 14th chapter oa.rra,. in 
' i 
ij 
li 
:J 
I. 
Ho.sea's message, earlier than it has been placed in his. li 
book. The finality of tone of the 13th chapter he.lps to. lJ 
li Hoeea'~ 
i f th . I :1 awareness, to ward the close of his min stry, o e. socla: ' il 
support this theory and. histor.y helps to· support it. 
,, 
and political situation surely would have prevented him fro~~ 
I! 
=+ 
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,, 
concluding with .su·ch words o:f confidence ani hope when the j: 
:fall of Samaria and the end of the Northern Kingdom as a 11 
nation were so very near at hand. Therefore,. it is logical !1 
.I 
,,. 
to believe that the closing 1 ine s of the; book were proclaimedj
1 
. ll 
to the people at some earlier time when the prophet might. . '1·1 
. ll 
have felt that. there were rays: of hope that they would repen~l 
li 
and ehan ge their policies --religiously, socially, and poli t- ~~ 
ically--and be saved as R nation. This viewpoint would en- II 
able one to agree, with Cheyne that. "'To ha. ve added anything 
to the stern warning in 13:16 would have. robbed it o'f half 
•' II 
:: 
H 
I! 
,, 
!i 
•' :1 
its force," am· still allow :for disagreement with his state- 11 
t "B t t d t d H . ht t onu.· t it." .1:
1
1 men , · u , o un ers an osea .ar1g , we mus 
. I 
Cheyne feels that nthe tenderness of its spirit and the pic- ·1 
to rial character of the style of vers.es 5-8 • • • is akin 
!I 
'I 
1: 
both in language and imagery and· in ideas to writings of the li 
:I 
age which begins with Jeremiah, a n:l which, among later. works ~ 
includes the Song of Songs."·42 Harper classifies the 14th il 
I' 
P:feif:fe r does not i/ 
" 
chapter under "'Later Words ~f Hope.tt43 
il 
accept this chapter as being :from Hosea, and says, ttin sharP jj 
!I 
contrast to Hosea~ the postexilic annotators of hi.s book !I ji 
p1;1inted alluring pictures of_ a na. ti onal resurrection in the i! 
ji ,, 
I! 
42 W. R •. Smith, ~ Prophe t.s .£t Israel , ttintroduc ti onr 
by Cheyne, p. x1x. · jl 
43 Harper, A Cri ti.cai. and Exegetical Comn.ent.ary on 
1
:1 
~ ~ Hos·ea, ''Introduct'ion,~PP• clx and clxi. · -
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119 :: 
glorious millennium to follow devastation of the land. snd II 
deportation of the na tion.tt44 Henry WheeJLer Ro;binson reach- ij 
II 
es the opposite conclusion stat ing that, if the more common !i 
il 
view is acce.pted, the Gomer o-f the lst chapter is the nwoman ~f 
. . :, 
of the 3rd chapter and tmt Hosea took her reck to his heart li 
and home, then the student is le.ft free to aceept. the record il 
· II 
. II 
of' Hosea's experience as closing optimistically and not pes- 1j 
. II 
sirtlistically, ttand leaves l,lS free: to credit him with su dl l 
I~ 
oracles o:f hope as t hose of the c l osing chapt er of his book ~ :, 
:. ji 
Morgenstern's conc1uaions are very interesting at thi s point ~ 
II 
-· 11 
· I 
Hosea agreed with Amos completely that Israel had li 
proved itself unqualifiedly faithless to Yahweh, and tha ~ 
therefore Yahweh would be comple te.ly justified in re- I! 
pudiating the covenant; nay more, he is agreed with Am.os !il 
that the covenant must be repudiated, for Israel • s con- · 
duc.t, its faithlessness, i ts coquetting with the local i 
Baalim, its rampant iniquity le:e·t Yahweh no other alter- ! 
native. He differed from Amos in only one point, in hi s ,·, 
unwillingness to admit that, until Yahweh he d actually I 
repudiated the covenant and the doom ha:.d already set in, II 
it was. too late :for Israel to repe:nt and , if its repent- :1 
ance be sincere ani thorou.gh, to ba:ve. lit accepted by II 
Yahweh and the doom thus averted; all this because of· li 
Yahweh's unquenchable, persistent love f 'or Israel, de- 1· 
spite all its long and manifold faithlessness: to him. 
Therefore Hosea procla imed, by implication, at least, !
1
, 
tha. t even at the very last moment, just as the doom was. 1 
about to set in, if only Israel would truly repent and 1 
return to Yahweh, it would not be too late ; gladly, II 
eagerly in His love He would accept Israel 1 s repentance II 
and let it return unto Him and renew ~ His covenant with , 
it and make it once again His pe.ople, and He would then tl 
walk with it again in faithfulness, even :as the loving i! 
devoted husband. forgives his erring w:ife and takes her li 
II 
44, Pfeiffer, Intro._J_£ the _2..!. !!_., p. 573. li :I :, 
Iii 45 H. W. Robinson, 'tHo sea," Encyclopedia Britannica, ;i 
Vol. XI, p .• 783. 11 
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again to his home and his bosom.46 !: 
il 
IJ 
!i 
!i The closing verse (14:9}: "Who is wise, that he: my under-
., 
li' stand these things? prudent, that he ma:y know. them? :f."or the 1 
!I 
ways ot Jehovah are right, s:.nd the just shall walk in then; il 
II II but :flransgreasors shall f a ll therein," is an:: expression of 
J 
piety "due tQ a wise ~ among the readers of' the roll, and l) 
:falls outside these precious but ta.ntaliz.ing poem-oracles o:fll 
Ha.sea. It is an exhortation addressed to. anyone seeking the!! 
way of life to learn from the book of Hosea.n47 1: !I 
·i 
Many characteristics of the· style o:f' the book o"f Hose~ 
" 
., 
have been made apparent in the consideration of the divisio1· 
of the. book and the content of each of the divisions. It is l! 
il 
a more di:fficul t book to analyz:e than the book of' Amos be- II 
cause the. latter is well preserved while the former is one ot 
the mast corrupt of all of the books of the Old Tes·tament. jl 
I 
This accounts for the alleged ob.scurity of mueh of' the text. j! 
d 
Perhaps the very corruption of the text made the book a fer- // 
tile field far later editors to add their spe aiel' words or \! . 
On the other hand, it. i# 
possible that some portions of' Hosea are discounted simply ~I 
because the interprets. tions are so extrerrely dif':ficu lt to un· 
i 
convictions to what Hosea had said .• 
derstand aright. The process of deleting further is aide·d 'I I, 
l• I! 
by the fact that the second section o:f the book is. compo.sed I! 
i! 
46 Morgenstern, Amos Studies-, pp. 42:1 and 422 .. 
47 H. W. HQbinso-n, ''Hosea," The. Abingdon Bible.: 
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,. 
The book lj 
I 
is written in classic Hebrew and w.t>rid~en•tul power o:f e:x:pres- 1J 
" 
of oracle-poems whieh have very ~ittle continui~. 
s ion is e:xhi bi ted throughout. 'tHosea was B great lyrical jl 
poet. His imagination was rtvid, his style mos~ t picturesque ~ 
At times he moves us by the exquis.ite tenderness o:f his feel ~ 
ings, at times he carries us away in his passionaia anger, !' 
again he startles us by the originality and unexpected beaut~ 
of his thought and die'tion. There is a restlessness of II 
I' 
spirit in the: book, a nervousness:, and. an ever present sad- 1! 
ness. But at the end the yearning hope finds · rest in tha I: 
i! divine' promise o:f hannony an.d restorati.on.n48 The prophet's 1! 
choice or words is most interesting tor his g eneral theme is ~~ 
,, 
'I 
·I I, 
His: o bserva- 11 
Just a few ex- !I 
consistently the same throu.ghout, ye-t he constantl y finds 
Illf!ny and varied ways of expressing his ideas. 
tion and use of nat.ur e should be recalled. 
'I 
amples have been cited here in which the similes a n:i metapro:rt 
II 
warrant special attent.ion: 1\ 
He will come to us as the rain, as the latter rai t
1
· 6:3 
that watereth the earth. j 
I 
I! 6:4 --Your goodness is as the. morning cloud and as the ;I 
u 
dew that goeth early away. 
7:11,12 -- Ephraim is like a silly dove; I will bring 
them down as the birds of the heavens • 
:) 
II il 
., 
q 
il il 
:i 
9::J_O -- Israel like grapes in the wil derness; I saw yourp 
rl ,, 
48 Bewe!tZ , The Lit. of the: 2.!_ T. in its Hist. Develop-li 
ment _!lP _,_ _ _9_6~~l_l<! __ ~. . -t 
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fathers as the first-ripe in the fig-tree at its 
:first season. 
10:1 Israel is: a luxuriant vine. 
11:4 -- Ani I was to then as they that li:f't up the yoke 
on their jaws. 
13:3 -- The·y sh.all be as the. morning cloud, and. as the 
dew that: passeth early away, as the chaff tha:t. 
is driven with the whti·lwind out of the thresh-
ing-:floo.r, and as tl::e smoke out o:f the chimney. 
13 :15 -- An east . wind shall come, the breath of Jehov:-ah 
coming up from the wtl.lderness; 
14:5 -- I will be as the d.ew unto Israel; he shall blos-
som as the lily, and cast forth his roots as 
Lebanon. 
14:6 --His branches shall spread, and his beauty shall 
be as the olive - trees, and his smell as Lebanon. 
14:7 ... - They shall revive as the grain, and blossom as 
the vine: the scent; thereof shall be as the wine 
o:f Lebanon. 
14:8 -- I am like a green :fir-tree. 
His language ani. the movenrent of his thoughts· are :far 
removed :from the simplicity and s.el:f-control which chara 
terise the prophecy of Amos. Indignation and sorrow:, te 
derness and seve.ri ty, :faith in the: sovereignty o:f Jehoval'ft . 
love, and a despairing sense. of Israe1's infidelity are 
woven together in a sequence which has no logical plan, 
but is determined by tre battle and alternate victory of 
contending emotions; and the: swi:ft transitions, the ~rag 
1Z3: 
mentary unbalanced utterance, the half•developed allu-
sions,. that: make his prophecy s::>: dif'ficul t to the com .... 
menta tor, express the ag:> ny of this inward conf'l ict. 
Hosea, above all other prophets La a maE of deep affec-
tions, of a gentle poetic nature.49 
T. H. Robinson50 reminds tbe. student tht3. t, although 
the pre -exilic prophets stand on a h.igh . artisti:c level, art- · 
istry was not their primary purpose. They were impelled by 
their God-given tasks a:nd. t .heir s:ense of divine mission to 
deliver their messages to the people. Therefore, their po-
etry was written, not for the sake. ar poetry, but to fulfill 
that higher purpose. which, in the final. analysis~. actually 
results in enriching the poe try. 
The authenticity of some portions of the book of Hosea 
have been discuss:ed. A consideratio-n of the 14th chapter con 
cerning which, as has been noted, there is a great differene:e 
of opinion on the part of Bible' scnolars, would prove as in-
teresting as any selection t .o young adults in this phase of 
the study of Hos·ea. The stu.dent should have the privilege of 
careful analysis of the ch:ap ter ar:rl of the other p_assages of 
Hosea's message in relation to it, and then formulate his own 
conclusions. The acceptance or reject ion Oif the rna ter ial, a 
far as coming from Hosea's mind, should. not determine the 
s.tudent!s appreciation of' it, f.or it has real value and beau 
which should not be missed. The value. is. even greater to 
19 W. R. Smith, The. Prophets of Israe~, pp. 157 aJrJd 
50 T. H. Robinson, A His.tory o:r. :rsrael, pp. 447 and 
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many, however, when they relate: its tru.th and beauty to 
Hosea ; s own total contribution. Drive.r has made s.ome help-
ful comments· at this point: 
••• a picture o;f' restoration, at the e.~md of' a prophecy, 
does not neutralize previous threatenings: sueh pictures 
are always ideal ones; they do not exempt those whom the 
prophet in question is addressing :from t -he judgment o:f 
exile or disaster which ba. s been. pronounced upon them:; 
the judgment: takes effect: but out of the: national r uin 
which it implies, the prophet pictures in the undefined 
:future a renovated conmunity arising--he does not. pause 1 
to ask by what historical process the renovation has been 
effected, t .hough sometimes (esp. in Isaiah) the godly '"'I 
Israelites who escape the disaster are conceived as :form j 
ing its nucleus--which shall carry on the h istorical con 
tinuit.y of the natiog1 and remain the recipient o::r Jehovah's blessings. 
Rowley expresses some very reasonable deductions in a similar 
line o:f thought: 
Some editors h!t.ve suspected of' being later additions 
all the hopeful passages of the· book, but this. s.eems un-
necessary. There is a note o:f hopefulness in ll:B:f., 
which is certainly :from Hosea, am. i:f chap. 3 rela. tes 
the se.quel to chap. 1, there is a message; o:f hope im-
plicit also there. The. passages in which Judah is men-
tioned have with more probability been suspected, though 
it is . possible tha: t the name of Judah has sometimes been. 
substituted by a scribe far an originial Israel (so per-
haps in 12 :2.}. It is generally agreed t~ t 1:10-2:1 is 
from another hand, but there is very little o:f this book 
which need be denied to Hosea.52 
That the t ext o:f'ten is corrupt and particula:Oi dif-
f'icul t ever should be kept in mind. Harper, 53 in his anal-
ysis of Hosea, includes the following important addi~ns and 
51 Driver, An Intro, ~ the Lit 9 of the 9..!. T.,p. 30'l 
52 Rowley, The Growth of the 9..!. T., P• 109. 
53 Harper A Crit. and Exegetical Conm.enta.ry on ~~~sea, ~I~~~~!~:p~-~~---~c~l~x~·~=-~==================~======== 
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glosses: 1:1; 1:7; 3:5; 2:4b,6,12,18; 2:8-9,18-17,20~25, 
1-3; 6:11a,b; 7:4; H:lb; 8:8b,l0,14; 9:9; 10:3; lO:lO,l4b; 
ll:8b,9a,l0b,ll; 12:1b,4b-7,13,14; 14:2:-9; 14:10. 
Many of' the verses mentioned above are accepted as coming 
:from Hosea by other Bible authorities, as bas been noted. 
A simple basis :for testing the au.thenticity of passages 
has been suggested • 54 After all, the pro·blem o:f later addi-
tions and glosses chie:fly concerns Bible scholars; the aver-
age young adult probably will :find that, i"or his purposes:, i 
would be advisable to accept the point of view of those scho1 
ars who believe that, although admittedly there are later 
interpolations, the la:ter elements are not nearly as numerous 
as some writers seem to. think, and perhaps, most important o:f 
all to young adults is the realization that "the later addi-
1 
tiona do net modify in any :fundamen ta:l way the teaching of the ' 
prophet Hosea.tt55 
I:f Amos made his. supreme contribution to religion 
through his insistence upon the ethical character o:f God, th 
sequel is to be :found in Hosea's insistence upon the inex-
haustible love o:f God. As truly as Amos was the pro.phet of 
Righteousness: and 0-ustice, Hosea was the prophet of God's 
Love. 
54 Supra, p. 77. 
55 H. w. Robinson, "Hosea~ The Abingdon Bible 
Commentary., p. 761. 
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The concept of a God o:f love· which w.·as Hosea's unique 
and greatest contribution was: the outgrowth of" careful anal-
ysis o:f his own per so:nal experience in his marr ia..ge rela tion- 1 
ship with Gomer. Out of the agony of his heart, when he 
realized that Gomer was untru e to h~, he began to draw the 
analogy of Yahweh's love being spurned by Israel and of the 
unfaithful nation,. despite the :tact that she l::e d enjoyed 
Yahweh's tender care ani guidance all. throu~ her past his-
tory. When he further scrutinized his own feelings and found 
that his love for Gomer would not let him turn from her for-
ever, but rather, he. was willing · to suffer the humiliation to 
"redeem't her from her life of shame and, after a period of 
probation, take her back to his heart in the- same wonderful 
relationship which they once had shBred to:gether, suddenly 
the great insight broke upon his consciousness .. If' he, a 
m..e·re man, could love his wayward wife with such depths of 
devotion that he would' refuse to g·ive her up rega.rdless of' 
her sin, then how much more mus,t God, because he is "God, and 
not man" (11:9b}, love his wi fe ( I srael)! 
Most creative in its influence was the daring thought 
of Hosea in ventur i ng to use the Canaeni te conception 
o:f the sacred marriage:, purged af its m.a.:terialistic 
and sensual associations, as a medium fo·r interpreting 
his view of the nature of' religion. The mrriaga of 
Yahweh with Israel suggests his concept of religion, 
as in essence, union with God •••• But these concepts 
of union and indwelling,. which in Canaanite religion 
had s.ensual and: IIlBt:rialis~ic conno~ations, by H~seg6 are lift.ed to the h~gh pla~n of eth1.cal fell ow·shJ...p. 
Testement Religion, p. 181.. 
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Hosea alone of the eighth century- prophets 'tdis.co vered in 
Oanaani te religion some seeds of positi ve· w.orth and planted 
them in the soul of Israel.n·57 
Each of the e.ighth century prophe:ts: rmde definite con 
tri bu tions to reJ.jgious thought in expressing his insights 
and understanding of the nature of Yahweh and what He re-
quires of His people. Hosea's great.est contributi on as to 
the nSJ.ture of Yahweh has be en stated. His prophecy affords 
further illuminating truths, however. which should be me n -
tioned. In close proximity to his figure of the husband-wif 
rela t ionship, _ used to- illustrate the lowe of God, he. uses an 
other human relation analogy that has become, dear to 
of all Christian peoples, - ... that of a loving f a ther to his so 
(11:1) 
His whole revelation of .Jehovah is the revelation of a 
love which can be - concei ved under human analogies, a n d 
whose workings are to be understood not by abstract 
reasonings but by the sympathy of a heart which has 
sounded the depths of human affection, am knows in i ts 
own experience what love demands of its object.b8 
Hosea, in all probability, ean be called the first 
real preacher of repentance. When his teaching of r epentance 
is analyzed, it is found to be very adequate. The New Testa 
ment has not added greatly to it. His simplest de-finition o 
1 t is found in 2: 7b: "I will go. and return to .mY first hus-
5Y Les l ie, Old Testament. Rel igi_.on, p. 199. 
58 W. R. Smith, The Prophets of. Israel, p. 177. 
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band,"--'eo "return" to God carries the fUll impli.cation of 
repentance. When Amos warned the people to turn to Yahweh, 
he was admonishing them to turn t ,o justice and righteousness 
when Hosea plead wi. th the people to return to Yahwe~. ' he was 
urging a return to a loving husband. or father. 
Hosea's teachings concerning the Suffering God (11 :8, 
etc.) have been discussed at s.ome length (in this chapter),. 
as is true of his enumeration of the. penal ties resulting 
from lustful living: takes away the understanding(4:ll); 
leads to decay of the m tional.. vigor, to barrenness, allJJd a 
decreased population (chapter 9). Another great pioneering 
thought which Hosea gave to his people concerning Yahweh was 
the realization that it was He w;no was responsible for their 
productivity: ttFor she did not know the t I gave he.r the 
grain, and the new wine, and the oil, and multiplied unto 
her s i 1 ve r and gold • " ( 2 :8 } 
Hope is implicit in the message of Hosea e.nd, as 
mentioned, Yahweh 1 s exhaustless: love and mercy f.['e most im-
portant in the prophet's contribution. Typical passages 
containing such truths are found in chapters 11 and 14:4ff. 
That the people must be punished :for their sins and wicked-
ness is also a vi tal part of his message. Ho:wever, "he was 
the first thinker to urge clearly and convincingly that the 
disasters which f .ollow wrongdoing need not iinply anger and 
vengefulness in the deity, but loving guidance that utilizes 
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pain to steer one from yet worse disasters (2:5b-7,9,.11-16; 
5:11-15; 6:1, 4ff; 7:la).~59 
What Yahweh desires and expects of His. people,. is 
expressed in what might be called the most fundamental idea 
of the entire book: "For I desire goodness, and not sacri-
fice; and the knowledge of God more than burnt-offerings .tt 
( 6:6) ttTherefore turn thou to thy God; ~eep kindness and 
justice,. and wait for thy God continually," (12:6} and nsow 
to yourselves in righteousness, reap according to kindness; 
break up your fallow ground; for it is t .ime to seek Jehovah, 
till he come and rain righteousness ' upon you,'" (10 :12) can b 
added effectively to it. 
This demand of Hosea for "goodness" pl!llces before us his 
mos,t characteristic summ.ons and at .once takes us more 
deeply into the roots of conduct than does Amos. . The 
term 11 hesedh't is one of the richest in prophetic thought. 
It exprE3sses . the v·irtue vvhich knits soeiety together. 
It involves in its expression toward men considerate ani 
brotherly conduct .60 
That Yahweh desires ttknowledge of God. tt on the part o:f. 
His people is reiterated over and over in Hosea's message. 
"My people are destroyed for lack of kno wledge," (4:6a) is 
one of his most important emphases. Forgetfulness is. a part 
of this lack of knowledg:J,. n·seeing thou. hast: forgotten the 
law o:r. thy God. tt ( 4: eb) As he cha: rge s his people with igno-
1 ranee and false ideas of God (whie:h are b:ought out clearl y 
I 
I 59 Moui d, Essentials of Bible His tory, p .. 319 
tl 60 Leslie, 2.1.3. Testament Religion, p. 185 
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in the second chapter of his pr·ophecy) he places the blame 
not only upon the people's own vices, but also on the negli-
gence and false lead ership o:f: the priests, as well as of .the 
civic and political rulers. (4:6-9; 5 :1,2) Additional pas-
sages whie;h stress the necessity of right "knowledge" of. 
God and His. requirements are: 4:1; 5:4; 2:8; 2.:20; 4:14; ~ . 
11:3; 8:2; 6:3; 13:4. 
Spirituality and inwardness o:f the highest type were 
exemplified in Hosea 1 s life and, co.nseque.ntly, such a spirit 
pervades his bqok. One is aware of his stress upon the inner 
spirit of m,an as he reads the _r:e:ges of the prophecy. 
In summarizing Hosea's c0ntri buti.on to· hia: day, .the 
fact that he was the first to inveigh against the ttcalf" 
worship and to scorn the images so long used by the Israelite 
•• • • • of their silver " and their gold have is noteworthy. 
they made them idols, that they may be cut off. He hath 
cast off thy calf, 0 Samaria; mine anger is kindled against 
them.: how lomg will it be ere they attain to innocency?· 
For from Israel is even this; the m rkman made it, ani it is 
no God ; yea, the calf of Samaria shall be broken in pieces. 
(8:4b,5,.6) Also, "And now "they sin mor·e and more, and have 
made them molten images of their silver, e:ven idols 
to. their own understanding, all of them the work of. the era 
men: t "hey say of than,. Let the me·n that sacrifiee kiss the 
calves." (13:2) The very spiritual quality of Hosea;s con':"' 
- -- -=--====~~====== 
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cept o:f God--his nknowledge" o::f Yahweh--made it impossible 
:for him to reconcile worshipping a ttcal:ftt as a representatio 
o:f Yahweh to• the true w:o rship ot a God whos;e chief require ... 
ments o:f His people are ttgoodness" and "knowledge· o:f. Him."" 
Hosea saw in the :r·orms o:f idol worship popular among his 
peopl:l the basic reasons :for their ,sin and trotible. thus he 
:felt impelled to strike at such practices with all o:f' the 
vehemence his words could convey. The monotheism whi.eh Hose 
taught had great depth o:f meaaing. 
Earlier reference {in this chapter) has been made to 
the superficial and Shallow repentance on the part o:f the 
I 
people which Hosea cri ticiz.ed and. described as "goodness as 
a morning c.loud" and "as· ·dew that goe th early away. tt ( 6: 4b} 
I.ikew:iset the rather astonishing insight has been pointed 
out--astonishing :for the eighth century B. c. :--concerning 
a single standard :for men and women: · "I will not punish 
your daught.ers when they play the .h.arlot~ nor your brides 
when they commit adultery; for the~ themselves go apart 
with harlots, and they sacrifice with the prostitutes." (4:1 
Yahweh is the one vi tal :force in histo-ry, according t 
Hosea. · In dealing with the poli tica1 problems o:f his day he 
was very courageous. His condemnation of the Jehu dynasty, 
with accompanying promises o:f its certain destruction, Shows 
his :fearlessness and daring~ :for Elijah and Elisha had given 
approval to the bloody revolution which brought it into 
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power. 
But all the prest.ige of that historic upheaval counts 
for nothing with Hosea,. mo de·clares,. at the .. very be-
ginning of his book, "Yahweh said, I wi 11 avenge the. 
blood of .Jezreel upon . the house of Jehu, and wi 11 cause 
the kingdom of the house of Israel to- cease." (Hos.l:4) 
In this adverse judgment upon the pas.t, we find a higher 
moral · insight beginning w express itself at. the heart 
of the evolutionary process through which the ~ult of 
Yahweh rose, by gradual stages, :from the level of pagan-
ism to the plane of ethical monotheism. rtLe~1 us know,--let us follow on ta: know Yahw.·eh" (Hos. 6:3). 
Hosea attacked the monarchy, the priests, the pro-Egyptian 
party and the pro-Assyrian party and declared to all of them 
that Yahweh's plan and vvill would be carried forth regardles 
of their efforts ani. alliances. Bewer makes s strong stat.e-
ment in regard to Hosea's contribution at this point: "For 
the political history of the last years of the Northern 
Kingdom Hosea's book, with its invaluable information and it 
keen judgment, is as important. as for the religious.•t62: 
Hosea's influence: upon later prophecy amd also' on the 
New Testament has been evalua teo by numerous Bible s.cholars. 
Some typical _ conclusions are recounted her e. In speaking o:f 
the ethical level of Israel's religion at the t.ime that Hose 
began his ministry, Knudson says, 
It needed to have the love of Yahweh exhibited,. in so 
striking a way, that men v.would see tba. t it was the. . , 
deepest attribute of the divine nature, an attribute 
that c:ould be trust·ed in spite of all human waywardness 
and suffering, an attribute that rmde certain the ulti-. 
mate solution of th·e problem of redemption. And this. 
61 Wallis, God and the Socia 1 Process, p. 185. 
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Hosea did for Hebrew thought.. He set the grace of God o 
high as had not been done before. He took the tenderest 
and most intimate human relations and me~e them symbols~ 
broken lights, of the divine aff·ection. · 
Harpe.r declares that "Hosea's teaching forms the basis of 
subsequent Hebrew prophec'y, n64 and G. A. Smith says, "We 
shall not exaggerate if we say that there is no truth uttere 
by later prophets about the Divine Grace, w;hic.h we do not fi 
in germ in him.n65 Again, 'tHosea 's influence on the prophet 
who followed him was immense. We can trace his ideas in 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. Centuries later Rosea•s t .eac 
ings were so well known that Jesus chided (Matt. 9:13; 12:7) 
the Pharisees for not understanding the meaning of Hosea Js 
great sentence: "For I desire goodre'ss, and not sacrifice; 
am. the knowledge - of God mor e than burnt -offerings." ( 6 : 6) 66 
H. W. Robinson declares tha:t. all the great teaching initiate 
by Hosea "culminated in the Gospel o:f the N. T. and the 
Pauline figure of · the Church and her divine Bridegroom. The 
most mo't,7'ing passage of the book of Hosea 0.1 :8,9}, 'How shal 
I give thee up? •, ascribes to God a human s:ympa thy tba t suf-
fers and cannot rest until it redee-ms a love as passions. te. a 
Hosea's for Gomer.n67 Referring to the s:ame passage, Bowie 
63 Knudson, The Rel. Teaching of the o. ~, P• 185. 
64 Harper, A· Crit. and Exegetical Com.,"'Intro-."p.clvii 
-
65 G. A. Sln.ith, The :Bk. of the Twelve Prophet.s,p.239. 
66 Parmelee, ! Guidebook !<2. the. Bible, p·. 49. 
67 H. W. Robinson, . "Hosea, It: Ency. Brit., Vol.XI, p. 78 
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comments, ttThis note of compassion in Hosea waa to go on 
echoing in later prophets, and to continue until it found 
its supreme expression in the cross: of Cbrist.n68 
Rightly understood" Hosea 1 s rm ssag3: is. the nearest ap-
proach in the o. T. to the mind of Jesus. It subordi-
nates the whole ceremonial system to the su.rrender of 
the heart to the love of God. • • .Hosea · feels. tba t 
the highest and purest in human nature is : the trl!l.e key 
to the understanding of the he art of God. 69 
58 Bovne, The Story o.f _!he Bible, p. 299. 
69 -!_New Standard Bible Dictionar,r, P• 362. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR DAY 
The contributions o:r Amos and Hosea to our day are 
not to be considered, whatsoever, from the. standpoint of' 
prediction or of forecasting future events, but, rather, 
from the fact that there ar-e so· many>EHeme:nts inherent in 
our civilization today thB.t are comparable to1 those of the 
eighth century B. C. tba t their mess a~ of Love, Righteous-
ness end Justice speak clearly and unmistakably to our gen-
eration. Many of the 5rame sins are in evidence on every 
hand: greed, selfishness, seLf-indulgence and luxury, 
oppression and exploitation of the poor and helpless, im-
morality, man's inhumanity to maJrn, etc. Unmistakable signs 
o:f lethargy and degeneracy may be observed in much of the 
religion of the day as well as the attitudes of rigidly car-
rying out "'the letter of the. lawtt and making :vi tual and c er-
emony substitute for a true religion which requires righteous 
ness and justice. Much of the failure in reli gion, as was 
true in the eighth century _ B. c., is due to wrong concepts 
of God and failure to understand His will and purposes for 
IllBnkind. 
One of the gr~atest emphases of Amos was the. fact 
that the iniquities of men will receive due punishment just. 
as surely as laws of "caus.e and. effectst operate in nature 
\ 
l 
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and in all phases o:f the conmon li:fe of men. Privilege 
me·ans added responsi bill t.y, w±l i c:!n , it not recognized, will 
result in retribut ion. Amos~ with great insight, named 
the crimes and · atrocities of war!are and. barbarism before 
he inveighed against the erimes of a nation living in a 
period o:f peace and plenty. He :felt t ,hat the Jatter was 
more cruel and intolerable than the former. Men need to 
be reminded today that careless luxury, oppression, bribery, 
intoleranee, etc. are as great offenses in the sight o:f. 
God as some. of the horrible: atrocities o:f war. Many of 
the outrages w.l:licl1 Amos denounced hav-e been repeated again 
and again through the ages since that time and men still 
have failed to learn the lesson taught. so long ago. Na ... 
tions and, logically, individuals have an obligation to 
live up to the. knowledge and li.ght whic-h they ha. ve. received. 
The solution to Israel 's problem, as Amos gave i t , might be 
summed i:lp in two words--justice and righteousness. rtrn a 
complex world the :first reaction o:f a mcxiern reader is that 
the solution is too simple and abstract, but basic principles 
are usually simple and universal. To inaugurate justice and 
righteousness in almos t any community or the home town V'l) uld 
so change its aspect tomorrow as to make it a foreign land 
to its own inhabitants."l That our civilization is. con-
fronted with tremendous problems is obvious. Amosrs solu-
I Knopf, The Old Testamen~ Speaks, p. 209. 
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tion should be a great challenge. 
Civilization today is encountering the same social prob-
lem wb!ic.h undid the oriental a..nd. classic peoples; and 
while the churches of today cannot, advocate concrete 
pi'Og:ra:ms:_ of political am economic reform, the religious 
issue of our time is whether organized religion shall be 
enlisted in defense of a narrow individualism, or in be-
half of a. social vision whic-h le.ads men to grapple ear-
nestly with the tremendous problem of our age. That the 
social impulse was the f§ eat dynamic power which under-
lay the upward evolution of Hebrew religion is the les-
son of Hebrew history.2: 
G. A. Smith has done a very revealing job of mea.s-
uring our ci viliz.ation today by the ''plumbline" of Amos's 
message andt although it is not a: picture that people of 
the present generation wish to facet it is one tm t should 
have the careful consideration o:f all who seek :to effect 
changes by which impending doom may be averted~ 
It will scarcely be denied that our civilisation toler-
ates, and in part lives by,_ the exi~tence of vices which, 
as we admit,. ruined the ancient~ emp1res. Are -the poli ti 
cal possibilities of overthrow also pre.sent? That there 
exist among us means o-f hew : historic · ccmvulsi6.ns is a 
thing hard for us to admit. But the sig11s cannot be hid. 
When we see the jealousies of the. Christian peoples, and 
their preparations for battle; • • • the millions of 
soldiers one man's ~rd may mobilize .... we must sure 1 
acknowledge the existence of forces capable of inflictin 
calami ties, so severe as to affect. not me rely this na tio 
ality or that type of culture, but the vigour ani progre 
of civilisation herself; • •• the rise C1f the yellow 
races to a consciousne·ss of their approach to equality 
with ourselves. If', then, in the eyes of the Divine jus 
tice Christendom merits judgment, --if life. continue to 
be left so hard to the poor; if'" innocence be still hardl 
possible for so much of the childhood of the Christian 
nations; if with many of the leaders of civili.sation 
prurience be lifted to the Ieve.l of an art, and licen-
2 Wallis, God ~d the Socia] Process, p. 177. 
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tiousness followed as a cult; if we continue to pour 
the evils of our civilisation upon the, barbarian • • • 
then let u.s know that t .he means of_ a judgment· more aw-
ful than any which has yet scourged a delinquent ci vi lisa 
tion are extant and actual among us. And if one. should 
reply, that our Christianity makes all the d if'feren ce, 
that God cannot undo the development of nineteen cen-
turies, or cannot overthrow the peoples of His: Son--let 
us remember that God does: justic.e at whatever cost; that 
as He did not spa:re Israel at the hands of Assyria,. so· He 
did not spare Christianity in the East when the barbar-
ians of the desert found. her careless and corrupt. 'tY.ou 
only h~ ve I known of' all the kindred s of the ground , 
therefore will I visit upon you all your iniquities.n3 
In weighing our religious practices in the light of 
Amos's words, the only indispensable part--although there is 
real value in the use of symbols and sacr~e nt s when ri t .es 
and ritual are not wrongly used or overstressed--still re-
mains, nlet justice roll down as waters,. and righteousness as 
a mighty stream." When men ba ve no intention of conform-
ing to God 1 s ethical demands, their forms of ritual. and wor-
ship--no rna tter how. elaborate--and the :ir offerings--no rna tte 
how great--are despised by Him. Religion, according to Amos, 
far from being an escape is, rather, moral ppportunity. 
Attention should be drawn to another phase of the prophet 1 s 
contribution to religion. "'Amos, without discrimination of 
race or nation, planted the roots of a universal religion, 
from which were to grow the great monotheistic religions of 
salvation, Judaism, Christianity, and Isla.m.n:4 It was in his 
·z G. A7 Smith, The Boo·k of the Twelve Prophets, 
pp. 155 and 156. ---- --· 
4 Pfeiffer, Intra. to the Old Testament, p. 580. 
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I 
·I insistence upon the e.thical character of God, however, that 
Amos made his supreme contribution to the rel.tgion of his 
people, and, ultimately, to our world. 
It was a new idea for men, and one that proved most 
fruitful. • • .It is one of the tragedies of religion 
that mern' s faith so often presents: them with an object 
of war ship who is ethically their inferior, B! nd they 
ascribe to their deities a character ar:d a eond u~ t 
which they would most strongly condemn in themselves 
and in their fellows •••• Amos ••• saw that the 
moral principles expressed in the precepts of the 
past must be applied. to the new conditions of a 
changed social order. Israel's permanence w.ould de-
pend on her knowledge of Yahweh 1 s: moral demands and on 
her eon~orm~ ty to them. She must seek Yahweh if she 
would lJ.ve. 
As he seeks to answer the quest ion, 'tWhat does Hosea 
have to say to our generation?" the young adult is confronted 
with some of the basic truths and teachings: tm t often ba. ve 
been c:redi ted to a much later period than the eighth century 
B. C. Hosea 1 s rare insights and his· unders.tanding of God 
and His relationship to rren are some of the mo.st. vital and 
fundamental of the beliefs held dear by Christians today 11 
A serious consideration of the book o:f Hosea and of the 
prophet 1 s contribution to. his own day rmke these facts very 
clear. His message to our dey- is not greatly di:fferen t from 
the. t which he proclaimed to his own people for, as has been 
repeatedly pointed out, the sins and evils of his century 
are comparable to ours and the need for true "knowledgett of 
6 Robinson,. !_History of Israel, p • . ·371. 
' i 
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God and what He requires of His~ people is as great. taiay as 
it was in the day of. Hosea's prophetic ministry. 
Hosea's :teaching cone erning true worship involves 
chiefly this matter of n:knowledge.n· That . Hosea be rightly 
understood in this regard is very important to people. today 
tt:for the whole history of religion shows tba t no truth is 
harder to realise than tba t a V\0 rship morally false is in 
no sense the w:or ship o:f tbe true God •" (Mt. 6 :24; 7 :22} 6 
Such "knowledge" o:f God takes care of right attitudes toward 
rituals, forms, and ceremonies, and aids worshipers and 
leaders of worship to measure their value and importance 
and use them accordingly, always keeping in mind tm t "'To 
know God, and to refle ct His character is the purpose o:f 
worship, and the purpose is of greater importance than all 
its forms."7 Repentane·e aloo is related . · to 'tknowle dge't of 
God and it should be recalled toot Hosea•·s .understanding of 
repentance is~ of great importance. If men today come to a 
knowledge of God and His re lnti onship to them a rrl of what 
He desires of them, tba t knowledt§J3. will involve the same 
elements which w·ere inherent in Hosea's teaching. 
When men truly become aware of the na tur e of God, a 
transformation inevitably wd..ll follow in them as individuals 
and in their relationships to: each other so that a trans-
6 W. R. Smith, The Prophets of Israel., p. 177 • 
7 Rowley, The Rediscovery of tha 0. !.!_, P• 156. 
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:formed society wfu.ll be the result • Young adults should lead 
the way by daring to accept· the· challenges of':fe:red them. by 
the prophet of God's Love 1 They wi II :find it a most enrich-
ing experienc:e to acquaint themselves with the oracles o:f 
Hosea. 
In our day Amos and Hosea are revered as never before. 
The spearhead o:f contemporary o. T. research is directed 
toward them. No generation has sat at the feet of the 
prophets with such devoted attention. Today mankind will 
do well to develop an even closer association with Amos 
and Hosea, turning to then for tba t wh iclin they offer by 
way of guidance and i11,spira tion. Whether in times of 
pro~p~ri ty or surrounged by gloom and stress, they have 
an essential message. 
An inspiration o:r: great value came to Hos. ea as he 
thought in terms of his renewed relati. onship with Gomer 
following l:;l.er faithlessness and restoration. He envisioned 
the. new life, :following the plan of. what. Yahweh desires o'f 
His people, when Israel, the w:ife~ and Yahweh, the husband, 
should be reunited in an ideal ethical union an.d fellowship. 
His description of the new betrothal has beauty and meaning 
for all who seek a right relationship with God: "And I 
will oetroth thee. unto me for ever; yea, I will betroth 
thee unto me in righteousness, and in justice, and in Iovin 
kindness, · and· in mercies. I will eve.n betroth thee unto me. 
in fai th:fulness; and thou shalt know Jehovah. n ( 2.:19, 20) 
Hosea's very u tiliz:a t ion of his 011 n personal exper-. 
8 Wolfe, Meet Amos and Hosea, p. 173. 
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ience a:s a guide to understanding new revelations of Yahweh 
should prove challenging to· men today. The method by which 
he came to his knowledge or interprets. t ion of God 1 s love 
:for His people should be vi tally significant to people to-
day, :for it was through his own experience, and a wise anal-
ysis of it, that he ga ined his wo nder:ful insights. Through 
experience tbus carefully pondered, truths: still may be re-
vealed to minds that earnestly seek greater knowledge and 
understanding. 
Some interesting observe. tions, based on comparisons 
between Amos and Hosea, have been made by w. R. Smith: 
• • • it would not be unfair to say in modern language 
that Amos bases religion on morality, 11\hile Hosea de-
duces morality from religion. The two men are types 
of a: contrast which runs through the whole history of 
religious thought and life down to our own days. The 
religious world has always been divided into men , who 
look at the questions of :faith from the standpoint o:f 
universal ethics, and men by whom moral truths are 
habitually approached from a personal sense of the grace 
of God. Too :frequently this diversity of standpoint 
has led to an antagonism o:f parties in the Church. Men 
of the type of Amos are .-condemned as rationalists ani 
cold moderates; or, on the other band, the school of 
Hosea are looked upon as enthusiasts and unpractical 
mystics. But Jehovah chose His prophets :from men of 
both §ypes, and preached the same 1 ess.on to Israel throug 
both. 
As modern you.ng adults explore the books of .Amos and 
Hosea, they will find it to be a fascinating adventure to 
attempt to :fit. present day civiliz.ation into. their pages--
to replace ttisra.el" with ttThe United States of Am.Brica.'t It 
9 w. R. Smith, The Prophets of Israel, pp. 163 and 16 · 
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should prove to be a very illuminating experience! It would 
be mu.ch more pleasant, o:f course,. to substitute ":China,''' 
ttRuss ia,'t or some other nation. Many young adults would be 
tempted to plead, as Israelites of old,. that ttsurely we are 
much more thoughtful of the poor, much more religious, much 
kinder and more just than any of tre.se others.tt The best 
answer to su.ch argument, strangely enough, romes from .Amosrs 
own words,. rtYou only have I known o:f al~ the. families of the 
earth; therefore, I will visit upon you all of your iniqui-
ties.11· Those who have bad great opportunities and blessings 
surely have added responsibilities and are much more. account 
able for their wrongdoings. Who knows but that, the future of 
our nation might be saved through young adults, in whose 
hands the future destiny o:f the nation chiefly rests,. if the 
could be aroused to tre perils that are imminent and be chal :O 
lenged to discover,. and pu.t into operation, righteous and 
just solutions. 
A very rewarding project, at the conclusion of a stud 
of Amos, w.ould. be to hav e two or three--working separately 
in order to have the freshness and originality of thinking o 
each of the participants--carefully selected individuals 
wi::ite modern versions of the book retaining the spirit: , mes-
sage, and even the language of the hook as far as possible. 
Such modern ttpropheciestt could, afford a mast worthwhile pro-
gram for young adults.. Several approaches, undoubtedly, 
i 
I 
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would be made, so that there would be no lack of variety or 
interest. The teacher would be expected to offer sugges- I, 
II 
tions enough so that no one work:n
0
rg oe· xnamthple ep, roevj eenc_tthweoull. ndtro- 11 
feel doubtful about procedure. .r.: 1 
.ductory verse could be paraphrased interestingly: 
words of John Doe, who was among the (young adult writing 
might name his own occupation or that of any other who would 
be his particular "Amostt) of (name place of residence) which 
he saw concerning (the United States or~ perhaps, a partie-
ular section or even city therein) in the days of (Stalin in 
Russia or any other leader of note) and in the days of Harry 
s. Truman, President of the United States of America, etc." 
The oracles against the nations, with a specific sin of each 
mentioned, would not be difficu.l t to write: China, J"apan, 
Russia, Germany, France, Italy, and Great Britain would fur-
nish an interesting list. The enumeration of the sins of 
the United States would fol l ow and it is remarkable that, 
after twenty-seven hundred years, those named for Israel 
would not need to be changed greatly to furnish a picture 
of those of our own civilization. The final oracle--de-
pending entirely upon the idea and fancy of th e writer--
might be planned to be directed against specific evils more 
prevalent in certain sections than in others; the race 
question, industrial problems, characteristic sins of great 
I 
I 
I 
II I 
I 
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cities including problem: a:f:forded by extreme wealth and 
extreme poverty, gamblingp liquor tra.:f:fic, immorality, etc. 
To one who enjoys writing, or who has even a little 
imagination, the oracles of denunciation beginning with, 
ttHear this word" and nwoe to them that" would be int,eresting 
and challenging as the speci:fic practices of our day and 
age were fitted in. The five visions of judgment should 
show growing spiritual insight as conditions of the day 
would be pondered and brooded over by one whom God was call-
ing to warn the people and provide them with true insights 
as to what God is like and what he expects of men ·both in 
relationship to thei r fellowmen and in relationship to Him. 
"Let justice roll down as waters, and righteousness as a 
mighty stream" (5:24) could be used most effectively. Like-
wise the personal narrative (7:10-17) easily could be made 
the highlight of the work. An epilogue, containing a pic-
ture of relief and hope, would have a strong appeal follow-
ing the dark picture quite consistently portrayed through-
out the pages. 
It is obvious that the preparation of such a paper 
could result in more careful consideration and analysis o:f 
the content arid mess~ge of Amos than would be gained in al-
most any other way, and thus be of very great value. It is 
a practice which, if well done, would aid in bridging the 
gap of the centuries and in bringing Amos very close to the 
i=====fj==-=-=-=--=-=-= =· ===-===-·-=-======-=---- - == :================~ 
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to the present day. 
A rewriting of the book of Hosea from the present day 
situation and point of view would be equally important and 
challenging. In writing a modern sketch of Hosea, the stu-
dent should plan to build his entire ttprophecy" around a 
meaningful personal experience. Just as Hosea acquired his 
great insights into the very heart of God through his own 
personal experience, the student should endeavor to show 
how God still speaks to men and nations through the lives 
of people who are consecrated to His plans and purposes 
and who are able to interpret in personal experience, as 
well in events of history, GodJs guiding hand; realizing 
that back of all and above all are His exhaustless and re-
deeming love and mercy. 
People today have many opportunities to observe that 
very often out of the depths of sorrow and tragedy great 
living comes. Those who have suffered most and who have 
been able to retain their faith and triumph over their 
losses and heartaches, and to use all of their adversities 
to increase their own "knowledge" of God and what He desires 
of His children, may be enabled and inspired to proclaim a 
powerful and fearless message of warning, challenge, and 
hope to a needy and confused world in our day. 
The avenues of approach to this project are numerous 
indeed. A theme closely allied to Hosea's own would strike, 
---------~-===#=======-=-=-=-~~~=- =-============== 
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in a very real way, at comparable evils in the twentieth 
century. Immorality is no less an evil today than when 
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Hosea inveighed against it. Infidelity still plays a leading 
role in the manifold sins of mankind and an appalling number 
of lives and homes are ruined thereby. Too" many have for-
gotten that God's universal laws, including those pertaining 
to sowing and reaping, are still in force. They lack "know-
ledge" or are ignorant of the inescapable penalties which 
accompany all evil practices and wickedness. 
Many young adults, in writing a modern "prophecy" of 
Hosea, would turn to very different lines of thought from 
which to choose material for their accounts of personal ex-
perience basic to such an endeavor. The story . of a prodigal 
son or daughter would be a challenging undertakingt and most 
certainly could be written in the spirit of Hosea. A nar-
rative built around devastating business loss es or tragedies 
from earthquake, fire, or flood contain all of the necessary 
elements that could result in a most effective and moving 
message. A revelation of the forgiving and loving heart of 
God is possible through such vastly different avenues that 
students should be convinced increasingly tha t, in the final 
analysis, the awareness of the revelation and a right inter-
pretation of it are the vttal factors in using such exper-
iences to make a contribution to the world. Perhaps no 
example could be suggested upon which some young adults could 
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write with more fervor than tragedies which have come as the 
result of war. Many possibilities for this assignment would 
present themselves through a consideration of stories of 
those whose loved ones have been lost by death 1 or who have 
blasted dreams and blighted hopes which have resulted in 
sorrow and misery far worse than death. There are courageous 
souls who have found strength and wisdom to use the worst 
that life can bring as a means of calling men from low levels 
of living to renewed relationships with God so they may know 
the significance of that "betrothal'' to Him which involves 
righteousness, justice, lovingkindness, mercies, and faith-
fulness and a new understanding of His re quirements of good-
ness and a knowledge of Him. 
The oracles contained in the second section of the 
book of Hosea might serve as a further guide to the student. 
If he desired to do so, it would be practicable to incor-
porate the divisions pointed o~t earlier in this discourse:lO 
chapters 4 to 7:7, moral decay; chapters 7:8 to 10, political 
decay; chapter ll, Yahweh's early guidance and great love 
for his people; chapter 14, future return and restoration; 
and chapters 12 and 13 which reinforce the general thesis o~ 
the book largely involving infidelity and its penalty. 
It could be a thrilling task to prepare a paper, 
based on historical facts~ on the life of some great leader 
l::-:::-:=====1-ll=-=-=--=-=-=--~=--.±._Qsupra, pp. l 09 and 1._1~-~--- -'---= =======--=-=--=--====H===== 
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of the present century, following the pattern of Amos or 
Hosea. Gandhi or Kagawa, with their messages to our civili-
zation, would afford interesting research and the findings 
would be of real benefit to young adults. This could be 
enlarged and expanded as deemed advisable; the leaders men-
tioned are intended to be suggestive only. The general 
knowledge of young adults would insure good discussion where 
leaders of our own day would be involved. 
In the consideration of the contributions of Amos and 
Hosea to our own day it is of interest to note that themes-
sages of these prophets may influence, at least indirectly, 
the lives O '.' men through modern Christian leaders. Even 
though such leaders have the Christian influence and gospel 
of later centuries from which to draw, the concepts, tech-
niques, and illustrations of Amos and Hosea have been incor-
porated into their messages to a greater extent than we have 
sometimes realized. The following is really a commentary 
on our civilization and indicates that men are still in very 
great need of the messages of Amos and Hosea. Many illustra-
tions from writings of our da~ might be used, but E .• Stanley 
Jones's words provide a good example from a world Ch~istian 
of our time and seem to reiterate, in a very real way the 
pronouncements and messages of those eighth century prpphets: 
He is the Judge, and he is judging both the system which 
we built up around him and the social order in We-stern 
civilization at the present time. The call of the world 
-·----·- -7. · ·----- =-=-==============-~=-=-=· ··-=--=·-:::_-._:=-=====--=-=-=-==-===l:J:=-=== 
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is not to modify him, but to obey him. I have to apolo-
gize for many things in the East for myself, for my 
church, for my civilization, because all of these are 
only partially Christianized. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Our light has turned to darkness, for we have no master 
light which illuminates everything. • • • Our whole 
scientific process is coming out wrong--ending in riches 
and poverty alongside of each other, ending in wars over 
what we produce by scientific methods, and worse, ending 
in science being employed as the agent of t h e mutual 
destruction. Never was there such a prostitution of a 
good thing to a wrong end. And it is all for the lack 
of a goal and the collective will to move on to that 
goal. Obviously, the goal is the kingdom of God. Hav-
ing lost that, we have lost everything besides.ll 
In the following example, the laws of love and righteousness 
are propounded and stress is laid upon »cause and effect" 
God's laws in force in the world, and the danger of being 
out of "plumb": 
"There is one fact that history sounds--the moral law is 
written in everything." It is "the way" stamped into the 
nature of things--the way it is made to .work; and if it 
tries to work some other way, it works its own ruin. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Look at the breakdown of human relationships on a world 
scale. Why have they broken down? For the simple rea-
son that we have tried to get along with other nations 
on the basis of pure selfishness •••• We cannot vio-
late the law of love any more than we can the law of 
gravitation and not get hurt. The law of gravitation 
will hold up our buildings if we build plumb with it, but 
it will pull them to the dust if we build them out of 
plumb. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
This kind of mess ed-up world corroborates everything the 
Christian stands for. Revolt against God and a resulting 
chaos work out as prophecy and fulfillment, as seed and 
fruit. We cannot live on a collectively selfish basis 
without having a collective clash. That collective 
clash is war. 
11 Treasur~ of the Christian Faith , pp. 442 and 450. 
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The Christian has then the key to the situation--
the Kingdom of God is among us. Live collectively 
according to it and we live; if not, we collectively 
perish--as now.l2 
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Possibilities for considering the full import of 
these messages and their significance for our da y are almost 
limitless. With the background of knowledge and understand-
ing of the prophets gained from a reasonably comprehensive 
study, it would be interesting and practical, perhaps, for 
young adults to think together on questions like the follow-
ing: "Are men preaching these truths today ?" "Are men 
convinced that God is indeed a God of Love, of Righteo~sness, 
and Justice?" "Are such beliefs backed by convincing lives?" 
Kagawa, undoubtedly, would be named as one who has 
dedicated himself to living and teaching God's will as it 
concerns man's relationship to man, and man's relationship 
with God. We see, both in his life and in his writings, 
evidences of a deep and moving conviction that God is not 
only a God of Love, but also a God of Righteousness and of 
Justice. Few are better acquainted with the pov erty, suf-
fering, licentiousness, bitterness, and injustices prevalent 
in our civilization. Kaga~is keen, alert, sensitive. 
Rarely do men have hearts and minds more vitally aware of the 
beauty and glory of nature or lives more attuned to the 
spirit of God. 
-------y2-E. 57 Jones, Abundant Living, pp 14 and 16. 
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0 devil-world, 
I pile 
Tears upon tears 
Till I am spent,. 
But not, 
Not yet, 
Will you repent. 
God, 
How I long for Thee! 
All feeling else is gone. 
This three -mat hole 
Where sunlight never strikes, 
This poverty so dread 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
But I am satisfied, 
Satisfied .•••• 
My eyes behold Thee here, 
And when I close them 
I 
Can feel Thee watching 
By my side. 
·• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Throughout this land 
I go to preach,. 
"The Kingdom is at hand!"l3 
(From "Beside My Brazier") 
Bright buds are everywhere. 
God of th e hillst 
The smoke, 
The sun, 
The growing grain, 
I cannot word my prayer. 
God • • • • green things . • • • 
Green things • • • • God • • 
Lord of each little leaf 
On every tree; 
Lord of the clouds that drift 
Far out to sea, 
I thank Thee 
13 Kagawa, Songs from the Slums, pp. 56,. 57. 
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That Thou has shown 
Jesus 
To me. 
God, 
I pray 
That Thou wilt take 
Evil away. 
Amen. 
(From "Prayer")l4 
1 53 
Would it not be safe to say that Kagawa is a worthy successor 
of Amos and Hosea? I 
It has not been exclusively men representing the field 
of religion who have prophesied doom to our civilization. 
Some time. ago, Norman Cousins, editor of the "Saturday Review 
of Literature," stated that if present conditions continued 
as they were that man's life expectancy was about three 
years~ Men from many walks of life and fields of endeavor 
have echoed and re-echoed the warnings. Many of these lead-
ers, including noted men of science, have point ed to re-
ligion as having the only possible solution or hope for the 
salvation of the world. It seems imperative, then, that 
religion be purified and revitaliz ed so that God's Love, 
His Righteousness, and His Justice may be proclaimed to the 
world with the conviction and force of the messages of 
Amos and Hosea. 
-----14 Kagawa, So~§. fro~ the Slums.L pp. 68 , 69. 
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CHAPTER VII 'I 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
II 
At the conclusion of this study, young adults should il 
have found much evidence to convince them of the assumption I 
with which this dissertation began that, although there are 
many points of difference, Amos and Hosea really belong to-
II 
I 
gether. It should be clear that Hosea follows Amos chrono- I 
logically and that their ministries supplement and comple-
ment each other so that the two present a completeness of 
message by which each receives a clearer interpretation. 
I 
I 
I 
As I 
one analyzes and better understands these great prophetic i 
I 
exerted great 1 
li II 
books, he is convinced that both Amos and Hosea 
influence upon later prophecy and their greatest concepts 
,I 
I were culminated in the New Testament. I 
A brief review of Israel's early history, with special I 
I 
emphasis upon the eighth century B. C. reveals that, in its 
essential elements (especially 785-722 B. C.) it was a per~od 
in history amazingly like our own. It was through the accu-
rate analysis and understanding of the historical events of 
their day that Amos and Hosea produced and delivered the 
messages which have come down the centuries even to the pres- ~ 
ent time, with their powerful demands for social justice, 
1 
righteousness, morality, and the new revelation of Goa: 1! 
II 
I 
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.whose relationship to men is one of ideal ethical union 
and fellowship and Who is best revealed to mankind through 
a contemplation of the highest and purest in human nature. 
To answer satisfactorily the questions, "How does 
Amos speak to our day?" and "What has Hosea to say to us?'t 
II 
'I 
II 
was stated, in the "General Plan of Thesis" (Chapter I), as !I 
I! 
a chief aim and purpose from the standpoint of young adults. IJ 
A summary of the contributions of each of th e prophets to II 
the life of our dayl and of their contributions to their 
own,
2 together with a detailed analysis of the content of 
each of the books3 and the available information on their 
personal lives, 4 all include findings and conclusions val-
uable in attaining such an aim and purpose. 
One of the important findings revealed through a re-
I 
!I II II 
lj 
II 
view of the early history of the period is that in the prov- jl 
II idence of God, Israel was left unmolested by th e great em-
pires of the East and West for three centuries, thus leaving 
her free to develop her religious life and thought which, if 
it had been interrupted earlier might have meant that the 
germs of Yahwism would have been utterly destroyed before 
the faith of Israel had been fully established. The fact 
-------r;supra-,-pp. 135-139 and 139-142 
2 Supra, pp. 81-85 and 125-134 
3 Supra, pp. 66-72 and 105-120 
I 
I 4 Supra, pp. 44-55 and 86-101 
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is that the development of her religious life during those 
centuries actually mad e possible the insights and work of 
the eighth century prophets. 
Growth and development are apparent all through those 
early centuries. It is observable in the political, social, 
and religious phases of living. Although Israelrs religion, 
admittedly, by the eighth century B. C. had become quite 
thoroughly Canaanized, a good illustration of he r develop-
ment is found in the fact that Hosea had the courage to 
! 
i· 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i\ II 
i criticize bitterly the policies of Jehu in spite of the fact 1 
~~~ that those revered prophets of I srael, Elijah and Elisha, had I
sanctioned the very course of action which he condemned. I 
It has been noted that social and economic evils had 
increased as wealth and luxury and a higher standard of liv-
ing had been attained. As power and prestige had been a-
chieved politically, accompanying vices had accrued. When 
the student of today considers the long intervening period 
of the history of mankind, he finds that the story of the 
eighth century B. C. ha s bee n repeated again and again. 
The pattern of wealth, luxury, power, and self-confidence, 
i with its accompanying temptations, time and aga i n has pro-
duced greed, selfishness, oppression of the poor and help-
less, false forms and ideas of worship, and lack of the 
knowledge of God and what He desires of men. These irref-
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utable facts should alarm thoughtful young adults who ana- I 
lyze the social, economic, political, and religious situa-
I 
II 
I 
tion of the twentieth century. The consciousness of our 
imminent danger, and the realization that just as truly as 
Yahweh alone could. save Israel, salvation for our day will II 
be found only through a right knowledge ~ of God and following I 
His plans and purposes for mank ind, should result in such 
determined and powerful action that doom could be averted 
and God's redemptive Love be shed abroad in the hearts of 
men so that Justice would "roll down as waters, and Right-
eousness as a mighty stream.'' (Amos 5:24) 
It is worthy of note that all of the things Amos had 
seen and abhorred in the temples and market places, all that 
he had learned in his travels, and all that he had observed 
and thought in the solitude of the desert took on new and 
deeper significance when the full import of his call and 
commission carne to him. He utilized all of his accumulation 
of knowledge and understanding to add color, validity, and 
force to his ministry and message. The way in which Hosea's 
message grew out of his own personal experience not only 
I 
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illustrates the truths which he taught from that experience, J 
I 
but also the method by which he came to his knowledge or I 
interpretation of the love of God. That method is open to II 
I 
! 
all who will ponder carefully their own experiences and seek 
to find and interpret the truths and insights which thus may 
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be gained. Goodspeed has made a significant observation in 
relation to this aspect of the study of Hosea. 
If you ever experience a great personal wrong, think of 
Hosea, who found in just such a situation a revelation 
of the unfailing love of God and a glimpse of how the 
bitterest trials of the guman heart might be sustained 
and redeemed through it. 
Hope, as well as love, is inherent in the message of Hosea. 
Although important value is to be found in the use of 
symbols and sacraments, ceremonies, and rituals, the eighth 
century prophets found that the misconceptions of their value 
were largely responsible for the false ideas and practices 11 
II 
of worship. In spite of the evils and corruption--even in I 
the sanctuaries--the people had forms of worship, paid tithes ! 
and offerings,. and, it seemed, in every way more fervently 
kept their forms of worship and ritual than ever before. 
Consequently, both Amos and Hosea were compelled to denounce 
forms and ceremonies with all possible intensity. From this 
part of their message, some of their greate.st teachings and 
contributions to mankind come: 
I 
i 
i 
i 
il 
I 
I hate, I despise your feasts, and I will take no delight i 
in your solemn assemblies. Yea, though ye offer me I 
your burnt-offerings and meal-offerings, I will not ac- I 
cept them; neither will I regard the peace-offerings 
o:f your :fat beasts. Take thou away :from me the noise 
of thy songs; for I will not hear the melody of thy 
viols. But let justiee roll down as waters, and right-
eousness as a mighty stream.6 
------5 Goodspeed, How . to Read the Bible, p. 72 
6 Amos 5:21-24. 
And, "'For I desire goodness, and not sacrifice; and the 
knowledge of God more than burnt -offerings ."7 To realize 
that a worship which is morally false is in no sense the 
1\ 
\ 
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worship of the true God is a verity difficult to comprehend 
and accept. Furthermore., the purpose of worship is of much II 
more importance than all of its forms. The purpose of wor- 1 
I 
ship, of course, is to attain knowledge of God and to be 
enabled to reflect His character. 
Religion, to Amos, meant moral opportunitlf. He said 
that Israel's permanence would depend upon her knowledge of 
Yahweh's moral demands and on her conformity to them. The 
importance of his contribution to the moralization of the 
idea of God hardly can be overemphasized. He may be credited \ 
I 
with planting the seeds of a universal religion. His concept) 
of ethical monotheism, although not a perfect ed conce pt, was 
a basic step forward in the history of religion a nd one of 
inestimable value . The monotheism which Hosea t .aught did 
not have the scope of tha t of Amos, but it had great depth 
of meaning which enriched the concept. 
I t was Amos•s understanding and interpretation of 
t he Hebrew term "good" which gave his teaching such epoch-
making significance and has caused him to be called the 
prophet of God's righteousness. Through him the term at-
tained distinct moral significance. When men seek Yahweh, 
il 
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they seek the ttgood." One of the fundamental thoughts of 
Hosea was expressed when he declared that above all else 
Yahweh desires '1goodness ." ttGoodnessn expresses the qual-
i ty which involves man's relationship to man--brotherhood. 
Amos proclaimed the ethical character of God; Hosea 
proclaimed His inexhaustible love. Amos was the prophet 
of Righteousness and Justice; Hosea the prophet of God's 
Love. Love as the deepest attribu.te of the Divine Nature 
was one of Hosea's great pioneering thoughts. He made that 
concept intelligible when he drew his analogies of the deep 
love and devotion-- including a forgiving and redeeming 
love-- of a husband for his wayward wife and of a loving 
father for his son. In clarifying mants relationship with 
God, Hosea found his best interpretation based upon his ex-
perience and knowledge of the highest and purest in human 
nature, revealing the loving heart of God which makes pos-
sible an ideal ethical union and fellowship. ~ ~hen Amos 
warned people to turn to Yahweh, he was admonishing them to 
i 
! 
lj 
Ji 
turn to Justice and Righteousness; when Hosea plead with the i! 
!I people to return to Yahweh, he was urging a re t urn to a 
loving Husband and Father. 
Many passages have been pointed out to support the 
fact that Hosea clearly taught the idea of a suffering God.s 
For example: "How shall I give thee up, Ephraim? how 
-----8 Supra; pp. 114 and 115. 
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II shall I cast thee of f, Israel? how shall I make thee as 
Admah? how shall I set thee as Zeboiim? my heart ~s turned 
within me, my compassions are kindled together." (11:8) 
(Perhaps Hosea's use of "Ephraim" re quires explanation. It 
seemed to be the name for his people which he preferred. 
Ephra.tm was the name of the chief tribe of Israel.) 
Another very astonishing teaching for that early 
period in the world's histor y was tha t of a single standard 
f or men and women. (Hosea 4:1 4 ) Also, repentance--"return" 
to God--was an important part of Hosea's me,ssage. (2:7b) 
That Yahweh is responsible for productivity was a new thought 
to Israel. (2:8) Hosea's spiritual emphasis and stress in 
regard to the "inner" spirit of man is also one of his u-
nique contributions. (5:4) I t has been reitera t e d again and 
again that Hosea gave as the basic reason for all of the I 
sins, wickedness, and troubl e of his people the lack of the !I 
"knowledge" of God; this reasoning also is just as applicable I 
to our day. .Amos taught with unmistakable clarity tha t 
privilege means added responsibility and that if responsi-
bility is not recognized, retribution is an inescapable 
i 
i 
i 
I 
conse quence. II He very pointedly declared that the atrocities 1! 
I. 
II of peace can be as cruel and intolerable as the atrocities 
\ 
I 
of war. Hosea was the first to teach that punishment fol-
lowing wrongdoing does not imply anger and vengefulness in 
Yahweh, but r a ther, loving guidance that utilizes pain to !i 
: I 
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to steer one from yet worse disasters. 
The brilliant use of psychology which Amos used in 
his pronouncements of judgment against Israel's most hated 
enemies in order to grip the a tt.ent ion of the people gives 
an insight into the clever, alert mind of the prophet. In 
a comparable manner, Hosea must have won the interest of 
his hearers with his skillful use of similes and metaphors, 
e.g., nEphraim is a cake not turned" (7:8b) and his .well-
devised sarcasm, e.g., "Let the men that sacrifice k iss the 
calves." ( 13 : 2b) 
In regard to determining authenticity of passages, 
the safest methods of testing material are to decide whether 
or not a later historical period is reflected and to deter-
mine whether or not the argument is interrupt ed by it. IJ!.et-
rical structure is a determining factor. Obscurity of a 
verse may indicate its antiquity rather than tha t is is an 
interpolation. One of the convincing arguments against 
accepting the epilogue of .Amos as a part of his original 
work is that it is without a moral feature. It is almost 
impossible to conceive of .Amos, consumed wi t h a passion to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
realize Godrs righteousness and justice in the world~ por- I 
traying the ideal future in terms of material success alone. \ 
Moral victory, it seems certain, would have been of paramount 
importance in his picture. Concerning authenticity, the 
important thought is that, even though some portions may have i = 
,, 163 
I been added by later hands, no one questions their right to 
j the place whic·h some great spirit gave them in the prophecy; 
and their suitableness to the theme, their pure vision, and 
their eternal truths are not doubted. Further, it is well 
to remember that later additions do not modify, in any funda-
mental way, the teachings l!:mntai ned in the books. 
All who seek a right relationship witl}. God, which 
inevitably results in right relat.i .onship to men, will find 
in Hosea's words direction and. reassurance: 
And I will betroth thee unto me fo.r ever; yea·, I will 
betroth thee unto me in righteousness, and in justice., 
and in lovingkindness, an.d in mercies. I will even be-
troth thee unto me in faithfulness; al'lld th.ou s hal. t know 
Jehovah.9 
9 Hosea 2:19,20 
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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
TECHNIQ,UES FOR TEACHING AMOS AND HOSEA TO YOUNG ADUL 'IS' 
I 
I 
II 
I 
The endeavor to make the. signific.ance of Amos and Hos 1 
I 
real and vit.:al, both to teachers ef young adults 8nd to young 
I 
adults themselves, has made the preparation of this thesis a. 
challenging work. The. primary purpos:e has been to provide 
helpful and reliable information and to suggest conclusions I 
concerning these great pioneering minds of the eighth centurJ 
B • C., together with presentations of some practical proce-
dures and techniques which might he used in teaching the rna- ~~ 
terials to which re:ferenc.e has been mde and w.hich have been j 
I 
included in the rna in body of the thesis. I 
It has been assumed tha t too o:ften Biblical materials II 
hav.·e seemed unapproachable to modern young adult groups. Lik~ 
wise, their teachers are frequently unaware of the great oppo 
tunities al"lld. chall enging possibilities for exploring importan 
truths and teaching the most powerful and pertinent lessons I 
to be found anywhere that are available to thEm in the pages ~~ 
o:f the Bible supplemented by the finlings of the best scholarr 
ship of the ages. Therefore, it has been one of the chief ~~ 
aims of this dissertation to call attention to these preva.- 1
1 
II lent attitudes and misconceptions and to seek to arouse en-
' 
thusiasm for new exploration and ·discovery in this realm so 
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many times neglected and by-passed. It naturally follows 
that an additional goal sou.ght by this discourse ha. s bee.n 
to· bring inspire tion and revelation through the specific 
studies of Amos and Hosea which would create a desire for 
further and co.ntinued quest fmr the riches contained in 
the Old and New Testaments which vvould be used as :faun-
dation and background for the work of young adults in our 
churches. 
As to the method used, an analysis of Palestine's 
geographical location and its bearing upon he:r history 
was made in the early part of the. thesis. A brie:f survey 
o:f Israel•s early history beginning approximately with 
the time of her establishment ~n the land of Canaan fol-
lowed: the •tjudges"; the three great kings--Saul, David, 
and Solomon; the division o:f the monarch into the Northern 
and Southern Kingdoms; and the most comprehensive emphasis 
was placed upon the eighth century B. c. (especially 785 to 
721) when Israel knew her period of greatest prosperity 
and power. The importance of an adequate historical back-
ground is made clear when it is real iz::ed that the prophets 
gained their remarkable insights and formulated their mes-
l?ages largely from their keen . anailyses o:f historical events 
and from Drilliant interpretations. based. upon the ir own per-
sonal experiences. 
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Following the laying of the foundation upon an his-
torical background, the study proper of the prophets was ap-
proached by way of an investigation of their lives. The a-
vailable _information concerning their homes, work prior to 
theirprophetic ministries, culture, training, and person-
alities was examined and the pertinent facts incorporated. 
Further, considerable attention was give.n to the call of 
each. An important place was accorded the ministry and mes-
sage of the prophets which included careful thought as to 
the most likely places and occasions of their public preach- I 
ing, as well as stress and quite detailed analysis of the I 
content of each of the books, and summary conclusions and I 
comments on the main features of the style of writing used I 
by each prophet and the general conclusions from Bible schol- : 
ars as to passages that most fre quently are regarded as later 
additions and glosses. 
The best available sources have been studied carefully 
in the process of gathering data for the preparation of the 
thesis. In order that fair conclusions might be reached, 
many and varied viewpoints have been considered. Not only 
have scholars representing widely different schools of 
thought been given careful attention, but it has seemed im-
portant to use the works of scholars of different faiths, 
backgrounds, and periods of history. Materials which have 
==========t~======~-~~~==~-~-=-===============--=======-= 
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been made available through archaeological research and 
works in the field of history, including maps, charts, and 
tables. have been utilized. Critical commentari es and var-
ious reference works have provided additional insight, and 
illumination in understanding and rightly interpreting Amos 
and Hosea to young adults. Some sources--secondary, to be 
sure--have been suggested and used particularly in dealing 
with techniques of teaching and possible projects for use 
with young adult groups. 
In summarizing the contributions of each of the proph-
ets to his own day and in pointing out their vital contribu-
tions to our day , an aggregate of the findings of the study 
has been covered. 
Amos's stress upon Yahweh's demand for right eousne ss 
li 
II 
I 
I 
and justice, in opposition to the whole Israelite sacrificial I 
system, was a unique and magnificent contribution. His 
concept of ethical monotheism influenced all succeeding re-
ligious thought. In his use of the Hebrew term "good" it 
at.tained distinct moral significance and when Amos insisted 
that God is good he made one of his supreme contributions 
to the world's religious thinking . The deduction is, of 
course, as men seek Yahweh, they seek the good. It was with 
amazing clarity a nd conviction that Amos proclaimed the 
truth that privilege means added responsibility; and if men 
fail to re a lize and act upon this knowledge, retrib~tion 
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is inevitable. He called attention to the fact that the 
atrocities of peace may be as great offenses in the sight 
of God as the atrocities of war. Religion~ to Amos, was 
moral opportunity. His solution to the problem of his day--
and an equally relevant answer to the pre sent perplexing 
situation--may be summed up in two words: Justice am 
Righteousness. In tact., Amos i.s best known as the prophet 
of God's Righteousness and Justice. The V'iOrds which furnish 
a key to his prophecy are as pertinent and 8S profound today 
as when they were spoken twenty-seven hundred ye~rs a. go (5 :2.4}1 
"Let justice roll down as waters, and righteousress as a 1 
mighty stream." 
Still higher moral insights began to express them.,. 
selves in Hosea. His concept of a God mos:e chief require-
ments are ttgoodness" and a "knowledge" of Him is most sig-
nificant. Just as Amos is known as the prophet of God 1 s 
Righteousness and Justice, Hosea is known as the prophet of 
II Love as the deepest attribute o~ the Divine 
A clari.fi- J 
God's Love. 
Nature was one o~ his great pioneering thoughts. 
cation of that concept was rrm:de by the prophet when he drew 
/the analogies of the deep love and devotion--incllrting a 
forgiving and redeeming lov·e--of a husband for hi~ wayward 
wife and of a loving father f~Jr his son. In Hosea's think-
ing, the highest and purest in human nature best reveals to 
mankind the loving heart of God. The contemplati.on which 
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resulted in su.ch meaningful analogies enabled the prophet 'J 
II to attain his understanding of man's relationship to God 1
1 
which is be st. interpreted as an ideal ethic:al union and fellot -
ship. Another definite challenge ccmes to those who seek in-!
1 II 
spiration and w.isdom from Hosea, through the realization tba t jl 
. . 'I ' knowledge and new truths st1.ll may be gal.ned from honest and 1 
earnest endeavor to rightly underst.and and interpret their 11 
I 
own personal experiences in the light of the prophet's con- j 
cept of a dependable God of love and rrercy who says to men 1 
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